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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the Design and Implementation of a "Module
Driver and Output Analyzer Generator" (MDOAG) for Spec functions.
The generator translates specifications written in the Spec formal
specification language into 'Module Driver and Output Analyzerso
(MDOA) written in Ada.
An MDOA is a testing tool which repeatedly calls the implementa-
tion of the function with input values provided by a generator program
and reports instances for which the results fail to meet the specifica-
tion. The classification of test results is carried out by Ada code that is
automatically generated from the specification of the component to be
tested.
The Kodiyak Application Generator, a fourth-generation attribute
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. MODULE DRIVER AND OUTPUT ANALYZER GENERATOR
A "Module Driver and Output Analyzer (MDOA)" is a system that
repeatedly calls a module and reports the cases when the results of the
call do not conform to the specification of the module. This research is
concc-ned with the feasibility of Implementing a "Module Driver and
Output Analyzer Generator (MDOAG)" for a formal specification language
using a fourth-generation attribute grammar tool.
The prototype MDOAG developed in this research automatically pro-
duces a MDOA from a specification. A schematic of the MDOAG is shown
in Figure 1-1.
Specification ( D MDOA
Figure 1-1. Module Driver and Output Analyzer Generator
The MDOAG "reads" a module specification and "writes" an MDOA
for an arbitrary implementation of that module. The MDOA performs
func ional (black box) testing of the implementation. It provides an error









Figure 1-2. Module Driver and Output Analyzer Generator
In this system, the module specification is written in Spec [Ref. 11, a
formal specification language described later. The MDOA is generated in
Ada [Ref. 2]. The MDOA requires that the user, normally the test person-
nel, provide a test input generator. (It does not require the corresponding
test output data that normally constitutes a test data set.) The module
driver "calls" (executes) the implementation with each of the test input
data generated and checks the output returned with the specified
requirements. Every time an output value does not meet the specifica-
tion, the test case (input and output values) and the portion of the speci-
fication violated are added to the report. At the conclusion of the test, the
total number of tests conducted and errors found are also reported.
B. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
There are numerous reasons a MDOAG is needed, only a few of
which are provided in the following paragraphs.
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1. To Reduce Time Spent in Unit Testing
The amount of time devoted to testing may be reduced using a
MDOAG. The amount of time spent in testing varies depending on the
type of system. In life critical-systems like those used in military systems,
testing can consume as much as 80 percent of the total development
effort [Ref. 3:p. 21. An average estimate of time spent in quality assurance
is 40 percent fRef. 1:p. 4-62]. In such cases, there is a great potential for
savings through automation of tasks currently performed manually.
2. To Reduce System Development Costs
The time savings gained through automation of the testing pro-
cess should translate into significant savings in overall system costs. The
U. S. Government spent $4 billion dollars in 1980 for major defense sys-
tems [Ref. 4]. Software costs are expected to reach $30 billion within the
next few years [Ref. 41. Researchers investigating ways to control these
costs have suggested using automated aids to eliminate manual methods
[Ref. 51.
3. To Encourage Unit Level Testing
An MDOAG encourages unit level testing because in automati-
cally generates the code necessary to automatically conduct the unit
tests. Systems should be tested incrementally, unit level first and gradu-
ally working towards system tests [Refs. 1, 3, 4, 6. 71. However, due to
delivery deadlines, developers sometimes try to save time by bypassing
unit-level testing, moving directly to integration testing in hopes that
both unit and integration bugs can be detected simultaneously. Often,
this approach is unsuccessful. [Ref. 8:p. 115]
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4. To Provide Unbiased Unit Tests
An MDOA, generated by an MDOAG, provides unbiased tests
because the test code is generated automatically from the specification
and the input data is randomly generated (an assumption). Separation of
the implementation team and test team is encouraged as a means of
reducing test bias. Often at the unit level, the two teams are the same
people, which makes it very diffi t alt to eliminate bias [Ref. 3:p. 61.
Regardless of who implements the unit and conducts test, the MDOA
generated by an MDOAG will be free of bias and provide a sound indi-
cation of the unit's reliability.
5. To Increase the Reliability of Software
By automating the testing process, many more test cases may
be run, significantly reducing the incidence of undetected errors.
C. SPEC SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE
1. General
Spec is a formal specification language used for describing the
behavior of abstractions that detail a software system and its interactions
[Ref. 8:p. 1]. It is intended primarily to represent black box specifications
[Ref. 9:p. 751. One of its many purposes is to provide the formalism (syn-
tax and semantics) necessary to automate the testing process [Ref. 8:




The event model is the semantic basis for Spec.
The event model uses four primitives: modules, messages, events
and alarms. A module is a black box that interacts with other mod-
ules by sending and receiving messages. A message is a data packet
sent from one module to another. An event occurs instantaneously
when a message is received by a module at a particular time. An
alarm defines a time at a module and triggers temporal events at
that module. [Ref. 9:p. 78]
a. Modules
Modules may be used to model software components (e.g..
modules, units, subsystems, etc.). The behavior of a module is specified
by describing its interface. An interface consists of a set of stimuli
(events) it recognizes and their associated responses (sets of events). [Ref.
9:p. 781
b. Messages
Messages may be used to model software component inter-
actions (e.g.. procedure calls, returns from procedures, Ada rendezvous.
etc.). Messages have four attributes: origin (who sent the message). name
(the name of the message), sequence of data values (the parameters), and
condition (normal or exception). Figure 1-3 schematically depicts the
interaction of two modules. Modulel passes message1 (stimulus) to
module2. Module2 responds by passing message2 (response) back to
modulel. Module2 knew to respond to module1 by checking the origin
attribute of messagel, which was modulel. This Is important because a
module may interact with several modules and must have a way of iden-





Figure 1-3. Two Modules Comrntinicating by Passing Messages
Figure 1-3. as described above, could depict the interaction
between a main procedure and a function. The main procedure (modulel)
calls (messagel) the function (module2) and the function returns results
(message2). Only the interface is depicted; there is no indication of the
internal characteristics of the modules.
c. Events
An event records and describes the system's behavior.
Events are identified by three properties: a module, a message, and a
time. The time corresponds to the time a module received a message.
[Ref. 9:p. 781
An event can be reactive or temporal. A reactive event is an
event which occurs in response to an external stimulus. A temporal event
is one which occurs in response to an alarm set off by the module itself
based on the absolute local time. [Ref. 9:p. 781
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d. Alarms
"Alarms represent discrete points in time when temporal
events are triggered." [Ref. 9 :p. 78] An alarm has a module, a message.
and a time. An alarm causes the module to send itself a message at the
designated time (modules have internal local clocks) [Ref. 9:p. 78].
Alarms illustrate a property of the event model- that all communications
between modules must be explicit, even when a module communicates
with itself. [Ref. 9:p. 78]
3. The Spec Language
This section is provided to give the reader some notion of the
Spec language. Figure 1-4 is a specification for a -generic square root
function" written in Spec [Ref. 9:p. 76]. It specifies proper behavior with-
out providing implementation details. A narrative description of Figure
1-4 follows the discussion below.
FUNCTION square-root {precision:float SUCH THAT precision > 0.0
MESSAGE(x: float)
WHEN x >= 0.0
REPLY(y:float)
WHERE y >= 0.0. approximates(y*y.x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imaginarysquareroot
CONCEPT approximates(rl r2:real)
--True if r iis sufficiently accurate approximation of r2
--The precision is relative rather than absolute
VALUE(b:boolean)
WHERE b <=> abs(rl-r2) <= abs(precision*r2)
END
Figure 1-4. Specification for the Generic Square Root Function
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a. Spec Primitives
Spec has three primitive module types for specifying soft-
ware components: functions, machines, and types [Ref. 9 :p. 76]. Spec
functions. machines, and types adhere to the conventional notions of
"functions," "machines," and "types."
(1) Functions. A function has no memory (immutable), so
a completely specified function calculates a single-valued matherratical
function. Incompletely specified functions can be multiple-valued
(non-deterministic).
(2) Machines. A machine maintains state information:
consequently, a machine's response is dependent upon its computation
history. [Ref. 9:p. 80]
(3) Types. A type defines an abstract data type. It provides
the value set (data objects) of the type and a set of operations. The type
manages the value set. Types can be immutable and mutable. An immu-
table type has a fixed value set and its operations cannot change the
properties of the individual type instances. A mutable type can create
and destroy type instances with internal states and can provide opera-
tions for changing them. [Ref. 9:p. 81-831
b. Stimulus-Response
"The basic unit in a Spec module description specifies the
required response to a stimulus." [Ref. 9:p. 76] Preconditions and post-
conditions, written in predicate logic, specify the correct behavior of the
module independently of its internal structure (i.e., Spec specifies correct
behavior, not how to implement that behavior.).
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c. Concepts
Spec concepts are used to decompose the predicate logic of
a specification into understandable chunks in the same manner that
subprograms are used in programs. Predicate logic can be difficult to
read and understand if not digested in small pieces. Concepts make it
possible to define predicates with meaningful names to enhance the
readability of the specification. [Ref. 9:p. 77]
d. Sample Spec: Generic Square Root
As stated previously. Figure 1-4 shows a specification for a
"generic square root." The Spec can be read as described in the following
paragraphs. Selected Spec key words and delimiters (enclosed in brack-
ets "[ 1") have been inserted into the narrative to indicate how they drive
the interpretation.
(1) Module Header. [FUNCTION] "square-root" is a func-
tion, so it has no memory. It is generic [[ }] and has a single generic
parameter "precision" of type "float," [SUCH THAT] the generic parameter
"precision" is restricted to values that are greater than "0.0."
(2) Stimulus. Its stimulus [MESSAGE] is a single argu-
ment "x" of type "float" [().
(3) Response. The module must reply in one of two ways:
- [WHEN] the value of "x" is greater than or equal to "0.0". it must
[REPLY] to the calling module with a single argument "y" of type
"float [ )], [WHERE] the value "y" must be greater than or equal to
"0.0" and its square (yy) must "approximate" the input parameter
"x."
* [OTHERWISE] (i.e., when the value of "x" is not greater than "0.0"), it
must [REPLY] with the [EXCEPTION] "imaginary-square root."
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(4) Concepts. The [CONCEPT] "approximates" defines the
predicate "approximates" used above. Two values "rl" and "r2" of type
float "approximate" each other when the absolute value of their difference
is less than or equal to the absolute value of "r2" multiplied by the value
of the parameter "precision" [WHERE]. (The "approximates" concept may
be thought of as a function returning a boolean value.)
D. ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS AND THE KODIYAK APPLICATION
GENERATOR
Attribute grammars are the theoretical foundation for this research.
The Kodiyak Application Generator is a tool that implements that foun-
dation. In this research, an attribute grammar (based on the Spec
specification language) and the Kodiyak Application Generator are used
to define and automate the process of "translating" module specifications
into MDOAs.
1. Attribute Grammars
Knuth introduced attribute grammars as a means of defining
the formal semantics of context free languages. Intuitively, all legal
strings of a grammar can be represented by parse trees, where the root of
the parse tree is the start symbol; the interior nodes are the non-termi-
nals: and the leaf nodes are the terminal symbols. Knuth showed that by
(1) assigning attributes to the nodes of the tree and (2) establishing rules
(semantic functions) by which those attributes derive their meaning,
semantic information about the parsed string could be passed about the
10
tree. 1. 2 Collectively, that information conveys the semantics of the string
[Ref. 10]. In practice, attributes are defined for the terminals and non-
terminals of the grammar, and semantic functions are associated with
the production rules of the grammar. For any given string, the parse tree
is constructed, and all attributes associated with that parse tree are
evaluated. When attribute evaluation is complete, "the defined attributes
at the root of the tree constitute the 'meaning' corresponding to the
derivation tree." [Ref. 101
2. Kodlyak Application Generator
a. General
The Kodiyak Application Generator is a language for con-
structing translators modeled after Knuth's description of attributed
grammars. It has facilities for describing a lexical scanner, an LALR(1)
grammar, and attribute definition equations. [Ref. 111
The description that follows provides only that information
required to understand the code in this work. For further information
consult Reference 11.
b. Comments
An exclamation point (1") introduces a comment which
runs to end-of-line.
lAttributes that derive their meaning solely from descendant riodes
are known as synthesized attributes [Ref. 101.
2Attributes that derive their meaning solely from ancestor nodes are
known as inherited attributes [Ref. 10].
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c. Program Format
AG programs consist of three sections. The program layout
and the purposes of the three sections are shown in Figure 1-5.
I SECTION 1: LEXICAL SCANNER
1PURPOSES:
I specify the terminal symbols of the language.









SECTION 3: GRAMMAR AND ATTRIBUTE EQUATIONS
!PURPOSES:
! Define the grammar.
! Define the attribute equations which describe the
! semantics of the translation.
Figure 1-5. AG Program Format and Section Purposes
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d. Lexical Scanner Section
The lexical scanner... defines a set of substitutions to be performed
on the input text. Named terminal symbols are associated with regu-
lar expressions. Input is scanned for text which matches these regu-
lar expressions. If such a match is found, the text is deleted and
replaced with an occurrence of the associated terminal symbol. [Ref.
1 1:p. 31
AG accepts regular expressions as recognized by Lex [Ref.
1 l:p. 4: Ref. 121. AG also provides token definitions to enhance readabil-
ity [Ref. 1 1:p. 41. Code fragments from the lcxical section of Appendix A
are provided in Figure 1-6. The numbers enclosed in asterisks (e.g., *1")
have been added to assist in explaining the code. They do not appear in
the actual code. Statement *1* defines the token "Digit" to be a single
ASCII character between "0" and "9". Statement *2* defines "Int" (integer)
to be one or more of the tokens Digit. The curly braces ("1") indicate that
a previously defined token is being used in the current definition. State-
ment *3* defines the token "AND" to be the ampersand ("&). Statement
*4* defines a REALLITERAL to be the string composed of an Int token
followed by a decimal point (".") and another Int token. Operator prece-
dences and associativities for AND, '+," and "-" are established by
statements *5* and *6*. Precedence is established by the line on which
the operators appear. Operators on the same line have the same prece-
dence. The operators on different lines derive their precedences from
their line number. Lower line number implies lower precedence. Hence,
the operator "AND" has a lower precedence than "+" and "-." The
operators "+" and "-" have the same precedence. "%left" implies left
associativity for the line. Hence the expression "2 + 3 + 5" is the same as
"(2 + 3) + 5."
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e. Attribute Declaration Section
"The attribute declaration section consists of attribute dec-
larations for all non-terminals and named terminals." [Ref. 1 l:p. 7]
! LEXICAL SECTION: SOME EXAMPLES
I definitions of lexical classes
%define Digit :10-91 *1*
%defne Int :{Digit)+ *2*
! definitions of compound symbols and keywords
AND :"&" *3*
REALLITERAL :{Int) . {Int) *4*
! operator precedences
%left AND; *5*
%left +', 1-'; *6*
Figure 1-6. Code Fragments From Lexical Section of Appendix A
Kodiyak has two primitive data types: string and int
(integer) [Ref. 1 l:p. 71. They have the conventional interpretation. Strings
may contain control characters (e.g., newlines, tabs, etc.). They are intro-
duced in the string with a backslash, like in the "C" programming
language.
A "map" is the only higher order type in Kodiyak. A map
"maps" one primitive type onto another. A map is like a lookup function
with an entry operator and a lookup operator. Given a "key," it returns
the value pointed to by that key. For instance, string -> int is a map from
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strings to integers. Given a particular string, the map returns a integer
associated with that string.
AG has two special attributes: %text and %line. They pro-
vide the actual text of the token as scanned and the line number of the
source on which it appeared.
Some samples of attribute declarations are provided in Fig-
ure 1-7. The non-terminal "start" has two attributes: "main" and
"lines of code." statements *10 and *2*, respectively. Main has type
string and lines-of code has type integer. The "message" non-terminal
has one attribute named "table." It is a map of strings to integers, state-
ment *3*. The terminal symbol "REALLITERAL" has the special attribute
%text. It will be set to the string representing the actual REALLITERAL
scanned (e.g., "1.0", "2.50", etc.).
ATTRIBUTE DECLARATION SECTION: SOME EXAMPLES
start
main:string; *1*
lines of code:int: *2*1;
message(




Figure 1-7. Sample Attribute Declarations
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f. Attribute Grammar Section
-The attribute grammar section defines the syntax and
semantics of the translation." [Ref. 11 :p.9] The grammar is defined in a
notation similar to BNF augmented with the semantics of the translation.
For each production alternative of a production rule in the grammar,
semantic functions are defined and enclosed between curly braces (M )).
Figt *e 1-8 provides an example of a production rule augmented with
semantic functions. The "messages" production rule has two possible
productions: (1) the "messages" non-terminal followed by the "message"
non-terminal or (2) the null production. Semantic function "1" is the
semantic function for the first alternative and will be evaluated if the
parse generates the first alternative. Semantic functions *2* and *3* are
the semantic functions for the second alternative and will be evaluated if
the parse generates nul.
messages
messages message






Figure 1-8. Production Rule Augmented with Semantic Functions
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Semantic function "1 states that the attribute
"parm.specs" of the first occurrence of the non-terminal "messages" (the
instance in the left-hand side of the production, denoted by mes-
sages[1].parm-specs) is equal to the value of the "parmspecs" attribute
of the "message" non-terminal (denoted by message.parmspecs). Refer-
ences to the "parm-spec" attribute of the second "messages" non-termi-
nal would be denoted by messages[2].parm-specs (i.e., the second occur-
rence of). When the brackets (N 1") are omitted, the first occurrence of the
non-terminal is assumed.
Semantic function *2* states that the "parmspecs" attri-
bute of the first occurrence of the "messages" non-terminal evaluates to
the empty string (" ").
Semantic function *3* illustrates the conditional (if-then-
else) construct. The example can be interpreted as shown in Figure 1-9.
The first attribute in the AG construct is the one to which an assignment
will be made. The next line in the construct is a conditional expression. If
the condition is true, the first attribute is assigned the value after the
.- >" (then) symbol. If the condition is false, the first attribute is assigned
the value after the "#" (else) symbol. [Ref. 11 :p. 141
Semantic functions *1*. *2*, and *3* are examples of infor-
mation being passed up the parse tree (synthesized) from a sibling node
to a parent node. In the same manner, information could be passed down
the tree (inherited) by changing the order of the nonterminals. (e.g.,
message.parm spec = messages[l].parm-spec would pass the value of
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if (messages[2.rparm == "j then
(messages[ 1.r parm = "1
else
(messages[ I ].rparm = messages[2j.r._parm)
end if;
Figure 1-9. Interpretation of AG if-then-else Construct of Figure 1-8
the "parmspec" attribute down the parse tree). Information can also be
passed from sibling to sibling by simply defining a semantic function
passing information between attributes on the right-hand side of the pro-
duction rule (e.g., messages[2].parm-specs = message.parm-spec would
pass information to the right in the messagesll] subtree.). AG provides
the operators listed in Figure 1-10. Most of the operators carry their
usual meaning. However, the map Join operator requires some
explanation.
The join operation takes two maps of the same type.. .and constructs
a new map. The new map is defined everywhere either of the other
maps is, and is undefined wherever both of the other maps are.
Every pair in the first map is included in the resulting map. Every
pair in the second map that does not have a key that occurs as a key
in the first map also appears in the resulting map. [Ref. 1 1:p. 15]
Two standard functions provided by AG were used in the
MDOAG code: %outfile(file name:string, val:string), which writes the
string val to the file named file-name, and %errfile(filename:string,











1[ 1" concatenate enclosed strings
Map Operators
"+I" join: joins two maps of the same type
"nonterm.map-name(key)" apply: given a nonterminal "nonterm"
with a map attribute "map-name" and a







less than or equal





Figure 1-10. AG Operators
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the error file [Ref. 1 l:p. 19]. The first rule in the section is for the start
symbol. The attributes of the start symbol will yield the semantic mean-
ing of the translation. All output is generated by the output functions
defined for the start symbol. [Ref. 1 l:p. 241
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H. PREVIOUS WORK
Presented below is a limited sampling of work that most closely
approximates the work done in this research. The first section discusses
two "module drivers" and the second mentions two tools that have been
implemented using attribute grammar tools.
A. MODULE DRIVERS
Research, development, and implementation of automatic module
driver tools was conducted as early as 1974 [Ref. 13]. Two representative
tools are described below. Note that both of those tools require test per-
sonnel to provide a complete test case (module inputs and expected
outputs). Further. they are not generated automatically from the specifi-
cation; consequently, the results are valid only if the tester's interpreta-
tion of the requirements is correct.
1. Automatic Unit Test (AUT) Program
The Automated Unit Test Program, released by IBM in 1975, is
one of the first automatic software test drivers developed. It conducts
black box testing and automatically tests the -object module" of the
implementation (i.e., it is independent of the source code the module is
written in) [Ref. 141. A schematic of the system is given in Figure 2-1.
To conduct a test, a test procedure must be written in Module
Interface Language-Specific (MIL-S), a test language also developed by
IBM. The test procedure provides a sequence of test cases to be executed
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of IBM's Automatic Unit Test Program
by the AUT processor' Each test case includes test input data and its
corresponding output data. For each test case in the test procedure, the
AUT processor calls the object module with the input values. The object
module then computes and returns its results to the AUT processor.
Then the AUT processor checks the results against the correct output
data of test case and records any discrepancies noted. [Ref. 14]
The AUT is criticized because the test language, MIL-S, is a low-
level assembler-like language and it has no facilities for modeling I/O
devices and fles. [Ref. 141
2. Fortran Test Procedure Language (TPL/F)
TPL/F is an automated test system developed by General Elec-
tric. It operates on the implementation's source code (Fortran). The lan-
guage allows test cases to be specified in terms of the implementatson's
internal structure (i.e., It is capable of conducting clear box testing).
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Further, the system gathers statistics of testing thoroughness such as
percentage of statements executed and branches traversed. [Ref. 14]
The general testing process is similar to the AUT. Like the AUT,
this system also requires that a test procedure be written which includes
input and output data, but it also allows the procedure to specifically
conduct tests over segments of the implementation source code if
desired. To support that feature, the system has what it calls a target-
program translator. Basically, it is a source code parser which enables
test code insertion. Like the AUT, test cases are conducted and the
results are written. Unlike the AUT. the test results include test coverage
statistics. [Ref. 141
B. TOOLS IMPLEMENTED WITH ATTRIBUTE GRAMMAR TOOLS
Attribute grammar tools have been used successfully to implement
several systems. Two examples are provided below.
1. Language Translator for the Computer-Aided Prototyping
System (CAPS)
The Language Translator for CAPS is written using the Kodiyak
Application Generator. It translates prototype specifications written in
the Prototype System Description Language (PSDL) into a set of Ada pro-
cedures and packages. Altizer, the author of the translator, presents a
"template translation methodology" that is used to produce the Module
Driver and Output Analyzer Generator of this research [Ref. 151. The
template methodology is explained in Chapter IV and is used in the
research reported here.
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2. Specification Language Type Checker
A specification language type checker is also implemented using
the Kodiyak Application Generator. The system performs name analysis
and error reporting for specifications written in Spec [Ref. 16].
The Module Driver and Output Analyzer Generator of this
research assumes there are no type errors in the input Specs. In effect,
the result of this research is an extension of the total Spec envirc, iment,
which includes the type checker.
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I. DESIGN OF THE MDOAG
A. SUBSET OF THE SPEC LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTED
The subset of the Spec language treated by this thesis corresponds
roughly to Spec functions that can be implemented as Ada functions or
procedures. This set consists of single service functions which receive a
single anonymous message and reply with one or more parameters or an
exception. The square root function of Figure 1-4 is a typical example.
A more precise description of the subset is provided in Appendix B,
which contains the set of Spec production rules that have been imple-
mented by this system. In addition, the user's manual (Appendix C)
describes the minimum details necessary to determine whether a specifi-
cation may be tested using the system.
B. DESIGN OF THE RUN-TIME SYSTEM
Figure 1-1 shows that the Module Driver and Output Analyzer Gen-
erator (MDOAG) reads in a Spec and generates a Module Driver and Out-
put Analyzer (MDOA) for that Spec. However, it actually generates an
incomplete MDOA. It generates eight files containing Ada source code for
all but two of the components of the MDOA. The user must supply one of
the remaining components representing the code to be tested, and the
other is resident in the environment. Further, the user is required to
complete at least one component (possibly more) prior to compiling the
MDOA into executable code. The executable MDOA reads in a file con-
taining test parameters (supplied by the user) and outputs the results of
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the test. Refer to the user's manual (Appendix C) for details concerning
the user interface.
The components of the MDOA are presented in the dependency dia-
gram of Figure 3-1. All the components except MDOAGLIB and IMPLE-
MENTATION are generated by the MDOAG. MDOAGLIB is a standard
library component. IMPLEMENTATION is the component to be tested.
ITERATORS are generated as required, depending on the Spec.
NAM
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For these components, the MDOAG generates a shell providing the
proper interface. The user must add the code necessary to generate the
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input data sets and ranges for any quantifiers appearing in the
specifications.
Examples of each component produced by the system are contained
in Appendix D. When referring to the components, be aware that the
DRIVER, CHECKPKG and ITERATOR components generated by the
MDOAG contain "m4 macros" which require expansion via the UNIX m4
macro processor prior to Ada compilation: consequently, two files are
given for the same component (e.g., DRIVER.M4 and DRIVER correspond
to the DRIVER before macro expansion and after expansion, respec-
tively.). The macros are more readable than the expanded Ada code (see
DRIVER and GENERATOR sections for more detail). Descriptions of each
component are provided in the next several sections.
Figure 3-2 is a detailed data flow diagram of the MDOA. It is pro-
vided to supplement the following discussions and as a "master" diagram
of the MDOA. Subprogram calls are indicated in upper case and are
located above and to the left of the arrows. Data components are indi-
cated in lower case and are located below and to the right of the arrows.
A single arrow was used to represent two distinct MAIN-REPORT interac-
tions and three distinct DRIVER-REPORT interactions to save space (e.g.,
OPEN, CLOSE). No specific CHECKPKG-MDOAGLIB interactions are
indicated. The dashed arrow represents an exception message.
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Figure 3-2. Module Driver and Output Analyzer Data Flow Diagram
1. MAIN
MAIN is the "main" procedure of the system. MAIN's architec-
ture is provided in Figure 3-3. which graphically illustrates its depen-
dencies and their precise nature. MAIN depends upon REPORT and
MAIN_PKG for the services they render, as indicated (e.g., REPORT pro-
vides OPEN). The general functionality of MAIN can be determined by
reading the services from left to right. The services whose symbols are
filled (e.g., GETTESTPARAMETERS) are contained inside a loop which
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Figure 3-3. MAIN Architecture
Procedure MAIN opens the error report. Then it repeatedly gets
test parameters and executes the test, until the tests are complete. Exe-
cuting a test adds information to the error report if the results of the test
do not conform to the specification. Then it closes the error report.
The top row of modules in Figure 3-2 shows the communication
of procedure MAIN.
2. MAINPKG
MAIN_PKG hides some of the implementation details of proce-
dure MAIN. It has three subprocedures: TESTSCOMPLETE, GETTEST_
PARAMETERS and EXECUTETEST. Function TESTSCOMPLETE
returns a boolean value which indicates whether all the tests in the input
file, "test-pararneters" (described below), have been completed.
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Procedure GETTESTPARAMETERS reads the criteria corre-
sponding to a single test. The data is read from the user supplied input
file "test-parameters". In test-parameters, the user provides the demon-
strated "assurance" level (i.e., maximum probability of error) desired for
the function and values of the Spec generic parameters to be used to
instantiate the function, if it is generic. GETTESTPA-RAMETERS uses
user supplied "GET" procedures, resident in IMPLEMENTATION, to read
the generic value parameters. This is why Figure 3-1 shows that
MAINPKG depends on IMPLEMENTATION. More detail is provided in
Section VII of the user's manual (Appendix C).
Procedure EXECUTETEST executes a single test. It does so by
renaming DRIVER to NEWDRIVER in its declaration part and calling
NEWDRIVER in its body. The renaming is accomplished with an instan-
tiation statement when generic parameters exist in the Spec or with a
renaming statement otherwise. This technique was used because it pro-
vides a uniform interface with the DRIVER (i.e., NEWDRIVER(assur-
ance)). In addition, the renaming and instantiation statements are similar
in structure and lend themselves well as alternative choices for code
generation, whereas the choice between a procedure call in the body of
the procedure and an instantiation statement with distinct procedure call
are quite different and are more complex to generate mechanically.
3. DRIVER
DRIVER's architecture is shown in Figure 3-4. Notice that
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Figure 3-4. DRIVER Architecture
renamed to IMPLEMENT (as indicated by the parentheses ("()). A
pruned version of DRIVER's data flow diagram Is provided in Figure 3-5.
Its Interactions with MAIN_PKG and REPORT have been stripped out.
Procedure DRIVER "drives" a single test: it repeatedly calls the function
with message values provided by GENERATOR and sends the test set
(reply values, message values, and "condition") to CHECK_PKG to be
checked.
"Condition" is a variable, set in DRIVER, which explicitly indi-
cates the termination condition of the function call. The function may




Figure 3-5. DRIVER Data Flow Diagram
the condition variable, the function call is embedded in an Ada block
statement ccntaining an exception handler. If the function call termi-
nates normally, the "condition" variable will be set to "normal" and the
exception handler is not invoked. However, if an exception is raised, con-
trol passes to the exception handler where the condition variable is set
appropriately (see CONDITIONTYPEPKG for more detail concerning
"condition").
DRIVER is also responsible for incrementing sample counters
maintained in REPORT after each test set is checked and for calling
REPORT to write a "single test" header and summary as appropriate.
The design of DRIVER is based on the method for invoking gen-
erators presented in [Ref. 1:pp. 5-96-5-98]. It contains the "foreach"
macro defined in Appendix E which is expanded before the component is
compiled. An example is given in Figure 3-6. It should be read, iforeach
x generated by GENERATOR, execute the statements enclosed in the
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last pair of brackets." The "assurance" is a parameter passed to the
GENERATOR indicating the demonstrated "reliability" desired of the
implementation (see GENERATOR for more details).
foreach([x:float]. GENERATOR. [assurance], [
**do these statements"1;)
Figu-e 3-6. Sample "foreach" Macro
4. CHECK_PKG
The data flow diagram of CHECKPKG is provided in Figure 3-7.
Package CHECKPKG checks if a "REPLY" to a stimulus is correct. It has
a single (visible) procedure CHECK. CHECK receives the test set (reply
values, message values, condition) from DRIVER and checks that it is
correct. If an error is found, it sends an error message to REPORT, oth-
erwise it does nothing. CHECKPKG uses subprocedures in MDOAGLIB
in the process of checking Specs.
CHECKPKG is also based on the method for invoking genera-
tors mentioned in DRIVER. However, it will contain -foreach" macros only
if the Spec contains QUANTIFIERS (discussed later). The "generators"
used in connection with QUANTIFIERS are referred to as ITERATORS.
Whether or not the Spec contains QUANTIFIERS, CHECKPKG.M4 is
generated and expanded to CHECKPKG.A prior to Ada compilation.
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Figure 3-7. CHECK_PKG Data Flow Diagram
5. REPORT
Package REPORT is a machine that maintains statistical infor-
mation (e.g., total tests, total samples tested, total errors, etc.) and man-
ages the report (error file). All information in the report is generated by
REPORT in response to requests by "using" modules. The services offered
by REPORT are OPEN (create the error report and write the header),
WRITEINSTANCEHEADER (write a header for a single test and initial-
ize associated state variables), INCREMENTSAMPLESTESTED (incre-
ment samples counter state variables), ERROR (write an error to the
report and increment error counter state variables), WRITEINSTANCE_
STATS (write a single test summary), and CLOSE (write a summary for
all tests conducted and close the error file). Refer to Figure 3-2 to
determine the users of the services.
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6. CONDITIONTYPE_PKG
Package CONDITIONTYPEPKG declares the type "CONDI-
TIONTYPE" and provides its I/O subprocedures. CONDITIONTYPE is
an enumerated data type representing the possible termination condi-
tions of the function being tested. The normal termination condition is
represented by the CONDITIONTYPE value "normal." There are two
classes of exception conditions: specified exceptions and unspecified
exceptions. Specified exceptions are those exceptions declared in the
Spec specification. CONDITIONTYPE contains a unique value for each
specified exception (i.e., the Spec exception name with the postfix
.- condition"). Unspecified exceptions are Ada exceptions that may be
raised during the function's execution but are not mentioned in the
specification. The CONDITIONTYPE value "unspecified-exception" refers
to all unspecified exceptions. Any occurence of an unspecified exception
represents a program error.
7. GENERATOR
The procedure GENERATOR generates a sequence of message
(input) values used by DRIVER in the conduct of a single test. The design
of GENERATOR is based on the generator method presented in
Reference 1 .
The system only provides a "generator" macro template which
must be augmented with the Ada code necessary to generate message
values. The sample in Figure 3-8 should be read,
Generator "GENERATOR" receives a parameter "assu -ance"; it gen-
erates values of "x"; and the code required to generate those values
is enclosed in the last pair of brackets ([]) in the macro definition.
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The procedure 'generate' will be called with every "x" value
generated.











Figure 3-8. Sample Generator
In the example, the the value "assurance" is an Ada float between 0.0
and 1.0 and corresponds to the measure of reliability desired of the
function. This is the reciprocal of an upper bound on the mean interval
between errors in an operational environment with the same distribution
of input values as that provided by the test data generator. provided that
the generated test set runs without detecting any errors. It is left to the
user to implement the logic necessary to generate test input data with an
appropriate distribution.
The macro expands into a generic procedure with a single
generic procedure parameter which corresponds to the expanded
"foreach" macro body of DRIVER. Instantiation of the GENERATOR
amounts to passing in the "IMPLEMENTATION" and "CHECK" calls to be
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executed once for each set of values generated. Refer to the user's man-
ual (Appendix C) and the Samples of Appendix D for specific examples.
8. ITERATORS
An iterator procedure is partially generated for each quantifier
expression contained in the Spec. Each iterator generates a sequence of
value.; covering the range of values of the variables declared in the the
quantifier. Like GENERATOR, the user supplies the iteration implement-
ing code. Its design is identical to the GENERATOR except that the name
of the GENERATOR corresponds to a particular Spec QUANTIFIER in the
specification and its variables correspond to the variables declared in the
QUANTIFIER.
9. IMPLEMENTATION
Package IMPLEMENTATION is user supplied. It holds four visi-
ble resources (or groups of resources) related to the implementation and
required by other components of the MDOA:
1. Implementation of the Spec function to be tested.
2. Type declarations for types contained in the Spec.
3. I/O Routines for the abstract data types used in the Spec.
4. Declarations of exceptions contained in the Spec.
The Spec function is implemented in accordance with Spec con-
crete interface conventions. The user supplies the declarations of all data
types used in the Spec (that are not contained in Ada STANDARD) and
I/O routines for those types used by the MDOA (i.e., MAIN_PKG and
REPORT). The exceptions are declared in the visible portion of the pack-
age to provide the DRIVER the capability to capture the exception and set
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the condition. Refer to the user's manual (Appendix C) and the Samples
of Appendix D for more details.
10. MDOAG.LIB
Package MDOAGLIB contains utilities used by the MDOA. Cur-
rently, it contains only two services: functions implementing the Spec "if
and only if" and "implies" operators.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MDOAG
This chapter describes the template translation methodology used in
the translation process and provides a detailed description of the tem-
plates used to implement each generated component of the Module
Driver and Output Analyzer.
A. TRANSLATION TEMPLATE METHODOLOGY
A simple scheme presented in Reference 15 was chosen to automati-
cally translate arbitrary specifications in Spec into the architecture's Ada
components. For each component in the architecture, a translation
"template" was developed into which specification dependent portions of
code could be inserted.
Obviously, the individual components that are generated are depen-
dent upon the specification (e.g., names, number of arguments, asser-
tions, concepts, etc.) read by the Module Driver and Output Analyzer
Generator. However, each of the individual components has a fixed part.
a "template" or "shell," that does not vary with the specification (e.g.,
package/subprogram name, some package dependencies (with/use),
etc.). The fixed and variable portions of each of the architecture's compo-
nents were determined, resulting in the translation templates contained
in Appendix F.
A graphic representation of the template process is provided in Fig-
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Figure 4-3. Template Completion Process for the Spec
subset of Spec. A complete depiction of the entire tree, down to the
terminal symbols. is not possible because most trees are very large.
Instead, triangles are used to represent the subtrees of the non-terminal
to which it is attached.
Figure 4-2 shows how templates are associated with particular
nodes of the tree. In this case, the CHECKPKG template (an attribute) is
"attached" to the function non-terminal symbol. It has four missing ele-
ments, or slots, which must be filled in (i.e., Spec-dependent variable
information).
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The missing information corresponds to "generic object declara-
tions," -quantifier functions," "response transformations" and "concept
subprograms." That information is found in the "moduleheader,"
"messages." and "concepts" subtrees, as depicted by the "subtemplates"
attached to the subtrees. The figure indicates that attribute evaluation is
complete for those subtemplates because they are filled in. (Note: The
subtemplates themselves may have subtemplates.)
Figure 4-3 shows how the CHECKPKG template is completed.
Arrowheads have been added to the arcs of the tree to depict the flow of
information. Each subtemplate moves up the tree, via its subtree. and is
inserted into its appropriate slot in the CHECK_PKG template. The flow
of information is accomplished with semantic functions that simply pass
the information from node to node.
Once the CHECKPKG template is completely filled in, it is passed
up the tree to the "start" symbol where it is output to a file. To determine
the component file name, examine the "%/outfile" semantic function asso-
ciated with the start symbol in Section 3 of Appendix A.
Use of the template methodology does not restrict information flow to
the upward direction. It is necessary to pass information in all directions.
For instance, it is often necessary to use information contained in an
subtemplate (or attribute) of one subtree to complete a subtemplate of a
distant subtree before the "distant" subtemplate may be passed up the
tree. The figures present a simplified but valid view of the process. In
addition, the CHECKPKG is not an accurate version of the template
used in the code. It was simplified for the sake of illustration. Refer to the
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translation templates of Appendix F for the templates actually used in
the system.
B. MAINPKG TEMPLATE
The MAINPKG template is given in Figure 4-4. It has three variable
portions (slots) to be filled in:
1. "GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS**
2. "GENERIC OBJECT GETS"
3. "DRIVER INSTANTIATION OR RENAMING DECLARATION**
A "pruned" version of the resulting code generated for the "generic
square root" example of Figure 1-4 is presented in Figure 4-5.
1. **GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS**
The purpose of the "GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS** is to
generate "object declarations" for variables containing values for generic
parameters (i.e., not "generic" object declarations). The variables are used
as actual parameters in the instantiation of DRIVER, which subsequently
uses their values to instantiate the function. One object declaration is
generated per generic parameter in the Spec and derives its name directly
from the corresponding Spec NAME.
The "GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS" generated for the
generic square root example is the single Ada declaration of "precision,"
the lone generic parameter ("precision") of the generic square root Spec
(line "1", Figure 4-5). If the Spec had more generic parameters, they
would follow in suit. If the Spec had no generic parameters. nothing (i.e.,
empty string) would be generated.
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package MAINPKG is







with TEXT_10; use TEXTIO;
package body MAINPKG is
INFILE: FILETYPE;
ASSURANCE: FLOAT range 0.0.. 1.0;
**GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS *I*
function TESTSCOMPLETE return boolean is
begin












**GENERIC OBJECT GETS** *2*
end GETTESTPARAMETERS;
procedure EXECUTETEST is





Figure 4-4. MAIN PKG Template
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package MAIN_PKG is







with TEXT_I0; use TEXT_10;
package body MAINPKG is
INFILE: FILETYPE;













Figure 4-5. MAINPKG of the Generic Square Root Spec of Figure 1-4
Generating object declarations, like a host of other "declaration-
like" statements (parameter specification, generator loop variables, etc.),
is simply the concatenation of the tokens required by the statement. All
the required tokens are located within the fieldlist subtree. Although a
trivial generation, several methods can be used to implement the
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generation and not all schemes are as useful as others. The method pre-
ferred in this research is to generate all declarations as individual object
declarations rather than as multiple object declarations. The two forms
are equivalent [Ref. 2:p. 3-3]. In this method, single declarations (less
trailing delimiters) are formed at the lowest subtree possible (i.e., the
name list subtree) and built into lists by passing them u') the tree (i.e.,
namelist to type_ binding to field_list), adding delimitefs as required.
The same technique is used to generate the generator loop variables dis-
cussed later (e.g., See "gen-loop.yars" attribute at the namelist.
type-binding, field-list of Appendix A). The advantage of this technique is
it can be applied to all -declaraton-like" statements without loss of func-
tionality while allowing manipulation of the individual elements of the list
(e.g., removal of items, additions, replacements, etc.).
2. **GENERIC OBJECT GETS**
The purpose of "GENERIC OBJECT GETS** is to generate the
calls to input procedures required to read the generic objects for instan-
tiating generic Spec functions. This is needed because generic functions
must be instantiated before they can be tested. The particular instances
to be tested are specified by the user via a file containing actual values
for the generic parameters.
The **GENERIC OBJECT GETS" generated for the generic
square root function is statement on line *2*, Figure 4-5. If more generic
parameters existed, a "GE statement would have been generated for
each generic object.
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The generation of individual statements is accomplished at the
namelist subtree (See the "mpkg-gets" attribute, Appendix A). Note that
the definition of the "GET" procedure is supplied by the implementor in
package IMPLEMENTATION (i.e., IMPLEMENTATION.GET(...)). It is trans-
lated this way to avoid errors resulting from overloading the subproce-
dure GET. Additionally, the generic parameter may be of an "imple-
mentor -defined type, unique to the implementation, rather than a stan-
dard Ada type. For instance, the Spec could have defined -precision" to
be type "real," for which no standard Ada type exists. Consequently, the
system requires that the implementor provide the input procedure. (More
information on the "GET- procedure can be found in the user's manual.
Appendix C).
3. **DRIVER INSTANTIATION OR RENAMING DECLARATION**
The purpose the "DRIVER INSTANTIATION OR RENAMING
DECLARATION*" is to instantiate or rename the DRIVER as appropriate.
The DRIVER procedure is generic only when the Spec function is generic.
The *DRIVER INSTANTIATION OR RENAMING DECLARA-
TION** generated for generic square root is line *3*, Figure 4-5. In this
case, the Spec is generic. If the Spec had more generic parameters, they
would have been included hi the instantiation. If the Spec had no generic
parameters, the non-generic DRIVER procedure would have been
renamed as follows: "procedure NEWDRIVER(assurance: float) renames
DRIVER;."
Generation of this slot is accomplished using a subtemplate
located at the function non-terminal (See the driver basicdecl attribute.
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function non-terminal. Appendix A and MAINPKG subtemplate Appen-
dix F).
C. DRIVER TEMPLATE
The DRIVER template is given in Figure 4-6. It has seven slots to be
filled in:
1. "GENERIC FORMAL PART"
2. **PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"
3. **INSTANTIATION OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS"
4. **GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES**
5. **FUNCTION CALL**
6. "EXCEPTION WHEN CLAUSES**
7. "FORMAL MESSAGE ACTUAL PARMS**
Slots one through seven are located on lines "1" through *7*,
respectively.
A copy of the macro file "generator.m4" is included in Appendix E.
and an electronic copy is available in suns2:/work/student/depasqua/
MACROS.
The DRIVER generated for the generic square root example is pre-
sented in Figure 4-7.
1. "GENERIC FORMAL PART"
The purpose of **GENERIC FORMAL PART" is to generate the
specification of the objects that represent the Spec formal arguments. as
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include (n/ suns2 /work/ student/ depasqua/MACROS/generator. m4)
"GENERIC FORMAL PART" *I*
procedure DRIVER(assurance: in FLOAT);
with GENERATOR:
with CHECKPKG:
with REPORT; use REPORT;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;
with CONDITION TYPEPKG; USE CONDITIONTYPEPKG;
procedure DRIVER is (assurance: in float) is
condition: condition-type := normal;
S*PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS** *2*
*INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS** *3*
begin
REPORT.WRITE_INSTANCEHEADER;















Figure 4-6. DRIVER Template
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include(/n/ suns2 /work/ student/depasqua/MACROS/generator.m4)
generic *I*
precision: float;
procedure DRIVER(assurance: in float);
with GENERATOR;
with CHECKPKG;
with REPORT; use REPORT;
with IMPLEMENTATION: use IMPLEMENTATION;
with CONDITIONTYPEPKG; use CONDITIONTYPEPKG;




function IMPLEMENT Is new square_root(precision); *3*
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG (precision, assurance);
begin
REPORT.WRITEINSTANCEHEADER;
foreach([x:float], GENERATOR, [assurance], f *4*
begin
y := IMPLEMENT(x); *5*
condition := normal;
exception









Figure 4-7. DRIVER of the Generic Square Root Spec of Figure 1-4
the Ada generic formal part of the DRIVER. When the Spec is generic, a
*GENERIC FORMAL PART is generated; otherwise, an empty string is
generated resulting in a non-generic DRIVER procedure.
5o
The generic part generated for the generic square root example
is "generic" followed by the generic parameter declaration of -precision"
(line *1*, Figure 4-7).
See the function.g-formal-part semantic function at function,
Appendix A, for the simple translation.
2. "PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS**
The purpose of "PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS" is to gener-
ate declarations for variables that represent the formal arguments
declared in the Spec "MESSAGE" and "REPLY."
In the square root example, the variables "x" and "y" of type
"float" are specified (line *2*, Figure 4-6). The Spec argument names are
used verbatim.
The generation is accomplished through the simple concatena-
tion of message and response parameter specifications (See the mes-
sage.parm-specs semantic function at message, Appendix A).
3. "INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS**
The purpose of the **INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLA-
RATIONS" slot is to:
1. Effect the proper concrete interface to the function's Ada implemen-
tation.
2. Rename the function to the standard name "IMPLEMENT."
3. Instantiate the generic package CHECKPKG.
4. Rename CHECKPKG to "BLACKBOX."
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The four possible translations are shown in Figure 4-8. The
translation generated depends on the concrete interface called for by the





The Spec language has definitive concrete interface generation
rules for Ada [Ref. 1:pp. 4-54 - 4-551:
1. A message with a reply with a single data component corresponds
to an Ada function with an "in" parameter for each component of
the MESSAGE and a "return" corresponding to the single data com-
ponent of the REPLY.
2. A message with a GENERATE corresponds to a generic procedure
parameter. (This interface is not supported by the current version of
MDOAG.)
3. A message that does not fall into the categories above, corresponds
to an Ada procedure with an "in" parameter for each component of
the MESSAGE and an "out" for each component of the REPLY if
there is one.
The rules above may be modified using Spec PRAGMAs. One
such modification is supported. PRAGMA "update(x,y)" indicates that the
"x" component of a MESSAGE and the "y" component of a REPLY both
correspond to the same "in out" parameter of the Ada subprogram with
the formal parameter name "x." [Ref. 1:pp. 4-54-4-551
Although not explicitly stated in the concrete interface rules, it
is clear that a generic specification requires that the rules above be fol-
lowed and that the appropriate generic part be added to the interface.
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**INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS**
-- Generations based on the type of Ada interface called for by
-- the Spec and whether or not the function is generic.
--non-generic function:
function IMPLEMENT(**FORMAL MESSAGE PARM SPECIFICATIONS**)
return **TYPE MARK** renames "FUNCTION DESIGNATOR**;
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(assurance);
-- non-generic procedure:
procedure IMPLEMENT(**FUNCTION CALL SPECIFICATIONS**)
renames IMPLEMENTATION.**FUNCTION DESIGNATOR";
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(assurance);
-- generic function:
function IMPLEMENT is new
**FUNCTION DESIGNATOR**(**GENERIC ACTUAL PARAMETERS**);
package BLACKBOX is new CHECK_PKG (**GENERIC ACTUAL
PARMS*, assurance);
generic procedure:
procedure IMPLEMENT is new
**FUNCTION DESIGNATOR**(**GENERIC ACTUAL PARAMETERS*);
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG (**GENERIC ACTUAL
PARMS**, assurance);
Figure 4-8. DRIVER Template "INSTANTIATIONS
OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS**
Based on the concrete interface generation rules and the fact
that the "generic square root" Spec is generic, the "generic function"
**INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS" translation of Fig-
ure 4-8 is generated (line *3*, and the following statement, Figure 4-6).
Another example is useful to demonstrate the alternate interface
generation option. Assume the square root function is specified as in
Figure 4-9. It is non-generic (line .1", Figure 4-9) and contains an
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.update" PRAGMA line *2*, Figure 4-9). In this case, the Module Driver
and Output Analyzer Generator generates the DRIVER of Figure 4-10.
The interface rules mandate that the Spec function be implemented as a
non-generic procedure wit.: a single "in out" parameter "x." Conse-
quently, the "non-generic procedure" translation of Figure 4-8 is gener-
ated with the appropriate "in out" declaration (line *3* and the following




WHEN x >= 0.0
REPLY(y: float)
WHERE y > 0.0, approximates(y * y, x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imaginary-square-root
CONCEPT approximates(rl r2: float)
VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <=> abs(rl - r2) <= abs(r2 * 0.001)
END
Figure 4-9. Non-Generic "squareroot" With "update" PRAGMA
Although better handled as an inspection or static analysis test
item, the instantiation and renaming declarations provides a crude test"
for proper interface implementation. An improper interface will result in
an error message from the Ada compiler.
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include(/n/ suns2 /work/ student/ depasqua/MACROS /generator.m4) * I*
procedure DRIVER(assurance: in float);
with GENERATOR;
with CHECKPKG:
with REPORT; use REPORT;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;
with CONDITIONTYPEPKG; use CONDIONTYPEPKG;
procedure DRIVER(assurance: in float) is
condition: condition-type := normal;
x: float; *2*
y: float;
procedure IMPLEMENT(x: in out float) renames *3*
IMPLEMENTATION.square root;
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(assurance);
begin
REPORT.WRITE_INSTANCEHEADER:
foreachUx:float], GENERATOR, [assurance], [ *4*
begin













Figure 4-10. DRIVER for Non-Generic "square_roct" With "update"
PRAGMA
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The generation of *INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLA-
RATIONS" is accomplished by:
1. Recognizing that the interface type is "function" only when there is
one response parameter and no update pragmas in the Spec; other-
wise, it is "procedure."
2. Declaring two attributes and writing semantic rules to count the
response parameters and updates. (See the attributes "update
court" at pragmas and "r-parmscount" at namelist, type-binding,
field list, response-set and responsecases, Appendix A.)
3. Using the totals to determine the interface type. (See the attribute
ada_ interface-type at function, Appendix A.)
4. Declaring and creating a map, "update," which maps the message-
parameters-being-updated to the reply parameters of the update
pragmas (See "update" at pragmas. actuals Appendix A) and using
that map to determine the proper parameter rlnde (i.e., "in out" for
updated parameter) of the object specifications used in the function
renaming. (See the attribute "fincall-specs" at name-list, Appen-
dix A.)
5. Declaring and creating a map, "remove." which maps reply-
parameters-updating-message-parameters to "true" (See the attri-
bute "remove" at pragmas, actuals, Appendix A) and using the map
to remove reply parameters from the object specifications used in
the function renaming (See the attribute "rcall-specs" at
namelist.).
4. **GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES**
The purpose of the **GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES" slot is to
generate the parameter specifications for the MESSAGE (input) variables
that will be generated by the GENERATOR and used in the function call.
In effect, they are the formal arguments of the Spec message formatted
for the generator.m4 macro.
The "GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES* for the generic square
root example is "x:float," (line *4* Figure 4-6), because "x" is the only
MESSAGE parameter. Additional parameters would foUow in suit.
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Generation is straightforward. Refer to the discussion on gener-
ating **GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS** in MAINPKG, Chapter IV.
5. **FUNCTION CALL"
The purpose of the **FUNCTION CALL" is generate the function
call and to ensure that all the variables representing the Spec MESSAGE
and REPLY parameters are appropriately set prior to checking the results
of the function call. When the concrete interface of the Spec function is
an Ada function, the function call accomplishes both purposes. When the
Spec function is coded as an Ada procedure due to an "update" progma,
the REPLY parameters must be initialized to the MESSAGE variables
they "update" prior to making the procedure call.
The generic square root "FUNCTION CALL** (line *5* of Fig-
ure 4-6) illustrates the simple Ada function call. The variables "x" and "y"
are properly set by the function call to allow the results to be checked by
procedure CHECK.
The non-generic square root *FUNCTION CALL" (line *5* and
the following statement of Figure 4-10) illustrates the translation when
the Spec function is implemented as an Ada procedure due to a Spec
.update" pragma. The REPLY parameter "y" is set to "x," the MESSAGE
value provided by the GENERATOR. Then "y" is used in the procedure
call. In this way, the value of "x" is preserved and "y" receives the REPLY
of the function. (The parameter mode of the procedure is "in out" (line
*3*, Figure 4-10).) The variables "x" and -y" are properly set to allow the
results to be checked by procedure CHECK.
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The generation is accomplished by:
1. Basing the generation on the ada interface type (See the attribute
.call" at function, Appendix A).
2. Generating initializing statements from the update pragmas and
passing them up the tree for use in the interface. (See the attribute
"initstatements" at pragma, Appendix A.)
3. Using the "update" rrap to "replace" the message parameter with
the reply parameter is the actual parameter in the procedure call.
(See the attribute "fIn.caUlactuals" at namelist, Appendix A.)
4. Using the "remove" map to remove reply parameters from the actual
parameters of the function call. (See the attribute "r_callactuals" at
namelist, Appendix A.)
6. "EXCEPTION WHEN CLAUSES"
The purpose of the "EXCEPTION WHEN CLAUSES" slot.
line *6* Figure 4-6, is to generate a simple sequence of zero or more Ada
exception handlers, one for each exception enumerated in the Spec. Each
handier simply sets the condition variable to identify the exception that
occurred.
The "EXCEPTION WHEN CLAUSES** generated for the square
root example is located on line *6* of Figure 4-10.
Generation is straightforward. (See the DRIVER subtemplates,
Appendix F.)
7. "FORMAL MESSAGE ACTUAL PARMS**
The purpose of "FORMAL MESSAGE ACTUAL PARMS** slot,
line *7* Figure 4-6, to generate the list of actual parameters representing
the Spec MESSAGE and REPLY values to be checked by procedure
CHECK.
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The **FORMAL MESSAGE ACTUAL PARMS** generated for the
generic square root example is shown on line *7* Figure 4-10.
The generation is straightforward.
D. CHECKPKG TEMPLATE
The CHECKPKG template is presented in Figure 4-11. It has eight
slots to be filled in:
1. *"GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS**
2. *PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS**
3. **QUANTIFIER WITH STATEMENTS**
4. **CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS"
5. **PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS** (duplicate of 2)
6. **QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS"
7. **RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION"
8. "CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES"
Slots one through eight are located on lines * 1* through *8*, respectively.
The structure the template attempts to preserve the basic format of
the Spec. Following the basic Spec format makes it easier to modify the
translation if desired. It also makes it easier to visually inspect that the
generated code is correct. The Spec format could not always be followed
precisely. For instance, there are inconsistencies between Spec and Ada
visibility rules. Consequently, to adhere to Ada visibility rules
"CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS" had to precede
"RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION", which depend on the former. Spec
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lnclude(/n / suns2 /work/ student/depasqua /MACROS /generator. m4)
with REPORT: use REPORT:
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION:








"*QUANTIF[ER WITH CLAUSES" *3*
packagie body CHECKPKG is
"~CONCEPT~ SUBPROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS** *4*
p.-ocedure CHECKfcondition: conditionj- ype:
'PARAMIETER SPECIFICATIONS**) is *5*
preconditions-satisfied: booleari: false;




%,*CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES"* *8*
end C-HECKPKG:
Figure 4-11. CHECKPKG Template
CONCEPTs are visible throughout the entire function [Ref. 1:p. 3-1021.
even though they are enumerated last in the specification. QUANTIFIER
evaluating functions had to be placed out-of-format.
The CHECKPKG generated for the generic square root example of
Figure 1-4 is presented in Figure 4-12.
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include(/ n /suns2 /work/ student /depasqua/ MACROS/ generator.m4)
with REPORT% use REPORT%
with MDOAGLIB; use MDOAGUB;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;










package body CHECKPKG is
function approximates(rl. r2: float) return boolean: "40
procedure CHECK(condition: condition type;
Z: float; 5 "
y: float) is
preconditions-satisfied: boolean := false;
06"
begin
if (x >= 0.0) then "7"
if not ((y > 0.0)) then .8.
REPORT.ERROR(conditlon. x, y,
"WHEN x>=0.O NOT y>O.01:
end if:
if not (approximates((y * y), x)) then
REPORT.ERROR(condition. x. y.




if not (preconditionatlsfled) then
if not (condition =
imaginarysquarerootcondition) then
REPORT.ERROR(condition. x. y,




function approximates(rl. r2: float) return boolean is 10"
b: boolean;
begin
return(ab.((rl - r2)) <= abe(r2 • precision))); $110
end approximates;
end CHECKPKG;
Figure 4-12. CH]ECK PKG of the Generic Square Root
Spec of Figure 1-4
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1. *"GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS**
The "GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS** slot is identical to
MAINPKG "GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS". Refer to Section B of
this chapter.
2. *PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS**
The **PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS" is identical to DRIVER
*PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS*. Refer to Section C o this chapter.
3. "QUANTIFIER WITH CLAUSES**
The purpose of "*QUANTIFh.;R WITH CLAUSES" is to introduce
ITERATORS to CHECKPKG by generating a "with *ITERATOR NAME**:"
for each QUANTIFIER in the Spec. ITERATORS are modules used to gen-
erate the values in the range of a QUANTIFIER to check Specs containing
QUANTIFIERS.
The generic square root example has no QUANTIFIERS. result-
ing in the generation of an empty string for this slot (line *3*, Fig-
ure 4-12).
Generation of a single with" statement is straightforward. (See
"q.withclauses' at expression -> quantifier, Appendix A.). The mecha-
nism used to collect the clauses from expression lists and expressions is
analogous to the method used to collect quantifier functions presented in
Section D of this chapter.
4. "CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS"
The purpose of "CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS"
is to provide package-wide visibility of "implemented" CONCEPTs. CON-
CEPTs are implemented as Ada functions. "CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM
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SPECIFICATIONS** are Ada function specifications for those CONCEPTS.
One specification is generated for each CONCEPT contained in the Spec.
The CONCEPT "approximates," of the generic square root Spec,
results in the generation of line *4* Figure 4-12. Its location at the top of
the package body provides visibility for its use in procedure CHECK
without greatly deviating from the format of the Spec.
Generation and collection of CONCEPT specifications is
straightforward (See the attribute "c subprog-spec" at concept, Appen-
dix A).
5. **QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS"
The purpose of **QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS*" is to evaluate
QUANTIFIER expressions (e.g.. ALL, SOME, etc.) contained in the Spec
and return the result. The **QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS" slot is filled with
zero or more Ada functions and associated parameter specifications.
The generic square root example contains no quantifiers, conse-
quently the empty string is generated (line *6*, Figure 4-12). The function
"with-quantifiers" of Figure 4-13 contains a postcondition specified with




WHERE ALL(q: type- 1SUCH THAT (q < x) & (q > y)::
SOME(r: type_2 :: p(z.q.r)))
END
Figure 4-13. Spec FUNCTION "with_quantifiers"
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quantifiers, respectively). The CHECKPKG body generated for
"with-quantifiers" is presented in Figure 4-14. The **QUANTIFIER
FUNCTIONS** generation is the code running from line *3* to *13*.
A detailed discussion of **QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS" is pre-
sented with the discussion on Spec-toAda "EXPRESSION TRANSLA-
TION**, Chapter IV.
6. "RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION**
The purpose of the "RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION** is
twofold:
1. To check whether a function's response to a stimulus is correct.
2. To generate an error message when the response Is not correct.
Using the MESSAGE, REPLY, and termination condition values (i.e., the
formal parameters of CHECK), it checks which preconditions hold and
checks if corresponding postconditions hold. When the evaluation of a
postcondition fails, it generates a three part error message containing:
1. The test set (message values, reply values, and condition).
2. The precondition that applies.
3. The postcondition causing the failure.
The **RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION" generated for the
generic square root starts on line *7", Figure 4-12, and continues to thc
end of procedure CHECK.
The "RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION** slot Is generated from
two subtemplates "RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMATION" or




package body CHECKPKG is
procedure CHECK(conditlon: conditiontype:
x. y: type-l:
z: type- 1) is
preconditions-satisfied: boolean := true;
q: type- 1; "3*
function ALL_4 return boolean is *4*
value: boolean := true;
r: type_2; *5*




if (value = false) then *7*
if (true) then *8*








foreach([q:type 1] .GENALL_4. [assurance],[ * 10*
if (value = true) then
if (((q < x)) and ((q > y))) then *11*








if not (ALL_4) then *14*
REPORT.ERRORcondition.x. y, z,
"NOT ALLq: type_l SUCH THAT (q<x)&(q<y)::




Figure 4-14. CHECKPKG Body of "withquantiflers" of Figure 4-13
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is predicated on the fact that Spec preconditions and postconditions are
assertions; consequently, they can be viewed as functions returning
boolean values.
a. "RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMATION"
The format of the **RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMA-
TION** is provided in Figure 4-15. It is a sequence of zero to "m+1" Ada
"if statements." The first "m" statements determine if preconditions
("WHENs) are satisfied (line *1*, Figure 4-15). If so, they test the corre-
sponding postconditions (WHEREs") nested inside and generate an error
if (precondition 1) then --WHEN precondition 1 *1
if not (postcondition 1) then --WHERE postcondition 1 *2*
--report error
end if,
preconditions-satisfied := true; *3*
end if:
if (precondition m) then --WHEN precondition m





if not (preconditions satisfied) then --OTHERWISE *4*




Figure 4-15. "RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMATION**
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message when they fail (line *2*). They also set the flag -precondi-
tionssatisfied" to "true," which simply indicates that "some" precondition
has been satisfied (line *3*). Since the "if statements" run in sequence, all
preconditions ("WHENs") are tested. This is important because Spec
permits overlapping preconditions to exist.
When overlaps exist, it is possible for a message to satisfy
more than one precondition. When a message satisfies more than one
precondition, the reply must satisfy all of the postconditions associated
with those preconditions. [Ref. l:p. 3-91 For example, if a message satis-
fies "precondition 1" and "precondition (m-1)," then the REPLY must sat-
isfy both "postcondition m" and "postcondition (m- 1)."
The last "if statement," the (m+l)s t statement (line *4*) is
associated with the Spec "OTHERWISE." It checks the "precondi-
tionssatisfied" variable to determine if any preconditions have been
satisfied. If no preconditions have been satisfied, then the final postcon-
dition is checked. The final postcondition must be satisfied if and only if
no preconditions are satisfied. For example, the response to a stimulus
failing to satisfy preconditions I through m. must satisfy "postcondition
(m+l)." [Ref. 1:p. 3-91
The first m if statements are generated right recursively, in
association with the "responsecases : WHEN ..." production rule (Tem-
plate *1*, Figure 4-16). The last if statement is generated in association
with the "responsecases : OTHERWISE ..." production rule (Template
*2*, Figure 4-16).
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Figure 4-16. *RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMATION" Alternatives
b. **RESPONSE SET TRANSFORMATION**
When no preconditions are specified in a Spec, the
*RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION" is simply a single postcondition
check like the one beginning on line *2*, Figure 4-15, which is generated
from the "*RESPONSE SET TRANSFORMATION" t-mplate. It is also a
subtemplate of "RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMATION" alternatives
shown in Figure 4-16. As limited by the current implementation, it is
derived from the "responseset : reply" production. It is further limited to
replies with formal arguments and postconditions or replies with excep-
tions, which are generated using the templates presented in Figure 4-17
(Templates *1" and *2*, respectively).
c. "WHEN EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION**
When Spec preconditions consist of more than one logical
expression separated by commas (, the antecedcat checking for its sat-
isfaction is translated as a sequence of those expressions separated by"
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if not (**EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION") then *i*
REPORT. ERROR(condition.
**RESPONSE ACTUAL PARAMETERS*
*WHEN ERROR MESSAGE**, "NOT".
"EXPRESSION TRANSLATION**);
end if;
if not (condition = **EXCEPTION NAME**_condition) then *2*
REPORT. ERROR(condition,
**RESPONSE ACTUAL PARAMETERS*,
" NOT EXCEPTION ',
**EXCEPTION NAME");
end if;
Figure 4-17. **RESPONSE SET TRANSFORMATION** Alternatives
and then " as shown in line *1*, Figure 4-18. It is referred to as the
**WHEN EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION**. This serves as a short
circuit whenever any of the expressions in the precondition fail.
--WHEN (expression 1) , (expression 2)
if ((expression 1) and then (expression 2)) then *I*
--WHERE (expression 3) , (expression 4)
if not (expression 3) then *2*
"report error"
end if;





Figure 4-18. Translation of Precondition and
Postcondition with Multiple Expressions
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d. **WHERE EXPRESS/ON UST TRANSFORMAT/ON **
When Spec postconditions consist of more than one logical
expression separated by a comma (,), a sequence of "if statements," one
for each expression, is generated to check the postcondition. This is
shown in lines *2* and "3*, Figure 4-18, and is referred to as the
**WHERE EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION". This serves to iso-
late the portion(s) of the postcondition causing the failure. A consequence
of this is that more than one error may be generated from a response's
failure to satisfy a single postcondition. The generic square root function
is an example of a Spec with a multiple expression postcondition. The "if
statements" on lines *8* and *9*, Figure 4-12, check the independent
expressions of the postcondition.
e. Spec-to-Ada **EXPRESSION TRANSLATION**
The formats of Figures 4-15 and 4-18 rely on the fact that
all Spec preconditions and postconditions have values of type boolean.
All Spec expressions are translated into a semantically equivalent Ada
form. a summary of which is provided in Appendix G. Three basic trans-
lation schemes are used (shown in Figure 4-19).
f!) Translation Scheme 1. This scheme is for arity-2
expressions not containing the Spec "not" symbol (-). The expression
maintains its original form. The Ada operator used in the translation is
the one considered to provide the closest "match" to the operation of the
Spec operator. A premise is that the Ada operator selected is defined for
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Translation Scheme 1
expr Specop expr expr trans Ada-op exprtrans
e.g., x I I f(x) x & f(x)
Translation Scheme 2
expr -Specop expr NOT (exprtrans Ada-op expr-trans)
e.g., x ->= f(x) NOT ( x >= f(x) )
Translation Scheme 3
QUANTIFIER(formals:" e) QUANTIFIERNAME_XX
e.g., ALL(x,y: t SUCH THAT p(x) :: q(x.y.z)) ALL_01
expr <=> expr iff(expr, expr)
e.g., a <=> b iff(a,b)
Figure 4-19. Expression Translation Schemes
the operands types. For example, the first example in Figure 4-19 shows
that the Spec concatenation operator "I I" is translated to the Ada string
concatenation operator "&."
(2) Translation Scheme 2. This scheme is used for arity-2
expressions containing the Spec "not" symbol. These expressions are
translated like the first scheme, except the expression is enclosed in
parentheses and preceded by "NOT." An exception is made for the Spec
"-= operator for which the Ada "\=" operator exists.
(3) Translation Scheme 3. The final scheme is used for all
other expressions and for the distinguished expressions for which a
unique translation was desired. A discussion of Spec QUANTIFIERS, IF,
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and i<=>" Is presented in the following Section. Refer to Appendix G for
information concerning translations and assumptions of rmaing
expressions.
f. Distinguished Expression Translations
QUANTIFIERS, IF, and "<=>" expressions were translated
uniquely as explained here.
(1) Spec QUANTIFIERs. Spec QUANTIFIER expressions
include: ALL, SOME, NUMBER, SUM, PRODUCT, SET, MAXIMUM, MIN-
IMUM. UNION, and INTERSECTION. QUANTIFIERs pose four problems:
1. QUANTIFIERs are not suitable for the straightforward "in-line"
translation scheme shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-18.
2. QUANTIFIERs can introduce local variables into the Spec whose
scope extends throughout the QUANTIFIER [Ref. 1:p. 103].
3. QUANTIFIERs may be nested inside other QUANTIFIERs.
4. Evaluation of QUANTIFIERs involves cycling through the ranges of
all the locally declared variables, before their "values" can be
determined.
These problems are solved by implementing QUANTII-
FIERs as parameterless functions which return the "value" of the
QUANTIFIER. The parameterless QUANTIFIER function call is used as
the "expression" in the evaluation of preconditions or postconditions
(e.g.. "ALL_4" on line *14*, Figure 4-14). Local variables are declared with
the functions (e.g.. "q" and "r" on lines *3* and *5*). Nested quantifiers
are implemented as nested functions (e.g., SOME_5, line *5*) and ITERA-
TORs are used to cycle through the ranges of values of the declared vari-
ables (e.g., lines *7* and *10").
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The logic required to determine the "value" of the
QUANTIFIER i.s dependent or the type of QUANTIFIER (e.g., ALL, SOME,
SUM, etc.). Examination of the "ALL QUANTIFIER FUNCTION", Fig-
ure 4-20, illustrates the common elements of the scheme used to
evaluate every QUANTIFIER:
1. Determine whether the "iterated" "values" meet the restrictions (line
*61 and
2. If so, check the postcondition and assign/adjust the function's
return -value" as appropriate (line *7).
**QUANTIFIER PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS" *1*
function ALL **QUANTIFIER LINE NUMBER" return boolean is
value: boolean:= true;
NESTED QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS** *2*
begin
foreach([*ITERATOR LOOP VARIABLES**. 3"
GENALL _*QUANTIFIER LINE NUMBER*,[assurance].[ *4*
if (value = true) then *5*
if "QUANTIFIER SUCH THAT TRANSLATION** then *6*






end ALL_**QUANTIFIER LINE NUMBER**:
Figure 4-20. **ALL QUANTIFIER FUNCTION** Template
In the case of the ALL QUANTIFIER the "ALL" function
return "value" is initially "true" line *20). Then for each set of iterated
values (line *3*):
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1. It checks whether the function's return "value" remains "true" (line
*5) (by definition if must be true for every case).
2. If so, it checks whether the set of iterated values meets the restric-
tions (ine *6).
3. If so, it examines the postconditions for contradictions (line *7*).
If a contradiction is found, the function's return
"value" gets set to "false." This serves two purposes:
1. It short circuits fu ther examination of iterated values (i.e., ALL is
"false," no further checking is required.).
2. It serves as the return "variable" upon completion of the iteration
pi ocess.
The SOME QUANTIFIER value starts out "false," and
searches for a single case that makes it "true" using a slightly modified
template.
(2) Spec "IF" Expression. The Spec "IF" expression is
unique in that the postcondition ("THEN" consequence) to be checked
must be determined from the antecedents of the "IF" and "ELSE IF"
parts. The "truth" of the expression is determined by the posteondition
associated with the first true antecedent or the final consequence (post-
condition). Function "conditional" of Figure 4-21 illustrates the point.
The Spec has no precondition [WHEN]. First "x < 0.0" is checked: if this
is true then "y = 'less than zero" is the postcondition to be checked.
Otherwise "x = 0.0" is checked: if this is true, then "y = 'equal to zero'" is






WHERE IF x < 0.0 THEN y = lessthanzero
ELSE IF x = 0.0 THEN y = equal-to-zero
ELSE y = greater-thanzero
FI
END
Figure 4-21. Spec Function "conditional"
As illustrated in Figure 4-22, the implementing logic is
nearly a direct conversion to the Ada "if" statement except that the post-
conditions are converted to "if NOT (postcondition) ..." expressions. The
difference between the Spec "IF" and "WHEN is that the short circuit
effect of the -IF provides no overlap. As currently implemented, the -IF-
statement may only be used as a top level operator in a postcondition
expression list (i.e., if used, it may not be used as an expression within
another expression (including itself) or as part of an precondition expres-
sion list).
(3) Spec -<=>" and -=>" Expressions. The "<=>- expression
was translated as a function implementing the logical definition of -if and
only if." In effect, -x <=> y" means "x => y & y => x." The "=>" was also
implemented as a function satisfying the definition: "x => y" means "-x I
y." The expression translation used is a function call with logical expres-
sions as actual parameters as shown in Figure 4-19.
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if ((x < 0.0)) then
if not ((y = less than-zero)) then
REPORT.ERROR(condition, x. y,
" IF x<0.0 NOT y = less-thanzero");
end if:
elsif(x = 0.0)then
if not ((y = equal-to-zero)) then
REPORT.ERROR(conditlon, x. y.
" IF-ELSEIF x = 0.0 NOT y = equal-to-zero"):
end if;
else
if not ((y = greaterthan-zero)) then
REPORT.ERROR(condition, x. y,
" IF-ELSE NOT y = greater-than-zero");
end if;
end if;
Figure 4-22. "F" Checking Logic Applied to
"conditional" of Figure 4-21
7. **CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES**
The purpose of **CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES" is to
implement simple Spec CONCEPTs as functions. The purpose of the slots
of Figure 4-23 can be determined from context. The CONCEPT
"approximates" (Figure 1-4) is an example. The current implementation
requires that the leftmost expression in the concept statements (expres-
sion list) be the return parameter and it must be followed by either =" or
.<=>." The leftmost expression (i.e., the return variable) and the = or
"<=>" are replaced with "return," resulting in the Ada "return" expression
(line "13", Figure 4-12).
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function "CONCEPT DESIGNATOR**(**CONCEPT PARM SPECS**)
return **YPE MARK" is
"CONCEPT DECLARATIVE PART**
begin
**CONCEPT SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS*
end "CONCEPT DESIGNATOR**
Figure 4-23. "CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES" Template
Generation of the functions is accomplished using the template
of Figure 4-23. The "CONCEPT SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS" is
implemented using the expression translations discussed in the section
on "RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION** with the following variation. To
identify the cases in which a return statement should be generated, two
attributes "crparm" and "isleftmost" are defined. The attribute
cr-parm" contains either the name of the concept return parameter or
-false." The attribute "isleftmost" contains "true" or "false," indicating
whether the expression is the leftmost expression in the subtree. At the
.<=>" and "=" expressions, if cr-parm is not "false" and leftmost is "true,"
then a "return" statement for producing the value of a concept function is
generated: otherwise, the normal expression translation is generated.
E. REPORT TEMPLATE
A pruned version of the REPORT template is presented in Fig-
ure 4-24. The complete template may be found in Appendix F. It has four
slots to be filled in:
1. **PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"
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with TEXT_10; use TEXT_10;
with IMPLEMENTrATON; use IMPLEMENTATION;





















"*PRAMEER PUT STATEMENTS"* *4*
end ERROR;
end REPORT;




4. *PARAMETER PUT STATEMENTS*-
The slots are located on lines *1* through *4*. respectively. All of the
slots except "PARAMETER PUT SIATEMENTS ** have bccn previously
discussed.
The purpose of the *PARAMETER PUT STATEMENTS" slot is to
output MESSAGE and REPLY parameters and their values. Two "PUT-
statements and a "NEWLINE" are generated for each parameter.
The generic square root example of Figure 1-4 has one MESSAGE
parameter "x" and one REPLY parameter "y." The **PARAMETER PUT
STATEMENTS** generated for that example are presented in Figure 4-25.
The "PARAMETER PUT STATEMENTS" slot is generated analo-
gously to MAIN_PKG "GENERIC OBJECT GETS".
F. CONDITIONTYPEPKG TEMPLATE
The CONDITIONTYPEPKG template is presented in Figure 4-26. It
has only one slot: **CONDITION TYPES". The purpose of **CONDI-
TIONTYPES** is to enumerate a value for each exception contained in
the Spec and enumerate the two fixed condition values: "normal" and
"unspecified-exception."
The generic square root example of Figure 1-4 had only one excep-
tion: -imaginary-squareroot." The CONDITION_TYPE_PKG generated for








Figure 4-25. REPORT *PA.RAMEhR PUT STATEMENTS"*
for Figure 1-4
with TEXT_10; use TEXT_10;,
package CONDITIONTYPEPKG is
type CONDITIONTYPE is ("*CONDITION TYPES"*),
package CONDITIONTYPE_-10 is new
ENUMEPATIONIO(CONDITONTYPE);
end CONDITONTYPEPKG;
Figure 4-26. CONDITIONTYPEyPKG Template
with TEXT_10; use TEXT_10,
package CONDITION'1YPE-PKG is
type CONDITIONTYPE is (normal, unspecffled.exception.
imaginarysquareoot.condition),
package CONDITONTYPE-10 is new
ENUMERATIONIO(CONDITONTYPE);
end 'CONDITONTYPEPKG;
Figure 4-27. CONDITIONTYPEPKG for "generic square root"
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Generation of **CONDITION TYPES** is straightforward. A single
condition types is the concatenation of the Spec exception name and
_condition." An exception may be used more than once in a single Spec,
consequently, a map is used to guard against duplication when merging
condition types at the apexes of the response and response-cases sub-
trees (i.e., response and responsecases production rules.).
G. GENERATOR TEMPLATE
The GENERATOR template is presented in Figure 4-28. It has only
one slot: **GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES*.
include(/n / suns2 /work/ student/ depasqua/MACROS /generator.m4)




--**put required declarations here**--
begin
-- **put statements to generate values here**--
generate(- -**put generated values here**-);
-- **put more statements here as required**--
end GENERATOR])
Figure 4-28. GENERATOR Template
The purpose of "GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES** is to specify the
MESSAGE parameters and theii corresponding types.
The generic square root example of Figure 1-4 had only one
MESSAGE parameter "x" of type "float." The GENERATOR generated for
the generic square root example is presented in Figure 4-29. When more
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than one MESSAGE parameter exists, the parameters and their types are
specified in the order they appear in the Spec.
include(/n/suns2 /work/student/depasqua/MACROS/generator.m4)
-- **put with and use clauses here**--
generator(GENERATOR, [assurance: float], [z:float],
[is
--**put required declarations here**--
begin
--**put statements to generate values here**--
generate(--**put generated values here**-);
--**put more statements here as required**--
end GENERATOR;])
Figure 4-29. GENERATOR for "generic square root"
H. ITERATORS TEMPLATE
The ITERATORS template is presented in Figure 4-30. It is identical
to the GENERATOR template except:
1. Each ITERATOR is assigned a unique name "GEN_**FUNCTION_
DESIGNATOR**" instead of the standard name "GENERATOR."
2. The "GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES** correspond to local decla-
rations of the QUANTIFIER expression instead of the MESSAGE
parameters.
3. If more than one iterator is generated (i.e., whenever the Spec con-
tains more than one QUANTIFIER), all iterators are concatenated
into a single file.
The ITERATORS generated for the "with-quantiflers" function of Fig-
ure 4-13 is presented in Figure 4-31. Two ITERATORS were generated
and concatenated corresponding to the SOME and ALL quantifiers
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include(/n/suns2/work/student/depasqua/MACROS/generator.m4)
--**put with and use clauses here**--
generator(* *GEN_FUNCTIONDESIGNATOR**, [assurance: float],
["GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES**],
[is
--**put required declarations here**--
begin
-- **put statements to generate values here**--
generate(--**put generated values here**-);
--**put more statements here as required**--
end **GENFUNCT[ONDESIGNATOR** ;j)
Figure 4-30. ITERATORS Template
include(/n /suns2 /work/ student/depasquaMACROS/generator.m4)
-- **put with and use statements here**--
generator(GEN_SOM_5,[assurance: float], [r:type_2], *1*
[is
-- **put any required declarations here**--
begin
-- **put iterating statements here**--
generate(--**put generated values here**):
--**put more statements here as required**--
end GENSOME_5;1) *2*
-- **put with and use statements here**--
generator(GEN ALL 4, [assurance: float], [q:type 1], *3*
[is
-- **put any required declarations here**--
begin
--**put iterating statements here**--
generate(--**put generated values here**):
--**put more statements here as required**--
end GENALL_4;1) *4*
Figure 4-31. ITERATORS for "withquantiflers"
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contained in the Spec. The names "GENSOME_5" and "GENALL_4" are
the ITERATOR names, which are the concatenation of "GEN_" and the
-function designators" enumerated in procedure CHECK to evaluate the
QUANTIFIERS (lines "12, *2*. *3", and *41. Finally, the specifications
i :type_2" and "q:typel" correspond to the local variables of the QUAN-
TIFIERS (lines *1" and *3*).
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V. EXTENSIONS
The Module Driver and Output Analyzer Generator's greatest value
is as a prototype to demonstrate the viability of automatically generating
testing code, not as a system for production use. It will produce working
Module Driver and Output Analyzers for only the simplest of Spec func-
tions. This chapter outlines some suggestions for extending and improv-
ing the system or using alternate methodologies.
A. GENERIC TYPES
The MDOAG of this research generates test code for generic object
parameters but not generic type parameters (i.e., type "type-), union
types, or universal types (i.e., type "any"). Figure 5-1 is an example of a
function with a generic type. Originally, work was started to support
generic types. but after some effort the work was stopped in favor of con-
centrating on a smaller Spec subset. This section is devoted to presenting
two general approaches that can be used to test Specs containing generic
type parameters. The first approach is to generate a "generic" Module
Driver and Output Analyzer from a generic Spec. The second approach is
to generate a set of Spec instances STS from the generic Spec and then to
generate a set of Module Driver and Output Analyzers MTS from STS.
1. Generic Module Driver and Output Analyzer
Generation of "Generic" MDOAs from Specs containing generic
types can be handled with essentially the same methodology used to
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FUNCTION maxt: type)
MESSAGE (q r: t)
REPLY(s: t) IF q >= r THEN s = q ELSE s = r FIEND
Figure 5-1. Spec "max" Using Generic Type
implement generic value parameters in the current prototype. There are.
however, several distinctions. The first distinction is that the MDOAG
prototype generates what is essentially a generic MDOA wherein the
instantiation occurs after the values are read from the external file
"test-parameters." However, no Ada construct exists which allows type
parameters to be read in from a file and used to instantiate formal-
generic type parameters. Consequently, the actual types of the Spec
must be provided to the MDOAG in advance. A proposal for introducing
the types is presented later.
The second distinction between generic object parameters and
generic type parameters. as they apply to the MDOAG, is that "types"
carry a great deal of important baggage in the form of operations. In a
generic MDOA, just as the generic value parameters were passed from
module to module (e.g., generic parameter "precision" passed by instan-
tiation in the generic square root example), the types and their oper-
ations must be passed from module to module. At first consideration,
this seems trivial:
1. Generate a "limited private" generic type parameter declaration for
each generic type In the Spec.
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2. Generate a subprogram parameter (default box .<>")l for each of the
operations of the type in the Spec.
3. Place a copy of the generic type declarations and subprogram decla-
rations in the generic parts of all the modules.
For example, as proposed above, the generic part of MAINPKG
would appear as in Figure 5-2. Unfortunately, this is an
oversimplification.
generic
type t is limited private;
with function ">=" (x, y: t) return boolean is <>;
with function "=" (x, y: t) return boolean is <>;
package MAINPACKAGE is ...
Figure 5-2. Generic Part of Package MANPKG for Spec "max"
a. Generic-Type Declaration
Sole use of the "limited private" generic type declaration is
inappropriate. Case-by-case consideration must be made when selecting
the "most appropriate" generic type declaration from those available:
limited private, private, and "predefined." Predefined generic type decla-
rations are listed in Figure 5-3 [Ref. 2:pp. 249-250].
(1) Generic "limited private" Type Declaration. The general
applicability of the generic "limited private" type declaration would seem
IDefault <> allows for the omission of the actual parameter in the
instantiation of modules using the type.
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DECLARATION FORMAT TYPE
type "link" is access "object"; ACCESS
type "enumeration" is (<>); ENUMERATION
type "integer type" is range <>; INTEGER
type "fixed element" is delta <>; FIXED
type "float" is digits <>; FLOAT
type "constrained" is CONSTRAINED ARRAY
(array ("index") of element);
type "unconstrained" is UNCONSTRAINED ARRAY
array ("index" range <>),
Figure 5-3. Predeflned Generic Type Declarations
to make it ideal because every type can be represented by this one decla-
ration. However, there are five reasons why this declaration is neither
ideal nor sufficient:
1. The "limited private" class contains no implicit "assignment" opera-
tor or "test for equality." It is difficult to conceive of many tests that
can be conducted without the use of an "assignment" operator to be
used for saving variables for later evaluation (e.g., in the MDOA, the
assignment statement is used to set the REPLY variable equal to the
return value of the function). Consequently, it seems reasonable to
require that all types (contained in functions to be tested) have an
"assignment" operator defined for them for test purposes (if for no
other reason). Ironically. this requirement turns the "limited pri-
vate" type into a "quasi private" type.
2. The use of "limited private" may unnecessarily restrict developers
from using the inherent attributes of "predefined" types. Importa-
tion of a predefined type as a generic "limited private" formal
parameter essentially strips the type of its attributes. For instance,
type "delta <>" imported as "limited private" type loses its useful
attributes (e.g., FIRST, LAST, DELTA. etc.). Consequently, a large
set of tools is lost to developers. This is particularly inappropriate
when a less-general generic type is wholly suitable to meet the spe-
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cification. Further, it is envisioned that extensive use of attributes
will be employed for iteration and looping constructs in the
ITERATOR and GENERATOR modules.
3. The use of "limited private" may cause MDOA-to-function interface
incompatibilities. The use of "limited private" type parameter will
cause an MDOA-to-function interface incompatibility when an
developer uses a less-general, generic type parameter (but sufficient
to implement the generic Spec correctly) and the MDOA imports the
type unconditionally as "limited private." The interface error will
occur when the MDOA attempts to instantiate the generic function
[Ref. 2:p. 12-111.
4. The use of limited private type declaration may unnecessarily
require the user to manually provide subprocedure specifications.
The limited private type declaration requires that the user enumer-
ate every operation as a subprocedure parameter. Consequently,
the user will have to provide the information. Generic predefined
type declarations have no such requirement.
5. The use of limited private may unnecessarily clutter the MDOA
code. Because every operation of the limited private declaration
must be explicitly enumerated, the limited private declaration may
unnecessarily clutter the code. One generic subprogram parameter
will be generated for each operator of each generic type in the
generic part of every using module. It is clear that the number of
generic procedure parameters will very quickly become unwieldy as
the number of generic types and their operators increase.
One reason the use of the generic limited private dec-
laration is required is to test cases when the actual type is implemented
as a "limited private" type. This is required to observe the following rule:
"If the formal type is not limited, the actual type must not be a limited
type." [Ref. 2:p. 12-1 1 For instance, if the generic MDOA generated from
the Spec of Figure 5-1 is to be tested for several implemented types, one
of which is type "Uim_Priv" where Lim_Priv was implemented as a limited
private type, then the only generic type declaration that may be used to
to import it is limited private. Such design decisions are recorded using
the Spec pragma "limited" and are potentially available to the MDOAG.
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(2) Generic "private" Type Declaration. The generic "pri-
vate" type parameter is analogous to the limited private in every way
except one: it has a built in assignment operator and "test for equality." It
should be used to test cases when the actual type "t" is implemented as a
private type.
(3) Generic "predeflned" Type Declarations. The generic
"prede.med" type declaration has two advantages over limited private and
private declarations.
1. Predefined types implicitly import their operations with them. The
need for the user to provide subprocedure parameters is eliminated
along with the potential clutter resulting from their generation.
2. The type retains all the attributes associated with the "predefined"
type, These attributes may be used freely by developers.
(4) Summary of Generic Type Declarations. Figure 5-4
provides a summary of declaration types. Essentially, the most appropri-
ate generic type declaration is the one that matches the actual type
required by the Spec. Error-free instantiation of the implementation will
depend upon the generic type declaration used in the implementation.
The figure shows the information requirements necessary to generate the
proper declarative part.
b. Generic Subprogram Specifications
Generation of the Generic Subprogram Specifications to
represent the operations of the types cannot be accomplished by "simply"
pulling the operators from the Spec and generating the appropriate speci-
fications. The problem is that the Spec does not contain all of the type
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Use When Actual Declaration Actual Type Is
Requirements
limited private limited private assignment operator
test for equality
operator specifications
I/O (PUT and GET)
private private operator specifications
I/O (PUT and GET)
predefined
access "object" access I/O (PUT and GET)
(<>) enumeration I/O (PUT and GET)
integer
range <> integer I/O (PUT and GET)
delta <> fixed point I/O (PUT and GET)
digits <> floating point I/O (PUT and GET)
array ("index") of "element"
constrained array I/O (PUT and GET)
array ("index" range <>) of "element"
unconstrained array I/O (PUT and GET)
Figure 5-4. Summary of Generic Type Declarations
operations required by the modules of the generic MDOA. All of the
operations of the generic type which are available to the generic modules
of the MDOA come from instantiation. MAINPKG gets the actual type
and its operations from MAIN through instantiation, DRIVER receives
them from MAINPKG, the generic "function" gets them from DRIVER,
etc. Since a Spec abstractly defines the desired behavior of the module,
not how to implement it, it will normally specify the behavior with less
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operators than it will take to implement and test that behavior. Consider
the generic square root example: only six operators were required to
specify the desired behavior (i.e., ">=," ">," "* .abs," <=," and "-).
However, to implement and test that behavior, four additional operators
were required (i.e., .:=," <," "=," and "+"-see Figures 4-6, 4-12, and
Section B of the Sample In Appendix C. Although this was a concrete
example, the princil le holds in general. If it did not, there would be no
advantage in writing a specification. It would be as , ornpex as the imple-
mentation. Consequently, all of the types and their operators (not just
those in the Spec) must be introduced to the MDOAG to ensure that the
operations are available for the implementation of the generator, for the
iterators, and for the instantlation of the function (which is assumed to
be developed independently). Hence, the operator specifications of Fig-
ure 5-4 must include all operators, not just those in the Spec.
c. Spec Trailer
Detailed concrete type information must to available to
MDOAG at run time to generate the generic MDOA. Pragmas are one way
of importing the information. However, the sheer bulk of type information
required precludes inserting a pragma in the test of the Spec. Instead, it
is better to append the additional information at the end of the Spec in
the form of a Spec trailer. The language Spec, combined with these few
additional production rules, forms the MDOAG test language.
The function production rule would be modified by append-
ing the testdata non-terminal, as shown at the top of Figure 5-5. The
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function:


























ADAsubprogram-spec:( remaining rules required to ensure proper Ada spec)
Figure 5-5. Spec Trailer Production Rules
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testdata production rules and subrules are also shown in the figure.
Using those production rules, the user could augment a Spec to provide
the necessary type information without cluttering the Spec. The "Spec" of
Figure 5-6 is the "max" sample supplying the required type information
assuming the actual type is "limited private." For limited private, Figure
5-4 indicates that an assignment operator, test for equality, all operators,
and I/O operations are required. Fgure 5-7 shows the Spec when the
type is an integer type. Shorthand notation could be developed to reduce
the size of the trailer. Attributes and semantic functions can be devel-
oped to generate the appropriate generic formal parts for the components
of the MDOAG.
FUNCTION maxtt: type)
MESSAGE (q r: t)
REPLY(s: t) IF q >= r THEN s = q ELSE s = r FI ENDGENERIC'TYPESDATA
It:: LIMPRIVATE:: procedure assign(x: in out t; y: t);
function "=(x,y:t) return boolean;
procedure GET(file: in FILETYPE; x: out t);
procedure PUT(file: in FILETYPE; x:t);
function "<"(x.y:t) return boolean:
function "<--(x,y:t) return boolean;
function ">"(x,y:t) return boolean;
(all other LIMPRIVATE operations)
function ">="{x,y:t) return boolean:I
Figure 5-6. Spec "max" Generic "limited private" Type
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FUNCTION max{t: type)
MESSAGE (q r: t)
REPLY(s: t) IF q >= r THEN s = q ELSE s = r FI
END
GENERICTYPESDATA
ft :: INTEGER:: procedure GET(fle: in FILE_TYPE; x: out t;
procedure PUT(file: in FILETYPE; x:t);]
Figure 5-7. Spec "max" Generic "predefined" Integer Type
d. Modifying the Templates
The templates of the MDOA components need to be modi-
fied as outlined below in order to generate generic MDOAs from Specs
with generic types. Whenever conditional generation of new slots is men-
tioned below, the condition is based on the existence of generic types in
the Spec and the information required to fill the slot is derived from the
Spec trailer. Attributes and semantic functions must be created and
cause generation in the the normal way.
(1) MAIN. The MDOAG will generate a generic MDOA
which will require instantiation by the user. The user will instantiate the
MDOA as shown in Figure 5-8. The user provides the new name of the
procedure and supplies the type name. It is assumed that the type is
implemented in package IMPLEMENTATION.
To support this the MAIN template must be modified
as shown in Figure 5-9. A **GENERIC FORMAL PART" slot must be
conditionally generated. Also a **MAINPKG INSTANTIATION* slot must
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with IMPLEMENTATION;
procedure **NAME** is new MAIN(IMPLEMENTATION.**IYPE**);
Figure 5-8. Instantiating the Generic MDOA
with REPORT;
with MAIN-PKG;
**GENERIC FORMAL PART** "1
procedure MAIN is
package NEWMAINPKG is new MAIN.PKG(**GENERIC TYPES**); *2*
begin
REPORT.OPEN;






Figure 5-9. Modified MAIN Template
be conditionally generated (line *2* is an example of a generated slot).
The instantiation statement will rename MAIN.PKG (line *2*); therefore.
requests for services must reflect the new name (lines *3* through *5*).
(2) MAINPKG. A conditionally generated **GENERIC
FORMAL PART * slot must be added to the MAINPKG template. It will be
identical to MAIN's. The **DRIVER INSTANTIATION OR RENAMING
DECLARATION** slot will require modification to provide the actual type
parameters for the instantiation. There is no need to include the
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operators in the instantiation statement. The default <> will ensure
appropriate operator instantiation; however, care must be taken to
ensure a standard ordering of the type and value parameters is main-
tained. A consistent strategy is to delineate the type parameters first,
followed by the value parameters.
(3) DRIVER. The "GENERIC FORMAL PART" slot must
be .Aodifled to conditionally include the declarations associated with the
generic types. The order of the generic parameter declarations must be
consistent with MAINPKG. The **INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING
DECLARATIONS** slot must conditionally include the actual types. The
foreach macro used in DRIVER must be modified to accept "GENERIC
TYPES** so that, upon expansion, it appropriately instantiates the
GENERATOR.
(4) CHECKPKG. The "GENERIC OBJECT DECLARA-
TIONS** slot must conditionally include type information. Consistent
ordering of the parameters must be maintained. A **REPORT ERROR
INSTANTIATION** slot must be added to the declarative part of procedure
CHECK.
(5) REPORT. A **GENERIC PART** slot must be added to
procedure ERROR to conditionally generate a generic part. The I/O
operations used in procedure ERROR must come through instantiation
for limited private and private types. To be consistent, if there are generic
type parameters, then procedure ERROR is generic.
(6) GENERATOR and ITERATORS. An alternate GENERA-
TOR and ITERATORS macro shell must be generated when generic types
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are in the Spec. The alternate template need only be named differently
and contain a "GENERIC PART" slot. An additional macro must be
written for this alternate template which properly positions the
"GENERIC PART* in the generic part of the GENERATOR procedure.
2. Spec Instantiation
An alternate approach to testing for conformance to a generic
Spec is to implement a "Spec instantiater." The purpose of the instanti-
ater would be to generate a Spec instance from a generic Spec. Using the
instantiater, the user would generate a "test set" of Spec instances, one
for each of the combinations of generic parameters to be tested. Then,
using the MDOAG, the user would generate a "MDOA instance" for each
Spec instance in the test set. Finally, the user would execute each MDOA
instance, independently generating a report for that instance.
Under the Spec instantiater method, instantiation of the imple-
mented function is conducted by the user. The MDOAG generates code
for that instantiated function. No generic formal parts or instantiation
statements are generated for any of the components. The MDOAG gener-
ates a "with IMPLEMENTATION" statement for each MDOA component
requiring access to the type(s), the assumption being that the type(s)
is(are) implemented in the IMPLEMENTATION package.
The demonstrated "assurance" desired from a test is entered as
a Spec trailer or pragma, so that no "test-parameters" file is required of
the user.
Figures 5-10 and 5-11 demonstrate how the Spec instantiation
method works. It is desired to test Spec "max" of Figure 5-1 for types
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"lim-priv" and "integer," where lim-priv is some user defined limited pri-
vate type and integer is the standard Ada integer type. Further, the user
desires assurances of 0.001 and 0.003, respectively. The user would aug-
ment the Spec "max" with the "instance generation trailer," as shown in
Figure 5-10. The trailer is similar to a Spec instantiation statement
bounded to the assurance desired for that instantiation. The augmented
Spec would be submitted to the Spec instantiater, producing a file con-
taining two instantiated Specs as shown in Figure 5-11. The user would
then instantiate the Ada function "max" as implemented for type
lim-priv. Then the limpriv instantiation would be submitted to the
MDOAG, which would generate a MDOA instance for type lim-priv. (The
assurance would be hard-coded into the generator and iterator shells.)
The user would complete the generator and iterators as before and com-
pile the MDOA. The user would execute the MDOA and view the results.
The process would be repeated for type integer.
FUNCTION max(t: type)
MESSAGE(q r: t)
REPLY(s: t) IF q >= r THEN s = q ELSE s = r FI
END
GENERATEINSTANCES
[max{limprivl: :ASSURANCE(0.001) max{integer): "ASSURANCE(0.003)]









REPLY(s: integer) IF q >= r THEN s = q ELSE s = r FI
END
TESTASSURANCE(O.003)
Figure 5-11. Results of Instantiation of Figure 5-12
It would be a simple matter to create the Instance generator
using the Kodiyak application generator. The trailer productions would
have to be developed, which is also trivial. Finally, the MDOAG would
actually be much simpler than even the current prototype (assuming the
same capability).
3. Recommendation for Implementation
Two methods were presented for "extending" the MDOAG to
accommodate generic types. Of the two methods presented, the Generic
Instantiation method is the simplest to implement and is the recom-
mended approach. The generic MDOAG approach is more intuitive but
requires more overhead and imposes more requirements on the user. It
was the approach originally conceived, upon which much of the structure
of the prototype is based.
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B. MULTIPLE MESSAGE MODULES
The MDOAG prototype generates MDOAs capable of testing single-
service functions. Spec functions normally provide a single service, but
they may be specified to provide more than one service. A Spec function
providing more than a single service is represented in the usual way,
except that there is more than one stimulus (MESSAGE) with associated
responses. Each service provided is distinguished by its formal message
name [Ref. l:p. 3-91. This section provides a description of how to extend
the current system to generate MDOAs capable of testing multiple-service
functions.
The testing scheme proposed is to test each service independently
and in series. To accomplish this, most of the MDOA components and
the MDOAG code require relatively small modifications as follows:
1. MAIN and MAINPKG
MAIN and MAINPKG require no changes.
2. DRIVER
The multiple-service DRIVER template and its subtemplate are
presented in Figures 5-12 and 5-13. The multiple-service DRIVER tem-
plate is identical to the single-service DRIVER presented in Figure 4-6,
except that:
1. The "with GENERATOR;" statement has been exchanged for a
"GENERATOR WITH CLAUSES" slot.
2. The declarations and the body of procedure DRIVER have been
removed and consolidated in a single subtemplate called "SERVICE
DRIVER". "SERVICE DRIVERS" (plural) is the concatenation of
one or more "SERVICE DRIVER" slots.
The multiple services DRIVER is described below.
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lnclude(/n/suns2 /work/ student/depasqua/MACROS/generator. m4)
"GENERIC FORMAL PAMT"
procedure DRIVER(assurance: in FLOATh;
"GENERATOR WITH CLAUSES"
with CHECKPKG;
with REPORT; use REPORT;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;
with CONDITONTYPEPKG: USE CONDITIONTYPEPKG;




Figure 5-12. Multiple Services DRIVER Template
--DRIVE "MESSAGE FORMAL NAME"
declare
condition: condition type := normal;,
"PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"
"INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS"
begin
REPORT.WRITE INSTANCEHEADER;















Figure 5-13. "SERVICE DRIVER" Template
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a. GENERATOR WITH CLAUSES"
The purpose of the "GENERATOR WITH CLAUSES* slot is
to generate a -with" clause for the distinct generators which provide test
input values for the different services. Each service requires its own gen-
erator. The generator name for each service is "GEN_**MESSAGE
FORMAL NAME"," where "MESSAGE FORMAL NAME** is the formal
message name taken verbatim from the Spec. Generating "GENERATOR
WITH CLAUSES" is similar to generating "QUANTIFIER WITH
CLAUSES" presented in Chapter IV.
b. **SERVICE DRIVERS**
The purpose of the "SERVICE DRIVERS" slot is to gener-
ate a sequence of DRIVERS providing the same functionality that proce-
dure DRIVER did when driving single-service modules. **SERVICE
DRIVER** is essentially the procedure DRIVER presented in Figure 4-6,
with the following exceptions:
1. "SERVICE DRIVER" is an Ada block instead of a procedure.
2. The comment "--DRIVE "MESSAGE FORMAL NAME" has been
added at the top of the block to assist the user in associating the
**SERVICE DRIVER" slots to the service.
3. "GENERATOR" in the "foreach" macro has been changed to the
**GENERATOR** slot which is the name of the generator procedure
that provides test input values to the particular service. It is the
same "GEN **MESSAGE FORMAL NAME"" used in **GENERATOR
WITH CLAUSES*.
There are many alternative methods which could have been
chosen to extend DRIVER to accommodate multiple service modules. The
key reason for selecting this method is to ensure that there are no nam-
ing conflicts in the DRIVER component. Actual parameters and formal
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parameters declared in a Spec service are local to that service: conse-
quently, different services may use the same names [Ref. l:p. 3-103]. Had
a "non-block" style implementation been proposed, steps would have to
be taken to ensure that identifiers representing message and response
parameters are not multiply defined. Using a block style keeps the iden-
tifiers "alive" only as long as they are used; hence, no renaming or
checking is required.
If individual procedures are preferred over Ada block
statements, then the block statements may be generated as procedures
instead (using "FORMAL MESSAGE NAME**_DRIVER" as the procedure
name). To avoid name conflicts due to overloaded message names,
*FORMAL MESSAGE NAME** should include distinguishing postfixes
for overloaded operators, such as "1," "-2." etc. These procedures must
be placed in the DRIVER declarations section and "*SERVICE DRIVERS"
must be replaced by the sequence of calls to those procedures.
3. CHECKPKG
The modifications required to CHECKPKG are very similar to
those described for DRIVER. Figures 5-14 and 5-15 present the multiple-
service check package and its subtemplates pertinent to this discussion.
The single CHECK procedure specification of Figure 4-11 has been
replaced by the **CHECK PROCEDURE SPECIFICATIONS** slot and the




with REPORT; use REPORT; with MDOAG LIB; use MDOAGLIB:
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;













Figure 5-14. Multiple Service CHECKPKG Template
**CHECK PROCEDURE SPECIFICATIONS**




procedure CHECK_**MESSAGE FORMAL NAME**(
condition: conditiontype;
**PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS") is





Figure 5-15. *CHECK PROCEDURE SPECIFICATIONS" and
"CHECK PROCEDURE BODIES* Subtemplates
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a. "CHECK PROCEDURES SPEC1FICATIONS*
The purpose of the **CHECK PROCEDURES SPECIFICA-
TIONS" slot is to declare a sequence of CHECK procedures, one for each
service in the module. Individual procedure specifications are identical to
the single CHECK specification of the single-service CHECK except for
the procedure name. The procedure names have been augmented to
include the formal message name as shown in Figure 5-15.
b. **CHECK PROCEDURES BODIES"
The purpose of the **CHECK PROCEDURES BODIES** slot
is to generate the code required to check the services of multiple service
modul s. Individual procedures are the same as the single CHECK pro-
cedure of Figure 4-11 except that they reflect the name of the individual
service they check, as shown in Figure 5-15.
c. "RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION*
The *RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION** slot of Figure 5-15
must also be changed. The "REPORT.ERROR" procedure call must also
reflect the name of the service being checked (i.e.,
"REPORT.ERROR_**FORMAL MESSAGE_NAME**).
4. REPORT
The REPORT template must provide an individual ERROR pro-
cedure for each service. This is accomplished by replacing the single
ERROR specification and body with **ERROR SPECIFICATIONS** and
**ERROR BODIES". respectively. The changes required are analogous to
the changes in CHECK_PKG.
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5. CONDITIONTYPE PKG
The CONDITIONTYPEPACKAGE must be changed to include
all exceptions enumerated in the Spec. Essentially, condition types from
each service must be merged prior to placing them in the template. In
addition, a mechanism must be provided to ensure that duplicate excep-
tions are not enumerated in the slot. Kodiyak provides no handy solution
for this problem. A means to accomplish this is to declare a condition
type map (e.g., conditionentered(condition-type -> boolean) where condi-
tion-type and boolean are "strings") which is initialized almost every-
where "false." This map and the attribute representing the **CONDITION
TYPES** should be passed into each message subtree. Prior to loading
each condition type, check for its existence in the map. If it is not in the
map, concatenate the condition type to "CONDITION TYPES" and add it
to the map: otherwise, do not. Although the logic is simple, much more
code is required to make this change than for any of the other changes
required to extend the MDOAG to handle multiple-service messages.
6. GENERATOR
The GENERATOR template must be changed so that the name
of the generator procedure reflects the service for which it provides input
values (i.e., each place where "GENERATOR" appears in Figure 4-28
must be to "GENERATOR NAME*, where "GENERATOR NAME** is
"GEN_**FORMAL MESSAGE NAME" as previously described). All the
GENERATORS generated for the service should be concatenated into the
single file "input-generators.m4," as ITERATOR(S) are currently done.
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7. ITERATORS
The ITERATORS template requires no changes, but the
ITERATORS generated by each service must be concatenated onto the
iterators.m4 file.
8. MDOAG Code
The MDOAG code (Appendix A) must be changed to reflect the
changes in the templates discussed above. In addition, some movement
of the templates or portions of the templates in the parse tree is neces-
sary. For instance, **SERVICE DRIVER* should be located at the top of
the message subtree rather than at the top of the function subtree. The
reasons for the change are:
1. All of the data required to complete the template are present within
the message subtree.
2. Concatenation of multiple "SERVICE DRIVER" slots into a single
**SERVICE DRIVERS* slot is best handled at the top of the mes-
sages subtree.
Appropriate attributes must be declared to handle the passage of infor-
mation for the new templates.
Analogous changes to the code are required for generating mul-





Implementation of a Module Driver and Output Analyzer Generator
(MDOAG) for Spec Functions using the Kodiyak Applications Generator is
feasible. An operational MDOAG has been implemented for a small sub-
set of Spec FUNCTIONs.
Assertions expressed in Spec can be converted into Ada code, which
checks adherence to those assertions. The key aspect is that each Spec
expression must be converted into an Ada expression which "returns" the
boolean value of the evaluated expression. For most Spec expressions,
translations were almost verbatim. For others, the expressions had to be
translated into Ada functions which returned the value of the evaluated
expression.
B. TEMPLATE METHODOLOGY
The template method developed in Reference 15 proved to be a very
good way to generate the code. It was found that large templates can be
broken down into subtemplates. The subtemplates serve to modularize
the attribute grammar code into functional units which are easily under-
stood and changed when required.
It was also found that readability of attribute grammar code is
enhanced when code generation is based on an attribute with a meaning-
ful name, whose value may be determined by the outcome of some
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complicated logic, rather than generating code directly from the complex
conditional logic and the data directly available in the source code.
C. KODIYAK USER INTERFACE
Kodiyak can be greatly improved with a better user inturface. Kodi-
yak is criticized because it has only one high-level data type (i.e., map)
for which there are very few operations [Ref. 15:p. 81; Ref. 16:p. 701. This
research concurs. However, the problem with Kodiyak has more to do
with the user interface than with the lack of high-level data types. Maps
are sufficient for implementing the MDOAG but they are cumbersome to
use. They are generally "loaded" in one location of the parse tree and
applied in another location some "distance" away. Consequently, even
though a map may be completely loaded at the base on the far right side
of the parse tree and only be applied at the base on the far left side of the
parse tree, a large number of attributes and semantic functions must be
used to pass the map from the right side of the tree to the left. This
requires a great deal of repetitive code for a simple application. A better
user interface would be one which:
1. Presents the BNF to the user graphically in the form of a tree.
2. Allows the user to traverse the tree using a mouse. Since most trees
will not fit on the screen, it should bring up subtrees as the user
traverses the tree.
3. Allows the user to "click" on a node in tree opening a window for
attribute and semantic function specification.
4. Provides the user with a list of current attributes and semantic
functions which could be selected by mouse and then applied at
any desired location in the tree by pointing and clicking. This would
serve as a rapid copying mechanism.
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Such an interface should greatly reduce the time required to code a
translation and provide a more intuitive view of the translation.
D. FURTHER WORK REQUIRED
A great deal of work remains to done to complete the MDOAG for the
complete Spec language. This prototype provides something concrete to
look at, tear apart, improve, and rebuild, if desired. Guidelines for
extending the system have been provided in Chapter V.
An alternative methodology not mentioned in Chapter V but which
may have merit is to translate Spec modules into concrete interfaces with
assertion annotations in an annotation language like "ANNA" [Ref. 171.
The automatically generated module interfaces are completed by the
module implementor. Then the Ada test facilities already provided by
those languages may be used to test the implementation.
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APPENDIX A
MODULE DRIVER AND OUTPUT ANALYZER GENERATOR CODE
version stamp $Header: check.k,v 1.36 90/06/16 17:33:13 depasqua Locked $
In the grammar, comments go from a "!" to the end of the line.
Terminal symbols are entirely upper case or enclosed in single quotes ().
Nonterminal symbols are entirely lower case.
Lexical character classes start with a captial letter and are enclosed in {}.
In a regular expression, x+ means one or more x's.
In a regular expression, x* means zero or more x's.
In a regular expression, [xyz] means x or y or z.
In a regular expression, [^xyz] means any character except x or y or z.
In a regular expression, [a-z] means any character between a and z.
In a regular expression, means any character except newline.















%define Op5 :(U I IN r'.."l"lll."""
%define Op :({Opl} 1(Op2}I(Op3} {Op4}{Op5)
definitions of white space and comments
:{Blank)+















































































operator precedences, %left means 2+3+4 is (2+3)+4.









%left '','>,=, LE, GE, NE, NLT, NGT, NLE, NGE, EQV, NEQV;
%left IN, RANGE;
%left U, APPEND;
%left '+', -, PLUS, MINUS;
%left '*, T, MUL, DIV, MOD;
%left UMINUS;
%left EXP;























































cond - ypejpkg :string;
drive rge n-macro: string;
cjterator.macros :string;






driver -basic -deci string,
mpkggets:striflg;
q..with cl au ses: st ring:
co ndit io njype s:st ring;
modu leheader{
gparm~decls st ring;
f unction_desig nator: string;
g-actu a Ipa rms: string;
mpkg...gets: string;
pragmas{
update :st ring-> strinlg;
remove :string->string;
u pdate -co u nt: i nt;





fm -pa rmspecs st ring:
RE-fm-actualparms:string;
rjtypemark:st ring;





















where expr leist-trans :st ring;
















































R E -actual-parms :string;
f mactual-parms :string;






















exception-whe n clause s: string;
quantif ier-functions:string;
qwith -clauses:string;



















qwit h clau ses:st ring;










resp set trans string;
err -msg__when :string;
RE -r -actu alparm: string;




























c-su bprog specs :string;
c-su bprog~bod ies: st ring;
gJpa rmdecls: string;
g..actu alIparms: st ring;
mpkg_gets:string;
quantifier -functions:string;
qwith_cl au ses: st ring;
at e rato r-mac ros:st r ing;
concept(
q..s u bpro gs pec: string:













fm-call specs :st ring;
u pdate :stri ng ->string;
remove: string ->string;
r _callspecs:string;
r _callI_actu als: string;
fm-call-actuals:string;
rparmcount:int;











ratu alparms :st ring;
fm call specs :string;
u pd ate: st ring ->st ring;








Itmparm specs: :st ring;
c~parm specs: string;
cr -ypemark:st ring;
c-dec Ipa rt string;
crparm string;
rparm:string;
RE -fm -actualparms -string;
R E-r-actualparm:string;
r_typemark: string;
g~act u a Iparms: st ring;




s uchqu ant iie r-tran s: string;
text:string;
field-list(
r_act u a Iparmrs: string;
fm -cat! specs :string;
update :sting->string;
re move :st ring ->st ring;
r_call-specs:string;
r -call -actuals:string;






q~pa m-specs :st ring;
cparmspecs: string;








ge njoop.v ars: st ring;
rpkgputs:stdng;
clist:string;






re move :string- >string;
rcall -specs:string;
r -call -actuals:string;















































u pd ate: string ->st ring;




















qu ant ifie r-funct ions: st ring;
q..with-clau ses: st ring;
qiterator macros -string;
expr-trans for when and general? case




















































































































































































all -check ingjtran s: string;









STR IN G-LITE RAL{
%text string;









%outffil e("report.a", spec. report);















spec[1 ]Icond type pkg=module.cond_type.pkg;
*A production with nothing after the "I' means the empty string







module. main=f unction. main;
module. mainpkg-f unction.mainpkg;
module.checkpkg=tunction .checkpkg;
module. drive r=f unctio n.drive r;
module. report=f unction. report;
module driver gen macro=function .driver-gen macro;
!add generator.m4 visibility the group of iterator shells
module.ajiterator-macros=
[*include (/n/suns2lworklstudent.depasqu aM AC ROS"',
"generator.m4)\n",
function.qjiterator macros];
mod ulIe.co nd type pkg =fu nct ion. co ndjype..pkg;
type
machine
instance !of a generic module
!functio
function




["f mcall specs\n\t\t", messages.f m-call specs,\n",
"r_cal Ispecs\n\t\', messages. r -call_specs,"\n",
"r-callI-actu als\n\t\t", messages. r-call-actu al s,\n",
"1 m-call-actuals\n\t\t*,messages.fm_call_actuals,7\n",
"rparm-cou nt\n\t\tr, i2s (messages. rparm -count),N,
"update_count\n\t\t,i2s(messages.update-count),\n",
"i it statements\n\t\t*, messages. init_stateme nts,\n",
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"interface type is ",function .ada -interface -ype,"\n",
"fu nction.g-formalpart is ",function g-formal-part, \n*I;
main
!procedure main (fixed) included so that all files







%twhile not (MAIN_PKG.TESTS_-COMPLETE) loop\n",
















"with TEXT-10; use TEXT-lO:\n",
"package body MAINPKG ismf",
"\tlNFILE: FILETYPE;\n",
"\tASSURANCE: FLOAT range O.O..U;n",
function.g..objdecls,"\n\n",
%function TESTSCOMPLETE return boolean is\n",
"\tbeg in\n",






























> ['\t4procedure NEW_-DRIVER(assurance: float)
.renames DRIVER;\n"]
# ["\ttprocedure NEW_-DRIVER is new DRIVER(",
function.gactualparms,") ;\n"];
!check pkg




"with REPORT; use REPORT:\n",
" with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION ;n",
"with MDOAGLIB; use MDOAGLIB;\n",





"\tprocedure CH ECK(condition: conditionjtype ;\n",
messages. parm specs,") ;\n",
"end CHECKPKG;\n\n",
function.qwfhclauses,
"package body CHECKPKG is\n\n*,
concepts .c -subprog__specs ,"\n\n",
"\tprocedure CHECK(onrdiion: condilionjpe;\n",
messages.parm specs,") is\n*,











f unct ion, g~parmdecs,";\n"1;




'logic required for proper delimeter (,) placement
!based on the existence or non-existence of generic

























.procedure DR IVER (assurance: in fioat) ;\n*,
.with GENERATOR ;\n",
.with CHECKPKG;\n",
'*with REPORT; use REPORT;\n",
"with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;n",
.with CONDITIONTYPEPKG; use CONDITIONTYPE_PKG;\n",
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"procedure DRIVER (assurance: in float) is\n*,











messages.except io nwh en_clau ses -\n",
"\tW\t","when others =>","\n",
"unspecified-exception;","\n",






f u nct ion. instantiat ions.
function.gjformaIpart=-"
>(function .ada -interf ace -ype=="function"
>[*\function I M PLEM ENT(", messages.f mparm specs,")",
return -, messages. rjype_mark," renames "
module-headerfunction-designator," ;","\n",




"\tpackage BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(assurance);\n"])
# (function.ada_interfacejtype == "function"
> ["\tfunction IMPLEMENT is new ",
module-headerfunction-designator,"(",
module-header.g-actualparms,");","\nw,
\package BLACK_-BOX is new CHECK PKG (assurance,
function .gactualparms,*) ;,"\n"J
# ["\tprocedure IMPLEMENT is new"
module -header.tunctio n-de sign ator,"(",
module -header. gactuaIparms,") ;\n",
I\tpackage BLACKBOX is new CHECK PKG (assurance,"
f unct ion. g-actu aIparms,*) ;\n"]);
ada_interfacejtype
!missing the case when there are 0 return parms
funcionada-interfacejtype-
((messages. rparm-cou nt -- 1) &&
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two cases for complete format coverage:





>(messages.f m_call-specs, messages. .r_callspecsl
# [messages.fm-call-specs,": *,messages. r call_specs],
!call
'functioncall: calls the module being tested.
functioncall-
(functionada -interf ace type=="f unction")
>[messages. rcallactuals," := IMPLEMENT(",
messages.fm-call-actuals,") ;\n"]





((messages-f m-call -actuals = "
(messages. rsall-actuals =
> [ messages.f m-call-actuals, messages. r -call-actuals]
# [messages.fm-call-actuals,", ",messages. r-call-actu als];




(messages. r actualparms =
>[messages.f m_actualparms, messages. r-actuaL~parms]
# [messages. fm-actualparms,", ",messages. r actualparms];
!g actualparms
!logic required for proper delimeter (,) placement
function .g-actu alparms-
-(module -header. g actualparms-="
>-(message s.gactu al~pa rms.= ")
> *(concepts.gactuaIparms__"")
>[module-header.g-actual-parms, u,",

















'with TEXT -10; use TEXTIO10\n",
"with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATIONAn",











"package body REPORT is~n",
"\ttotal-instances: integer := 0;\n",
*\tinstance-samplesjtested: integer := n"
"\tto t al sample s-te sted. integer :=0;n",
"\tinstance-errors: integer := 0\'
"\ttotal-errors: integer *:;\"
"\toutfile: FILET'PE;\n*,
"\tpackage INT -10 is new INTEGERIO(integer);.\n",
"\tuse INT-1lO\n",





















"\t\ttotal -instances total-instances + 1 ;\n",
"\t\tinstance errors :1.n",
"\\tinstance -samples -ested :=0\"
"\t\t NE W_-LINE(outfile);\n",




"\t\t PUT(outfile total_instances) ;\n",
"\t\tNEWLINE(outtile);\n",
"\tend WRITEINSTANCEHEADER;\n\n",
"\tprocedure INC REM ENTSAM PLESTESTED is\n*,
"\tinstance samples-tested :
"instance samples_tested + 1;\n",
,ttotal-samples-tested:="






"\t\tinstance-errors := instance-errors + 1 ;\n",
"\t\ttotal-errors :=total-errors + 1;\n",











'"\t\tfor i in 1.-33 loop ",
"PUT(outfile,\"* \"); end Ioop;\n",
'\t\tNEW-LINE(outfile) ;\n",




"\t\tPUT(outfile ,\"INSTANCE ERRORS FOUND: \") ;Wn,
"\t\tPUT(outfile, instance_errors) ;\n",
"\tVNEW-LINE(outfile) ;\n",
"\t\tfor i in 1-.65 loop ",






"\t\tfor i in 1.65 loop ",
"PUT(outfile ,\"*\"); end Ioop;\n",
"\t\tNEW LINE(outfie) ;\n",
' \tVPUT(outf ile ,\"TOTAL TESTS CONDUCTED: \") ;\n",
"\t\tPUT(outfile,total_instances) ;\n",
"\tVNEW-LINE(outfile) ;\n",
"\t\tPUT(outfile ,\"TOTAL SAM PLES TESTED: \") ;\n",
"\t\tPUT(outfile,total samples-tested);\n",
"\t\tNEW LINE(outf ie) ;\n",
'\tWPUT(outfile,\"TOTAL ERRORS FOUND: \") ;\n",
"\t\tPUT(outfile,total_errors) ;\n",
"\t\tNEW-LINE(outf ile) ;\n",
'\tWfor i in 1.65 loop "










"\tpackage CONDITIONTYPE_10 is new"
"ENUMERATION_-IO(CONDITION_TYPE);\n",
"end CON DITIONTYP EPKG;"];
functioncondition-types=





f unctio n. drive rge n-macro-["include (/n/su ns2/work/student/de pasqua/MAC R OS",
"/generator. m4)\n",




"\t--**put required declarations here**--\n",
"begin\n",
I\t--.*put statements to generate values here**--\n",
\tgenerate(--*put generated values here**-);\n",




I Virtual modules are for inheritance only, never used directly.
!machine
machine













INSTANCE moduleheader where foreach concepts END{}
For making instances or partial instantiations of generic modules.
The foreach clause allows defining sets of instances.
!moduleheader
moduleheader









This part describes the static aspects of a module's interface.
The dynamic aspects of the interface are described in the messages.
A module is generic ift it has parameters.
The parameters can be constrained by a SUCH THAT clause.
A module can inherit the behavior of other modules.
A module can import concepts from other modules.
A module can export concepts for use by other modules.
!pragmas
pragmas
















# prag ma s[21. update;
pragmas.update-count=O;
pragmas.init_statements="";
prag mas. remove=((?: st ring:"f alse&) ;
p rag mas. update=((?: string:"f alse")1;
!inherits
inherits
inherits INHERIT actual-name hide renames
Ancestors are generalizations or simplified views of a module.
A module inherits all of the behavior of its ancestors.
Hiding a message or concept means it will not be inherited.






I Useful for providing limited views of an actor.
I Different user classes may see different views of a system.
! Messages and concepts can be hidden.
!renames
renames
renames RENAME NAME AS NAME{}
{}
Renaming is useful for preventing NAME conflicts when inheriting
from multiple sources, and for adapting modules for new uses.
The parameters, model and state components, messages, exceptions,
and concepts of an actor can be renamed.
!imports
imports






!messages.giformal_part is not implemented yet.


















messagesl[ 1 .parm-specs=fmessage parm specs];
messages[ 1]. .resp_trans= message .resp-t rans:
messages[1 ]. R Eactualparms=[message. RE-actual-parms];
messages[l 11 finactualparms=[message .fm_actualparms];
messages[1]I.gparm_decis-"";
messagesf I Jgactualparms--
messages( 1 If mparm specs= message fin_parmspecs;
messages[ Ij.r type mark-rnessage.r -type-mark;
messages[l J.gen loop vars-message.gen loop_vars;
messages1 ].exception when-clauses.
messageexception when clauses;






















messages[1 J.quantif ier -functions."";




MESSAGE formalmessage pragmas response




message.init_state ments-praq mas. init_state me nts:
response. re movepragmas. remove;
f ormalI-mes sage. update-prag mas. update;
messagef fi_call-actuals-f ormal_messagefincall-actuals;
message. r call-actuals. response. r-callactuals;
message.r -call_specs-response.r 
-callspecs,
message. rparm-cou nt-response. r-parm-count;
message. reply exceptio ns-
response. reply exceptions;
message.a with clauses=response.qwith-clauses;
me ssage. pa rm specs-[f ormal message.f mjparm-specs,";", response. rjparm-spec];
message. resp trans-response. re sp-trans;
!logic for delimiter ",* placement. The actual parameters
!are followed by the error message; hence, a trailing comma.
message.RE_actual~parms=
((formalmessage 
.REI m -actualparms=="") &&(response. r actu alparms==*"))




response. r actual-parns,", 1];




message. .rtype_mark= response. r -ype_mark;
message.gen loop vars=formal_message.gen loop-vars;
message. exception-when-clauses=
response. exception -when clauses;
message. f mparmspecs-formal-mess age .fm..pa rmspecs;
message. rpkg_puts=









response. rpkg Jputs-response-set .rpkg~puts;
response. r-actualj~parms. respo nses set. r-actu alparms;
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response_set. remove= response. remove;
response .r -call -specs-response set.r...callspecs;
response. r-call-actuals= responseset. r-call_actuals;
response.- r...parm-cou nt= response set. .rparm-cou nt;
response, reply exceptions=response..set .reply-exceptio ns,
response.q..with clauses=response set .q..wth clauses;
response.rJparm-spec-responseset.r.parm_spec;
response. resp tra ns= response-set. resp...set-trans;
response. RE_r-actualparm-response_set. RE-r..actual..parm;
response_set. R EactuaLparms-response. R E-actualparms;
response. r-type_mark= respo nse_set. rjtype-ma rk;
response.exception-when-clauses=
re sponse-set. exception -when-clauses;
respo nse_set. pare ntproduct ion=* re spo nse';
re spo nse.qu ant iie r-functio ns=-
respo nse..set. quantifier.f u nctions;
respo nse.ajte rato r-macros= respo nse- set. ajte rato r-macro s;
I response_cases
response. rpkg~puts=response_cases. rpkg..puts;
response. r_actual..parms=response cases. r-actualparms;
respo nse_cases.- remove=respo nse. re move;-
responses .rcall_specs=response cases. r-call_specs;
response. r-call-actuals= response-cases. r-call-actual s;
re spo nse. r...parm_cou nt=respo nse cases. rjparm_cou nt;
response. reply except ions= response cases. reply...exceptions;
response q...with clauses-response cases.q..with-clauses;
response. .r..parm spec=re spo nse cases .r..parm...spec;
res po nse. re sp_t ran s =re spo nse cases. res p_casesjtra ns:
response.RE r_actual-parm-response cases.RE-r-actuaL~parm;
response_cases. RE-actual-Parms=response. RE..actu alparms;
response. r-type ma rk=response-cases. r-type_mark;
re spo nse. exce pt io nwhe n-clau se s=
re sponse cases. exce ption-whe n-clau ses;
respo nsequant itier-f unct ions=





WHEN expressionjlist response~set pragmas response-cases



















(responseset.rparm count > 0)
> responseset.rparm_count
# response cases[2].rparm_count;
'enumeration of condition types.
!if the exception from the response set is already in the
!list of exceptions then do not add it. The empty string
!is "in" the list already, hence it is never added and
!does not impact on delimiter placement. (See OTHERWISE
!response cases production where the map is initially
!loaded. Graphically, view the process as starting at
!the OTHERWISE -> responseset, where the first exception
!(if it exists), the empty string (""), and 'almost every-
!where false" are loaded to a map. Then, additional
!exceptions are added from the WHEN -> SET CASES production
!where SET potentially has a new exception and CASES is
!is formed already (i.e., synthesized).
response_cases[1 ]. replyexceptions=















# response cases[2].rparm spec;
responsecases(1 I.class='WHEN";
response-casesfl 1].resp-cases-trans=















!see comment above concerning one return parm.
response-cases.rjtype-mark=response_set.r-type mark;
response cases[1 ]. except io n-whe nclau ses=
[response..set.exception when_clauses,
response-cases[2].exception when-clausesi;
respo nse set.parent-production=*respo nse~cases";
response cases(1J].quantifier-functions=
[expressionjist.quantif ier -functions,






I OTHERWISE responseset pragmas
response_cases.rpkg_uts-responseset.rpkgputs;
response_cases. r actualparmsmresponseset. r..actualparms;
respo nse_set.re move- response-cases.remove;
response cases.rparm..count- response_set r~parm~count;
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response-cases. r call specs=response-set. r-call specs;
re spo nse_cases. r-callI_actualIs= respo nse-s et. r-calI-actu als;
re spo nse_case s. replyexce pt ions=
response-..set .reply .exceptio ns;
fthe exception list is initialized here and is passed up.
!Initially, it is almost everywhere 'false*, contains the
!SET exception (if one exists, otherwise its ),and
!contains the empty string ('") (See CASES ->SET CASES).
response cases.exceptionjlist=
{(?:string:"false")} +1













response-cases. r type mark=response_set. r-type mark;
response_cases.exception-when-clauses=
response-set.exception-when_clauses;
respo nses set. pare nt..p roduct ion =respo nse_cases";






choose reply sends transition
response_set. rpkgputs-reply .rpkgputs;,
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response_set. r-actu alparms= reply. ractualparms:
reply. remove -responseset. remove;
response_set. r-call specs- reply. .rcall specs;
response_set -call-actuals-reply.r_call actuals;
response set. rparm_cou nt= reply. r~parmcou nt;




response set.rpa rm- spec= reply. rparm-spec;
response set .resp_set-tra ns. reply. resp~set-trans;
If "response" produces "response set",
then no "when clause" exists.
reply. err-msg_ whe n=
(respo nse_set. pare ntproduction =="response")
# response set.err_msg_ when;
respo nse_set.R E_r-acu alparm= reply. R Er_actu al~parm;
reply. REactualparms=response_set.RE_actualparms;














reply. rpkg..puts=actual message. rpkgputs;
reply. ractu alparms= actual -message. r-actu alparms;
actual_message. remove- reply. remove;
reply. r _call Ispecs =actu al-me ssage. r.callspecs;
reply.r call_actuals=actual-message.r -call_actuals;
reply. rparm-cou nt =actu al-me ssage. .rparm-cou nt;
reply. reply..exceptions=
actua 1message .reply_e xceptions;
reply. awith_clau se s=
where.c~with clauses;
reply. rparm spec=artu al-message. r-parm spec;
reply.resp..set -trans=
factua 1message .exception-trans,
whe re.w he re_e x p rjistt rans];
where. r_parm=actual-message. r parm;
where. errmrsg_ when= reply. err msg whe n;
reply. RE-r_actualparm~actual message.RE-r-actual-parm;
where. R E-actu alpa rms -reply. REactua'jarms;
actu al_message. R Eactualparms= reply.REactualparms;
actual_message err msgwhen=reply .err..msg-when;
reply. r type- mark =a ctu al-mes sage. rjtypemark;
reply. except io n~whe n-clauses=
actual-message exception-when-clauses;
reply.quantif ier-funct ions=
where quantif ier-f unct ions;
reply. qjt erato r_mac ros=
where qaiterator macros
'fag indicating reply origin.
where.crparm="#";













SEND actuaI-message TO actual-name where foreach
!transition
transition
TRANSITION expressionjist! for describing state changes
fIormal_message
formalmessage
optionaL.exception optional-formal-name formal-argu mer! defaults
formalmessage.fm-call-specs-formalarguments.fm_callspecs;
fo rmal argu ments. update=f ormal message -update;
formal message.fm-call-actuals=
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f ormalarguments -fm call-actu als;
forma l_message.fm~parmspecs=formalarguments.f mparm specs;
formal_message.RE E fm -actual parms=
f ormalarguments.R Ef fmactual-parms;
f ormal-me ssage. rtypemark=f orma1-a rguments. r_type_mark;
f ormal-me ssage.ge n loop vars=fo rmal argu me nts.g en_loop_va rs;




%prec SEMI! must have a lower precedence than DEFAULT
actual -message
actual_message
optional-exception optional-actual-name formal arguments
actual-message.rpkg~puts=formalarguments.rpkgputs;






(optional exception-flag == 'true")
> ["\t\tVl opt ional actual-name.text,"_conditionjI
actual-message.rparm spec=formal -arguments r parm spec;




optional exce ption Jflag- -"true"
>["\t\t\t\tif not (condition - "
optio nalI_actual1-name. text,"_conddtion) "
'then\n",
-\t\t\t\t\t REPORT. ER ROR(condition,\n",
actual_message.RE-actual-parms,







> ["\t\t\twhen ",optional actual-name.text," =>*,"\n",
"\t\t\t\tcoridition := -,
optional-actual-name text,"_condition,","\n"j




where. qwith clauses=expression_I ist.q-with-clauses;
where where_expr list lrans=






express io nl ist. R Eactual-parms=where. R Eactu alparms;
wherequantifier-functions.
express io n_ist.quantif ie r-fu nctio ns;
where.qjterator-macros=
expression_Iist.q-iterator macros;




where, qu antif ier-fu nct ions."";
where.ajterator-macros=*";













FOREACH '(' formals ')'
{
I foreach is used to describe a set of messages or instances
!model
model! data types have conceptual models for values
MODEL formalarguments invariant pragmas
!state
state! machines have conceptual models for states

















TEMPORAL formalname defaults where response
Temporal events are trigged at absolute times,
in terms of the local clock of the actor.
The "where" describes the triggering conditions








TRANSACTION formalname ' actionlist where foreach
Transactions are atomic.
The where clause can specify timing constraints.
!actionlist
action-list




action action %prec STAR I unordered set of actions
{
I IF alternatives FI choice
I DO alternatives OD I repeated choice
actual-name ! a normal message or subtransaction
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EXCEPTION actual-name ! an exception message
!alternatives
alternatives






























rparm="#" is a not from reply subtree flag.
concept
concept






concept. ajte rator-macros=whe re .qjte rator-macros;
ICONCEPT formal_name '('formals y 'defaufts VALUE '('formals ')'where

























formalI_na me. mpkg-gets=formalIs. mpkg-gets;
formal_name.gparm decls=formals.g parm-decis;
f ormal-na mefunct ion_desig nato r= NAM E.%text;










formalI_argu ments. ractu alparms -formals. r-actuaiparms;
formal_arguments.fm -call -specs=formals.fm-callspecs;




f ormal_argu me nts. r-callI-actuals-
to rmals. r-call Iactu als;
f ormal_argu ments. r call specs.
formals. r-call-specs;
f ormal_argu me nts. rparm count=formals. r.parm_cou nt;
f ormal_arguments.fm parm specs=formals.fm_parm specs;
f ormal_argu ments. r~parm spec=formals. r-parm_spec;
fo rmalI_argu me nts. rparm=f ormal s. rparm;
formal_arguments. RE-f m-actualparms=
formals.R E-f mactual-parms;
f ormal-arguments. R E-ractual~parm.
formals.RE-r-actuaLparm;
to rmal__argu ments. .rtype~markfo rmals. r-type-mark;
f ormal_a rgu ment s.gen loop vars=f ormals.gen-loo p vars;
f ormal_argu me nts. rpkgputs=f ormalIs. rpkg_puts;
fo rmal_argu me nts. r-actual-parms="";





f ormal-argu ments. rJparrn"";
f ormal_arguments. R E-fm-actuaLparms-"";
f ormal-argu me nts. R E-r-actualparm."";
f ormal-argu ments. rjypemark."";





formnals. r-actualparms-f ield-list. r-actu alparms;
formals.f m-call-specs=f ield_list Am_callspecs;








formals .rparm-count=fie Idjlist. rparm cou nt;
f ormals .mpkg-gets=f ield -list .mpkggets;
formals.gparm-decls=field-list.g..parmdecls;
f ormas.f m~arm-specs=f ieldjist.f mparm..specs;
formals. rparmspec=f ield_list .rparm-spec:
formals.cparmspecs-f ield_ist.cparm-specs;
forrnals a arm specs=f ield-list.q-parm specs;
formals .crjtype-mar=f ieldlist.cr-type_marl;
f ormals.cdeclpart=f ield_list .c~parm_decls;
formals. crparm=l ield list.cr~parm;
formals .rparm=f ield list. rjparm;
formals.text=[field_list.text," ",restriction -text];
formals.RE-fm-actualparms=field-list.RE-fm-actual-parms;
formals. R E-ractualparm~field-list. RE-r-actualparm;
formals. r type mark-f ield_list .r-type_mark;
formals .g-actual-parms=field~list.gactual-parms;










[field list[21.r actual~parms,", ~
type binding.r_actuaLparms];
ISee comments at function. call Ispecs.
field_list(1 J.fm call specs.
((field listf2I.fm call -specs - I
(type binding.fm_call-specs =
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>[field -list[2] .fm call_specs ,type-binding .fmscallspecs]
# [field list[2].fm -call_specs,"; ",
type-binding.fm -call-specs];
field -list[2].update-f ieldjist[1 ].update;
typebinding. update =ield list[ 1 ].update;
field -list[1j.fm -calf -actuals-
[field-list[2].fm call__actuals, -,
type-biniding.fm-call-actualsj;
field -list[2]. remove-f ieldjist[1 ]. remove;
type~binding.remove-field list[1 ] .remove;
!See callspecs comment at function.
field -list[ I] Jr call actuals-
(fielId -list[2].r call_actuals = I
type -binding.r~call_actuals =
>[field liSt[2].r -call -actuals,
type binding.r_call-actuals]
# [field list[2] .r -call -actuals,",,
type-binding.r-call-actuals);
!c allspecs comment at function.
fi Jist[ 1]. rcall -specs=







field-list[2].r...parm-count + typebind inrg. rparm-cou nt
f ield -list[ 11.mpkg_gets-
[field-list[2] mpkggets ,type binding. mpkg...gets];
field -list[ 1 ].g..parm-decls-
[f ieldjist[2].g..parm decls,";.,typebinding.g~parm-decl];
field -listfl 1 .fm...parmspecs=
[f ield-list[2] .f m..parm specs," ;,type binding .f mparm..spec];
fPaid list[1].rparm -spec-
(fId-list[2].rLparm spec," ;",type_binding.rparm spec];fieldj- ist[ 1 ].q...parm specs-
If ie ldjist[21.q-parm -specs,*; ',typebinding .qparm-Specsj;
field -list[1 IJ.c~parmspecs-
[fieldjist[2J .c...parmspecs," ;\zV,typebinding .cparmspecJ;
fieldj- ist[ 1 ].cr tpe_mark-typebinding.crjtype mark;
field -list[ 1 .c..parm decls-
(field-list[2l. c-parm decls,";*,type binding. c~parm-decl],
field-list. rUypemark-type-binding.r type mark;
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field -list[1 I. RE-f m-actual..parms=
[field-list[2J. RE-fmactual-parms,"
typebinding. RE-fm-actu alparm];
field Iist[ ] .RE_r -actualparm=typebinding.R Eractual-parm;
fieldjlist[I 1 .gactualparms=[field -list(2].g_actualparms,",",









field -list.r -actualparms=typebinding ractualparms;
type -binding. remove=f ieId-li st.remove;
type -binding.update=field -list.update:
f ield -list.r -call -actuals=typebinding.rcalLactuals;
field -list.r~call specs=typebinding. r_call sp ecs;
field -list. rparm-count=typebinding -rparm_cou nt;
field -list.fm -call -actuals=typebindingAlm_call_actuals;
field -list.fmT call -specs=type-binding.fm..callspecs;
field -list. mpkggets=typebinding.mpkggets;
f ield -list gparmdecls=[typebinding gparm_decl];
f ield -list. fmparm-specs=[typebinding -f m-parm-spec];
field -list .rarm-spec= [typebinding. rparm-spec];
f ield -list.cparmspecs=[typebinding.cparmspec;
field -list.q~parm specs= (typebi nding.qjparmspecs];




f ield -list. RE -fm -actualparms~type-binding. REf fmactualparm;
field -list.R E-r-actualparm-typebinding. RE_r-actuaLparm;
field-list.rj ype-ma rk-typebinding.rjtype_ mark;
f ield-list.g_actualparms-typebinding.gactual-parms;
field -list -ge njoopvars-type.bindi ng .genjloop~ya rs;
field -list. rpkgputs-type.binding. rpkgjputs;
field -list -text-typebinding.text;





type..binding .ractual-parms= name-list. r-actuaLparms;
typebindingf .mcall~specs=
name-list.f m-callspecs;








typebinding. rparm-count= name-list. rparm_count;
typebinding. mpkg-gets=name list. mpkggets;
type~binding.gparmdecl=["r,name_list.identfier-list,-.
expression type-mark,"knj;








(name-list.identifier_list,": ",expression -type mark];









[",\t\t\t\t\t\t, ,name__list .ide ntifier__list,"\n"];
type-binding. REr actual-parm=[-\t\t\t\t\t\tR__ Parm,\nl;





type-.binding .text=[name-list.text,* : ,expression -text];






(namejist2] .ractualparms,", ",NAM E.%text];
name_list[2]. update= name -list[1 ].update;
name_list[1].fmn call -actuals.
(name list[1 ].update(NAME.%text) -- "false")





(name list[l].update(NAME.%text) =- "false")
> [name list[2.fm-call_specs,"A\n",
NAME.%text," ;", name Iist[l].type mark(]
# [name listf2].fm -call_specs," ;\P",
NAME.%text,": in out ", name list[l].type mark];
name-list[2]. remove= name-list[ 1].remove;
"remove" is a map which indicates that a variable should be
omitted from the list of actuals. As a result,
Inamejist[2].actuals may be empty. This conditional checks
empty cases in order to properly place the delimiter ""
name-list[1].r call -actuals=
(name list[ I]. remove (NAM E.%text) -= 'tre")
> name list[2].r_call_actuals
# (name list[2].r_call_actuals =
>NAME.%text
# (name list(2].r_call_actuals," , ",NAME.%text];
see name list[2].r call actuals comment above.
nameJest[ 1 ]rcallspecs-
(name list[lJ.remove(NAME.%text) -- 'tre*)
> name list[2].r_call-specs
# (namejist[2].r_call -specs -
> (NAME.%/text,.: out ",name_list(1J.typemarik]
# [name list[2j.F call spocs," ;,\n",





.\t\tl MPLEM ENTATION.-GET(IN FILE,-,NAM E.%text,") ;\fl;
name_list[1]J.identif ier-list=
[name_Iist[2] .identifier-list,", ",NAME .%text];
name-list[1 J.genjloopvars=
[namejlist[2j.genjloopyvars,";",
NAM E.%*/text," :", name listl 1 I.typemarli;
na mejlist 21 type-ma rk..name-jist[ 11 type_mark;
name_list[1 1. rpkg..puts-[namejist[2 .rpkg..puts,
"\t\tPUT(outfile ,\", NAM E. %text," - \") ;\n",
"\t\tlM PLEM ENTATION. .PUT(outf ile, *NAM E.%text,") ;,\n",
"\t\tNEWLINE(outf ile) ;\n"];
nam e-list[ 1 ].text= [n amej ist[2]. text,' ",NAME.%text];
NAME
name list.r -actua Ipa rms=NAM E. %text;
name list.fm call actuals=




(na me list. update (NAM E.%text) =="false*)
>[NAME.%text,*: ",name list.type-mark]
# [NAME.%text,": in out "name_list typemark];
name_list[1J.r call actuals=(name-Ilist. remove (NAM E.%text) =- 'true")
# NAME.%text;
name-list.r-call-specs=
(n ame-li st. remove (NAM E.%text) ==*true")
# [NAME.%text,": out ",namne list.type_mark];
name_list.r_parm_count=1;
name_Iist.mpkg_gets.
f-\t\t\ M PLEM ENTATION.GET(INFILE.", NAM E.%text,") ;\nl;
n ame-Ilist, ident if ie r- ist =[NAM E .%text]:
name_list.gen_loop.yars-INAME.%text, "name_Iist.type mark];
name_list.rpkg~puts-
["\t\tP UT(outf ile,\"",NAM E.%text," .\") ;\n*,
'\t\t PUT(outfile ,",NAM E.%text,") ;\n",
'\t\tN EWLINE(outfile) ;\n"];









!return parameter should never be part of restrictions
expressionjlist.r-parm="see restriction production";
!when no restrictions exist on the quantifier,











NAME '{' actuals '}{
actualname.text=[NAME.%text,"{T,actuals.text,"}"];








!actuals(2J will contain only one variable
actuals[1J.int-statements-
(%\t,arg. text," :. ",actuals[2].text, ";\n;
actuals[1I.removeparm-arg text:




















expressionjist ', expression%prec COMMA
express ionjist[ 1 ] .awith-clauses=
[express io n_l ist[ 2]. q-with-c laus es,
express io n.qwit h clau ses];
express ion-list[ I .when..expr~list-trans=
[expression Iist[2].when expr_list -trans,
.and then\n\t\t\t", expression.expr_trans];
!where expression translation: conditional translation
!requires unique translation generated at the conditional
!expression
express io njust[ I].wh ere-expr -list -trans-~
(expressionclass .= "conditional-)
[express io njlist[2]. whe reexprjlistjtrans,
expression.conditional-trans)
[express io n listI2J. whe re expr_list-trans,
"\t\t\t\til not (",expression. expr _trans.") then\n*,
"\t\t\t\t\tR EPORT. ER ROR(condition,\n",
express ionjist[ 1]. RE_actualparms,
"\t\t\t\t\t\",expression~list[l].inerrmsg-when,
* NOT ',ex pres sion. text, '\");\n*,
"\t\t\t\tend iff n"];
pass error message and parameters for conditional translation
expression. err_msg=expression list[1 ].inerr -msgwhen;
expression. RE_actualparms=expression-list[1 ]. RE_actualparms;
!pass information necessary to determine how to translate
!the <.> and - expressions.
express ion list[2] .crparm=express ion-list[ 1 ] .cr-parm;
express io n.c rparm= expressio nlist[ 1 ].cr-parm,
expression.is_letmost="false";
expressionjlist[2].rparm-expressionjist[1 J.rparm:
expression. r~parm=expressionjist[ 1 ].r~parm;
















express io n-list.w hen~exprjist-trans-.
[express ion. ey.prjrans];
!where expression translation, conditional translation
requires unique translation generated at the conditional
!expression




"\t\t\t\t\tR EPORT. ER ROR(condition,\n",
expressionjist[1].RE_actualparms,
"\t\t'.t\t\t\"",expression-list in-err-msgwhen,
"NOT ", expression. text,\") ;\n*,
"\t\t\t\tend if ;\n"],






(express ion. ex prjrans];














[-with GEN_-,OQUANTI FIE R .%text,"-* i2s(Q UANTI F IER. %line) ,";\n",
expression[2].~wnhhclauses];
ex pressio n.class-"qu ant ifier";
I quantifier function
expression[i 11.quantifie r-fu nct ions.
(QUANTIFIER.%*/text .. "ALL")
>["t\t",formals.qjparm~specs,;\n",
"\t\tfunction ALL ",i2s(QUANTIFI ER.%fine),
return boolean is\n",




"GE NALL_"i2s(QUANTI FIE R.%line), ", [assurance],j n",
"\t\t\t\tif (value - true) then\n",
QUANTIFIER all checking trans,
"\t\t\tend if;])\n',
"\t\t\treturn value ;\n",
"\t\tend ALL-",i2s(QUANTIFIER .%Jine) ,;\n"I
# (QUANTIFIER.%text == "SOME")
"\t\tfunction SOME ",i2s(QUANTIFIER.%line),
return boolean is\n",
"\t\t\tvalue: boolean :. false:\n",
expression[2].quantif ier-functions,
"\t\tbegin\n",
"\t\t\tf oreach ([",formaIs. genj lop. va rs,"],",
"GENSOME_",i2s(QUANTIFIER.%Iine),",[assurance]Dn-,






!Iogic searches for a single false case for failure.
QUANTIFIERalI-checkingjtrans..
['\t\t\t\t\tif ",formals.such_quantifier-trans," then'n",
"\t\t\t\t\t\ttf not ",expression(2j .exprjrans," then\n".
"\t\t\t\t\t\t\tvalue :. false;\n",
"\t\t\t\t\t\tend ifAn",
I some checking logic















expression(I ].text. [QUANTIFI ER.%text,"(*,fonrmals -text,' -
BIND.%text," ",expression[21.-text,') 1;
express ion[2]. is leftmost="talIse";
expression[2] .crparm=express ion[ 1 J .cr~parm;
iterator macros
expression(l I.q~iterator -macros=
[express io n[2] qjte rato rmac ros,\n*,




"\t--**put any required declarations here**--n",
"begin\n",
"\t--**put iterating statements here**--n",
"\tgenerate(--**put generated values here*);\n",
"\t--**put more statements here as required**--n",
"end GEN-",QUANTIFIER.%/text,"-",i2s(QUANTIFIER.%l*ine) ,";\])\n"]-










expression '( actuals *'! function call
ifunction call
expression[ 1 I.q~wdh -clauses.*"
expressionj I. Jexprjtrans.
[expression[2] .expr trans,"(",actuals. actu alparms,")];
expression[2]. rJparm-expressionf 1 J. r~parm;
actuals.rparm-expressionf 1 ].rparm;
expression(1 ].text.(expression[21Jtext,"(, actuals .text,"7J;
express ion. class."nospec ialjhandling";
expressionquantifier-functions-;
expression.ajfterator-macros-.;
I expression @' actual-name! expression with explicit type cast
!type cast
'assumes overloaded enumeration type handled by ADA as
!actual -name -text (expr)
expression.expr_trans.
[actualname.text,"(",expression[2].expr_trans,")];
express io n.text =[expressio n[2].text,@",actual-namet exti;
expression[ 1].qwith-clauses-*=
expression. class= *nospecialhandling";






[" not (",expressilon[2. exprtra ns,")i];
expression[2]. rJparm-expression[1 ].r-parm;
expression(i 1].text=[ NOT.%text, ex pre ssio n[21. text];
expression. class."no..specialhandling";
expression(1. quantif ier-funct ions.
expression[2].quantfier _functions;
expression[ I .qjterator-macros-
expression[ 21. qjte rator-macros;
expression(2J is_leftmost-'false";
expression[2].crjparm-expression[1 ].cr-parm;









express io n31.expr _trans,")"];
express io n[21. r-parm-expression[ I J. r.parm;
express io n[31. r..parm-expression[ 11. r-parm;
expression[ 1 ].text-
lexpression[2].text,AN D.%text,expression[3.text];
express ion. class="nospecialhand ling";
expressionfl ].quantifier-functions=





!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate ft.
expressio nf2]. isjleftmost-"true";
expression[3].isIeftmost="false";










expression[(2). rJarm-ex pression[ 11I. rparm;
expression(3]. r.parmmexpressionjl 1. rparm;
expression[ 1 ].text.
lexpressio n[21. text, OR. %text,expression[3],t ext];
expression. class- "nospecia Ihandling";
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expression( 1 ].quantifier-functions-





finfo required to determine when we have reached '.,; leftnst
!expression and, if so, how to translate t.
expressio n(21 .is leftmost- "tre";
ex pre ssion[3]. is leftmost-"f alse";
expression[2j .crjparm-expression[1 J.crparm;
expression[3.crparm-expressionjl ].cr~parm;






expressionf 3]. rparm~expression[ 1]. rparm;













linfo required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
lexpression and, If so, how to translate ft.
expression[2] .isjleftmnost-true";
expression[3].is-leftmost-'false";
expresson[2J .cr-parm-expression(1 J. cr..parm;
expression[3J .cr..parm-expresslonll J.crparm;





[express io n[21. q.with -clauses,
expression[3].qwthhclauses];
lif this is the leftmost expression and expression[21
His the concept return parameter, then generate code Wo
!return the value computed by the translation of expression[31.
411l implemented as function call, where
M"if(x'y)' <.> "x <>
expression[1 l.expritrans-
(expression(2. exprjtrans=--expression[1. ]crparm &&
expression[ 1 ]Jis -leftmost=="true")




[ expressio n[2]. text, I FF.%text,expression[3].text];
expression. class="no special handling";
expression[ 1].quantifier-functions-
[expression[2].quaritifier functions,




!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate Rt.
expression[2] .isjleftmost="true";
express ion[3]. isjleftmost-faIse*;
expression[2] .crjparm-expression[1 ] .crparm:
expression[3J .crparm-expression[1] I.crparm;
expression[2.rjparm-expressionf 1 J.r-parm;
express ion[3). rjarm-expressio n[ 11 ]rparm;






!see comments at 1FF expression
express ion[1 I .expr -trans-(express ion[ 11.isIeftmo st=="tru e" &&
ex pre ssio n[21 .expr trans= -ex pre ssion[ 1] .crpa rm)
> ["\t\treturn",expression(3].exprjtrans,";\nI
# ["(",expression[2].exprjtrans,
- express ion3. e xor-trans,") 1;
expression[j1 ]text=
[express io n(21.text," .",expression[3].text];
express ion.class="no..specialhanding";
expression[ 1].quantifier -functions=
[expre s sio n[2]. quantif ier-fu nct ions,
expression[3] .quantifierjfunctions];
expression[1]I.qjiterator -macros=
[e xpress ion[21.qit erator macros,
expression[3].ajiterator macros];
info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expression[2].isIeftmost="true";
expression[31 is -leftmost=*false";
expressionf2] .crparm=expressionf 1 ].crparm;
express io n[3].crparm= expression[ 1 J.crparm;
expression[2]. r~parm=expression[ 1 ].r-parm;
e xpression[3]. rjarm=express ion[ 1 ].rparm:
I expression '.c expression%prec LE
nC
expression[1]I.qwth-clauses=
[express io n[2. qwith-clauses,
expression[3].q..with-clauses];
expression(1 ].expr_trans=
["(*,express io n[21. exprj ra ns,
. ,express ion[31. exprjtra ns,")1;
express ion[21. rparm -expression[ I]. r..parm;
express io n[31. rjarm-express ion[ I ].rparm;









linfo required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate ft
expressio n[2] .is Ieftmost-"true";
expression[3] isleftmost="false";
ex pression[21.crparm =expression(I 1J.crparm;
express io n[3] .crparm=expression[ 1 J.crparm,





j"'express io n[2]. ex pr_t rans,
>",expression(3.expr trans,")];
express io n[21. rparm=ex press ion[ 1 ].r-parm;,
expression[3]. rparm=expression[1 1. rparm;
expression(l ].text=








!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expressio n[2). isjleftmost="true';




Iexpression LE expression%prec LE
!n
expression[ 1 I.qwith -clauses.






express io n[2]. rparm-expression[ 11 ]rparm;
expressionf 3]. rjparm-expression1 ]. rparm;
expression[ 1 ].text=(ex press io n[2]. text, L E.%text, expressio n[3]. text];
expression. class="nospecial handling";
expression[1 ].quantif ier -functions.[expression[2].quantif ier-f unctions,
expressionl3] .qu antifier-functions];
expression[1 ] .qjterator -macros-
[e xpress ion(2].ajite rato r-macros,
expression[3] .q-terator macros];
!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.




Iexpression GE expression0/oprec LE
!n
expression[1 I.q...with_clauses.
[express ion[2]. qwith clauses,
expression[31.a-wihclausesl;
expression(1 ].expr-trans-
[(*T,express io nf2J -exprj rans,
.-",expression[3.exprtrans,')";
expression[2]. r-.parm-expression[1 .r..parm;
express io n(31. r..parm-expression( 1J. rparm;
expressionf 1 ].text=









!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost




express io n[3].crparm =express ion[ 1 ].cr~parm:





expression[ I] Jexpr -trans.
["(",expressio n12]. ex prtrans,
"/- ",expression[3].exprj-rans,")1:
express ion[2]. rparm= expression[ 1 ]r-parm;
express io n[3]. rparm=ex press ion[ 1. r-parm;
expression[1 ].text=
[expression[2] .text ,NE.%text,expressionf3] .text];
expression. class="no..specialhandling";
expressionf I ].quantifier-functions=





!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost












. ,express ion[3].expr trans,))"j;
expression[2].rparm=expression[ 1 ].rparm;
expressionf 31. rJparm=expression[ 1 J.r,.parm;
expressionf 1 ].text=
[ expression[2). text, N LT. %text, express ion[31.text];




express io n[ I .qjiterator-macros-
[express io n[2.qjterato r -macros,
expression[3] .cjjerator-macrosj;
!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate ft.
expressio n[2]. is-leftmost=t rue";
express ion[3. .isjleftmost="falIse";
express ion[21.cr-parm~expression[l J.crjparm;
express io n[3].cr-parm=expres sion[ 1 ].crparm;







0 ,expressionf3j .expr -trans,))"J;,
expression[2. r.parm-expression1 ). r~parm;
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finfo required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expression[2j.is_Ieftmost="true:;
expression(3].,s_leftmost="false";
express ion[2].crparm-expre ss ion[ 1 ].crparm;
express io n[3l.cr~parm= expression[ 1 ].cr~parm;
Iexpression NLE expression0/oprec LE
expression[(1].q~with-clausesm




express ion[2]. rJparm-expressionjl ]. rparm;
express io n[31. r.parm-expression[ 1 ].rparm;
expression[ 1 ].text-





expressionf I ].ajterator -macros-
[expression21.qiterator-macros,
expression[3.qjterator macros];
'info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
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!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost




express io n[3J.cr..parm=express io n(1 J.crparm;
I
!n







ex pression[2). r..parm-express ion[ I]. rparm;
express io n[3]. r..parm-express ion[ 1 ]. rparm;
expression[ 1 ].text.





expression[ 1 ].qjiterator -macros=
[express io n[2].qit e rato r-macros,
expression[3.qajterator macros];
!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expressio n[2]. is-Ieftmost= true";
expression[3]. is-leftmost="false";
expression[2] .crparm=express ion[ 1 ].crparm;
express io n[3] .crparm=expressio n[1I ].crparm;





expressionf 1 ].exprjrans=["NOT equivalent(", expressionf2]. exprtrans,
"ex pre ssio r,3. exprjrans,"flj;
expression[2]. rparm=expression[1 ]. rparm;




expression[ 1J.quantif ier-f unct ions.






!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expressio n[2]. isjleftmost-t rue";
express io n[31. is-leftmost="false";
expression(2J .crparm-expression1 J.cr-parm;






















express io n[2]. r-parm-expression 1 ]. rparm;
express ion[3. r-..parm-expression[ 1 ].r...parm;
expression[ 1 J.texte









finfo required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, iR so, how to translate it.
expressi n(2J .isjleftmostu'true";
expressio n[31 .is ieftmost="falIse";
expression[2J.cr..parmaexpression[1 ].cr...parm:
expression[3].crjarm-texpression[1 .crparm;




expression[1 ].exprtrans=["(",express io n2.expr ra ns,
.- ",expression(3].expr rans,")p];
express io n[2]. r~parm= express ion[ 1 1. r.parm;
express io n[3]. rpa rm-expression( I 1. rparm;
expression[ 1 ].text=
[express io n[2].text,'-",ex pre ssion[3].text];
express ion. clas s="no-special handli ng";
expression[1J].quantifier-functions.
[express io n[2].qu antif ier -functions,
expression[3].quantif ier functions];
expression[1 .qjterator-macros-
[express io n[2.a~iterator -macros,
expression[3].qjterator-macros];
'info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate ft.
expression[2] isjleftmost-=truew;
express ion[3]. is-Ieftmost-"f alsew;
express io nf 2.crparm-expression(i I].cr..parm;
express io n(3].crparm-expressio n[ 1 J.crparm;






["(",express io n[2]. expr_t rans,
"*",expression[3].expr -trans,*)1:
express io n[21. r-parm-expressio nf 1 J.rparm;
expression[31. rparm-expression[ 11. rparm;
expression[ 1 ].text-








!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate t.
expression[2].isIeftmost="true";
expression[3].isIeftmost="false";
e;;pression[2].-cr.parm. expression[ 1 ].cr-parm;
express io n[3] .crparm~expres sion[ 1 J.cr-parm;






express ion[2]. r-arm- expression[ 1 ].rparm;
expression[3] .r-parm-expression[I ]. rparm;
expression[1 IJ.text.









!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, ff so, how to translate ft.
expression[2J is-leftmost-"true';
express io n[3]. isleftmost="falIse";
express io n[2] .crjarm~expression[ 1 ] .crparm;
express ion[31.crparm=express ion[1 I .crparm;







. mod ",express ion[3). exprtrans,")"];
expression[2].rparm=expression[1 ].rparm;
expression[3]. rparm=expression[ 1]. r~parm;
expression[1 ].text=








info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
ex pressio n[2]. is_left most-"t rue*;
express io n[31. is_leftmost-falIse*;
e xpress io n[2] .cr-parm -expression[ 1 ].cr~parm;
express io n[3].cr..parm- expression[ 1 ].crparm;

















[express ion[2] .qjte rator-macros,
expression[3] .q~terator macros];
!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
'expression and, if so, how to translate ft.
expresslo n[21 is_leftmost="true';
express io n[31. islef tmost ="false";
e-epression{2.cr~parmmexpression[1 ].crparm;
expression[3].crparm=expression[1 ].crparm;








expression(2]. r.parm-express ion[1 I .r~parm;
expressionl3l r...parm-expression[ 1]. rparm;




[express ion[2]. qua ntifier-f unct ions,
expression[3] .qu antif ierjfunctions];
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expression[1 ].qjterator-macros=
[expre s sio n[2].qft e rato r-macros,
expression[3] .qjterator macros];
info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost









[express io n[2]. qwith_clauses,
expression[3].qwith-clauses];





[express ion[2].text," ",APPEND.%text," "
expression[3].text];







[express io n[21. qjte rator -macros,
expressior43] .qjfterator macros]:
!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, Hf so, how to translate ft.
ex pressio n[2] is leftmost-"t rue";
expression[31isjleftmost-f alIse";
expression[2] .crparm-expressionfI IJ.cr~parm,
express ion[31.cr-parm-expre ss io n( J.crparm;
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expression[ 1 ].text.(expression[2J.text," ",KN%text," ",express ion[31.text];
expression[2].rparm=expression[1 ].r~parm;
ex p.ess io n[3]. rparm=express ion[ 1 ]. rparm;
expression[ ] .class=Tho special_handling",
expression[ 1].quantifier -functions=
[expression[2]. quantif ier-ftunct ions,
expressilon[3].qu antif ierf fu nct ions];
expression[f 1 .qjterator -macros=
[expression[2].qjfterator-macros,
expression[3].qiterator macros];
!inlo required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expressio n[2] .is_leftmost="true*;
express io n[3]. is Ief tmost="falIse";
express io n[21].crparm=expressio n[ 1 ].crparm;
express ion[3] .cr~parm=expression[ 1 ].crjparm;
I 'expression O/oprec STAR
*x is the value of x in the previous state
expression[ 1 ].q..with_clauses--;
expression[ 1 j.textw[p ", expressionf 2] .textJ;
expression.class-"no-special handling";




$x represents a collection of items rather than just one
sI = {x, $s2) means si = union({x), s2)
Isi - [x, $s2] means si - append([x], s2)
!n
expression[ 1JI.cLwfth_-clauses-"";
expression[ 1 I. text=["S",expres sionf2]. text];
express ion. class-*no-spec ial-handi ng";
expression[ 1 J.quantifier-f unctions-="
expression(1 ].ajiterator-macros-;
expression RANGE expression"/prec RANGE





expression[ 1 ]. expr-trans=









[express ion[21 .qate rato r macros,
expression[3J .qjiterator-macros];
!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expression[21.is_leftmost="true";
ex pression[3]. isjleftmost-"falIse";
express io n[2].crjparm-expressio n[ 1 ].crparm;
ex pression[3] .cr..parm-express ion[1 IJ.cr~parm;




'translated under assumption of implementation as record
expressionji ].exprjtrans-
[express ion [2]. exprjrans,"", NAM E.%text];
expressionji ].text- [express io n[2j.text,.",NAM E. %text];
express ion. class- no special handling";
expression[1J.quantifier-functions-'";
expressionji 1.q...iterator-macros-"";
expressio n[21. isjleftmo st="*true";
express ion[2J.cr-parm-express ion(1 ].cr-parm;
expression '[ expression 'j0/0prec: DOT
!n
expression[ 1].qwith_clauses-"";
'tanslation assumes implementation by ADA array
expressionji ]. exprjrans=
(expre ssion[21. exprjtrans,"(", express io n[21. exprtrans,")"1;
expression[i 1J.text-




!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
expression(2].is-leftmost-"true";
e xpress io n[3]. is lef tmost="fa Ise";
expres sio nf2j.crJparm-express ion[ 1 J.cr..parm;





expressionf 1]. text.["(", expression[21. text, ")"];
ex pre s sio n.class."no-special handli ng";
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expression[1. ]quantif ier-f unct ions-
expression[2].quantilier-lunctions;




ITexpression NAME ')'! expression with units of measurement





!there is nothing to support this translation
expression~l ].expr-trans.["(",express io n[2 .expr_trans,* ",NAME.%text,")i];
express ion[ 1 ].text=["(", express io n[2] .text, NAM E. %text,")];
expression. class="nQ..spec ial ha ndlIing";
expression[1 j.qjiterator-macros="";
ITIME! The current local time, used in temporal events
Mtme
expressionji ].qwith_clauses="";






IDELAY! The time between the triggering event and the response
!delay
expression[f 1 .qwth-clauses-";

















expression[1 ].text= Iite ra1. identif ier;
ex press ion. clIass="no..specia Ihandl ing";
expression[1J].quantifier -functions="";
expressionl ].ajiterator_macros="";





















["\t\t\tif (",expression[2] .exprjrans ,) thenft",







"\t\t\t\tif not (",expression[4] .expr_trans,") theftn",
"\t\t\t\t\tR E PORT. ER ROR(condftion,\n,
expressionf 1 .RE-actualparms,
"\t\t\t\t\t\"",expressionl4l .err .msg,"\") ;\n",
"\t\t\t\tend if ;\n",
"\t\t\tend if;\n"J:
!error message when the antecedent is true but the
!consequence (THEN) is false
expression[3J.err -msg-
[expression[I]. err -msg," IF ",express ion[2].text," NOT ~
express io n[3] .t ext];
!error message when the antecedent is false
!but the consequence (ELSE) is false
expression[4J.err msg.
[expression[ 1 ].err msg," IF-ELSE NOT ",ex pre ssio n[4l.text);
!passes the appropriate part to the error message to
!middle-cases
middle-cases.err-msg-expression[1 ].err-msg;
!pass the error message parameters to middle_cases
middle-cases. RE_actual...parmsaexpression1 J .RE...actual-parms;
lpass the return parameter name to appropriate children
middle-cases.r..parm-expresson[1 ].r...parm;
expression[2]. rparmmexpression[I ). rparm;
expressionl3j. rparm-expressionf I]. r~arm;
express io n[4J. r-.parmsexpression[ I11. r..parm;




!pass up all quantifierjfunctions
expressionji ].quantifier -functions.
[expression[ 21. quantif ier-fu nctions,
expression[31.quantifier functions,
middle -cases.quantifier functions,
expression[4J .quantifier funct ions),






!Info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate it.
express io n[21. is Ieftmost-fiaIse";
expressiof 31.is leftmost="f alse";
express ion[4]. is-leftmost"f a Ise";







middle-cases ELSEIF expression THEN expression
middle-cases[1]I.qwith_clauses=





"\tAttelsif", expression[1 I .expr trans ,"then\n",
"\t\t\t\tif niot (*, ex pre ssion[2]. expr trans,") then\n",
"\t\t\t\t\tREPORT. ERROR(condition,\n",
middle -cases[1. ]R E-actualparms,
'\t\t\t\t\t\"",expression[2] err msg ,\") ;\n",
*\t\t\t\tend if;\nl;
Weror message when antecedent is true but consequence
!is false




!pass the appropriate portions of the error message
!to recursive middle-cases
middle-cases[2.errmsg-middle-cases[1 ].err-msg;
!pass the return parameter name to appropriate children
middle..cases[2]. r.parm-middle casesf1 1].r-parm;
expression[f 1 .r..parm-middle cases[I J.rparm;
expressio n[21. rparm- middle casesf 1 J.r..pam;






expressio nl2].qu antif ierf fu nct ions];
middle_cases[1].qjiterator-macros=
[middle cases[2].qjiterator macros,
expressionf 1 ].ajiterator -macros,
expression[2] .ajterator-macros];
!info required to determine when we have reached the leftmost
!expression and, if so, how to translate ft.
expression(1 ]. isjleftmost="falIse";
expression[2]. is-lef tmost-" a Ise";
























I $r NAME! enumeration type literal
!enumn
!n
IIexpressions 'j! sequence literal
!sequence
I{expressions ')! set literal
!set
S''formals BIND expression )!set literal
!set








I '{' NAME BIND expression '}' union literal{
!union
!n
















This appendix contains the Spec Subset covered by the imple-
mentation. The complete Spec grammar was 'pruned," resulting in
the rules presented here. Complete production rules were removed,
as well as some terminals and non-terminals. An asterisk ("*") in a
production rule indicates that a non-terminal or terminal was pruned
from the rule. Comments clarify the significance of the simplification.
Assumptions and other information have been included as comments


















{!Single service messages only.)
message

















{!No EXCEPTIONS in formal message (i.e., Functions with no exception handling capability.).)
actualmessage
optional-exception optionalactual-name formal-arguments










CONCEPT formal-name '('formals')' VALUE '(' formals ')'where
functions, defined with preconditions and pastoonditions
















































! See Appendix G.
actualname ! variables and constants{)




























































This system generates an Module Driver and Output Analyzer
(MDOA) in Ada from a formal specification written in Spec. The sys-
tem is extremely limited in its present form. It is capable of generat-
ing functioning MDOAs for a subset of the Spec function modules. That
subset corresponds roughly to those modules that can be implemented
as Ada functions or procedures and adhere to the specifications con-
tained in this manual.
This manual provides the minimum details necessary to prepare
for and execute a test using the Module Driver and Output Analyzer
Generator. Several complete example sessions are included at the end
of this manual.
II. USER REQUIREMENTS
The system depends upon the user providing or completing the
following software components:
1. Module Specification (user provided).
2. Module Implementation (user provided).
3. Test Input Generator (user completed).
4. Test Iterators (user completed).
5. Test Criteria File (user provided).
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Specifications and concrete interfaces for items 1 through 4 above
are provided in Sections III through VII, respectively.
I1. MODULE SPECIFICATION
The user must provide the module specification written in Spec.
The file containing the specification must have a name ending with
.s" (e.g., specname.s). The MDOAG is very limited in its current
form- only specifications which adhere to all of assertions below
(should) yield a properly functioning MDOA.
" CONTAINS one (1) module.
" CONTAINS the keyword: FUNCTION.
" DOES NOT CONTAIN the keyword: VIRTUAL.
" CONTAINS only types in the Ada Standard Library or types
declared in the implementation package.
" DOES NOT CONTAIN the keywords: IMPORT or INHERIT.
* CONTAINS one keyword: MESSAGE.
* The "formal message" DOES NOT CONTAIN the keyword:
EXCEPTION.
" DOES NOT CONTAIN the keywords: CHOOSE, GENERATE. SEND,
or TRANSITION.
* "EXCEPTION" responses DO NOT CONTAIN formal arguments.
* ALL CONCEPTS CONTAIN (1) a VALUE clause, "returning" a sin-
gle formal of type boolean (2) a non-null WHERE clause starting
with "b <=> ... " where b is the formal contained in the VALUE
clause.
* DOES NOT CONTAIN expressions with the QUANTIFIERS: NUM-
BER, SUM, PRODUCT, SET. MAXIMUM. MINIMUM, UNION,
INTERSECTION. (MAY CONTAIN: SOME and ALL.)
* DOES NOT CONTAIN previous state expressions (e.g., *x).
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* DOES NOT CONTAIN collection of items expressions (e.g., $x).
" DOES NOT CONTAIN expressions of the form " T expression
NAME ')' " (i.e., expressions with units of measurement).
" DOES NOT CONTAIN expressions with "DELAY."
" DOES NOT CONTAIN expressions with "PERIOD."
" DOES NOT CONTAIN expressions with "?."
" DOES NOT CONTAIN expressions with "I."
" DOES NOT CONTAIN literals with "#."
" DOES NOT CONTAIN sequence literals.
" DOES NOT CONTAIN set literals.
" DOES NOT CONTAIN map literals.
" DOES NOT CONTAIN tuple literals.
* DOES NOT CONTAIN union literals.
IV. MODULE IMPLEMENTATION
The user must provide the implementation of the Spec module in
an Ada package. The implementation package must contain a subpro-
gram that implements the specification and the I/O facilities required
to read test criteria (e.g., values for generic parameters and
unbounded test parameters) and write test results (input and output
values).
A. Implementation Package
The module implementation must be contained in an Ada
package in a file named "implementation.a." The implementation
package name must be "IMPLEMENTATION." Figure C-i shows a
template for an implementation package. The statements enclosed in
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asterisks represent code that must be provided by the implementor







Figure C-1. Implementation Package Template
1. *Type Declarations*
The implementor must declare all types used in the
specification which are not contained in the Ada standard library. For
example, if the Spec contains the type "real", then an Ada type "real"
must be declared in the visible portion of the implementation package
specification, or must be made visible via Ada "with" and "use"
statements.
2. *Subprocedure Specification*
The subprocedure specification is the concrete interface
to Spec module being Implemented. It must be an Ada subprocedure
specification whose name matches the Spec module name (module
header NAME) (see Figure C-2). It must adhere to th( concrete inter-
face generation rules of Reference 1, pages 4-54 to 4-56. The parame-
ters of the Ada formal part must correspond positlonally to the formals
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of the Spec formal message. When "update" pragmas are used, all for-
mal message parameters are listed first, followed by reply parameters
not included in an "update" pragma. If the Spec has generic parame-
ters. then the Ada subprocedure specification must be generic. The
Ada generic parameters must correspond positionally to the formals of
the Spec module header. The Ada return "type mark" must corre-
spond to the return type of the Spec REPLY parameter if the Spec
calls for an Ada function.
--SAMPLE SPECIFICATION
FUNCTION foo{a b:type-l,c:type_2) --foo is generic. parms a.b,c




r: type_1; --corresponds to a
s: type_1: -- corresponds to b
t: type_2; --corresponds to c
function foo(x,y: type 1) return anothertype;
--x corresponds to d.
--y corresponds to e.
--Ada return type mark "another-type" corresponds to Spec
--REPLY another-type.




All exceptions in the message response of the Spec mod-
ule must be declared in the visible portion of the implementation
package specification. The Ada exception name (identifier) in the
exception declaration must match the Spec exception name (actual
name) (see Figure C-3).
-- SPEC REPLY WITH EXCEPTION
REPLY EXCEPTION exceptionfoo
--CORRESPONDING Ada EXCEPTION DECLARATION
exception foo: exception; -- same name as Spec EXCEPTION
Figure C-3. Spec Reply with Exception and
Corresponding Ada Declaration
4. *I/O Subprocedures*
The specification of the implementation package must
contain a "GET- operation for each distinct Spec generic parameter
type. It must also contain a "PUT" statement for each distinct Spec
MESSAGE/REPLY parameter type. The I/O Subprocedures corre-
sponding to sample Spec of Figure C-2 are given in Figure C-4.
Notice that a "GET" is provided for each type of generic
parameter (i.e., type_1, type_2) and that a "PUT is provided for each
type in the MESSAGE/REPLY parameters (i.e., type_1. another-type).
A "PUT" is not requirtd for type 2 because it is not a
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procedure GET(outfile: FILETYPE; x: type_1);
procedure GET(outfile: FILETYPE: x: type_2):
procedure PUT(outfile: FILETYPE, x: type_1):
procedure PUT(outfile: FILETYPE: x: anothertype);
Figure C-4. I/O Subprocedures Corresponding to
the Spec in Figure C-2
MESSAGE/REPLY parameter. The "GET and 'PU must appear as
shown in Figure C-4. except that additional parameters may follow the
second parameter type mark. If additional parameters are added.
associated default values must be provided for those parameters. The
additional parameters are permitted to allow for definition of I/O in
terms of the facilities provided in the Ada Standard Library. The
defaults will always be used during test execution.
V. TEST INPUT GENERATOR
A test input generator shell is created by the MDOAG to match the
Spec being tested. The user must complete it by providing the code
necessary to generate the input values. The generator shell can be
found in the file "input-generator.m4" after executing the
"build-parts" command.
A shell generated for the Spec of Figure C-2 is shown in Figure
C-5. The parameters d" and "e" on line *2* are the variables for
which values must be generated. The parameter "assurance" is the
level of reliability desired of the module being tested- it is probability
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include(/ n/ suns2 /work/student/ depasqua/MACROS/generator. m4)
"put with and use clauses here**-- *
generator(GENERATOR, [assurance: float], Id:type_l;e:type_11, *20
[is
-- **put required declarations here**-- *3*
begin
-- **put statements to generate values here**-- "4"
generate(--**put generated values here**-); * 5
-- **put more statements here as required**-- *6*
end GENERATOR;J)
Figure C-5. Sample "GENERATOR.M4" Shell Generated by MDOAG
of error (i.e., [l.0 .1.01, assuming a random distribution of input
values). The generator must be written so that a sufficiently large
sequence of values is generated to achieve this level of reliability.
(Note: The calculation of "n" in Figure C-6 provides a sufficiently large
number meeting this criterion which may be used as a loop control
bound.) Comments are included in the shell to assist the user.
Detailed instructions follow:
* Replace line *1* with "with" and "use" statements as required to
"import" packages/subprograms to support the generation of val-
ues (e.g., random number generator, mathpkg, etc.).
* Replace line *3" with Ada variable declaration statements
required in the generation process.
* Replace line *40 with statements required to generate the values.
* Replace "--put.. .here--" on line *5* with the "generated" values.
These become the actual parameters used in the test.
• Replace line "6* with any additional statements required for fur-
ther generation (e.g., loop control, etc.).
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include(/n/suns2/work/student/ depasqua/MACROS/generator.m4)
with MATH; use MATH;
with TYPE_1_PKG; use TYPE_1_PKG;
generator(GENERATOR. [assurance: float], [d:type_1;e:type_l],
[is
--n for loop control, ensures sufficient number of values are
--generated to achieve "assurance" level testing
n: constant natural :=
natural((l. 0/assurance)*float(BINLOG(l.0/assurance)));










Figure C-6. Sample Completed "GENERATOR.M4" Shell
* Once completed, expand the macro into the file "generator.a" by
executing the command "m4 generator.m4 > generator.a."
* Compile generator.a (ada generator.a).
Figure C-6 shows the same shell after completion by the user. In
it the user conveniently takes advantage of a random number genera-
tor provided in "TYPE_1_PKG."
VI. TEST ITERATORS
One test ITERATOR shell is generated for each QUANTIFIER in
the Spec. ITERATOR shells are identical in all physical regards to
GENERATOR They differ only in function. An ITERATOR must iterate
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through the range of values of the parameters. It is left to the user to
determine what sufficient coverage is. All ITERATOR shells of a Spec
can be found in the "ITERATORS.m4" file. After the ITERATORS are
completed and expanded (see GENERATOR), they should be
compiled.
VII. TEST CRITERIA FILE
The user must provide the testing criteria. All tests require that
the user provide an "assurance/reliability" level desired in the code.
The "assurance" is a number between 0.0 and 1.0. The low end (0.0)
implies high reliability (i.e., no more than 0 errors are produced each
time the module is executed.). The high end (1.0) implies low reliabil-
ity (i.e., no more than one error is produced each time the module is
executed.). Values between 0.0 and 1.0 can be interpreted as "accept-
able number of errors" per "number of executions" (e.g., 0.001
implies that 1 error every 1000 executions is acceptable).
In addition to the assurance, the user must provide other values
required to perform testing. For example, the user must provide val-
ues to be used for generic instantiations. To determine the values
required for the test, the user should examine the GETTEST_
PARAMETERS subprocedure of MAINPKG produced by the system.
The sequence of "GET" statements indicates the values read by the
system and required to conduct the test. Those values should be pro-
vided in the ASCII file "test-parameters," one value per line, in the
order they appear in the sequence of read statements.
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Multiple test cases can be run sequentially, without interruption,
by providing a sequence of test input criteria in "testparameters."
An example "MAIN_PKG.GETTESTPARAMETERS" subproce-
dure generated by the system and a "test-parameters" file that will
cause two tests to be run are shown in Figure C-7. None of the com-
ments will exist in the actual code nor are comments permitted in the
"testparameters" file. They are included in Figure C-7 for explanatory
reasons only.






--SAMPLE "test-parameters" FILE CAUSING TWO TEST EXECUTIONS
0.1 -- Corresponds to "ASSURANCE" for first test
0.5 -- Corresponds to "PRECISION" for first test
0.2 -- Corresponds to "ASSURANCE" for second test
0.1 --Corresponds to "PRECISION" for second test
Figure C-7. Sample GETTESTPARAMETERS Procedure and Corre-
sponding "testparameters" File
VIII. THE ENVIRONMENT
The system makes several assumptions about its environment.
Those assumptions are outlined in the following subparagraphs.
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A. Ada Compiler
The system assumes that it exists in the user's Ada environ-
ment. The user's path should be set up to find the name "ada" to an
Ada compiler.
B. Ada Library and its Contents
The system assumes that "IMPLEMENTATION", "GENERA-
TOR" and any "ITERATORS" have been successfully compiled in the
user's Ada library.
C. M4 Macro-processor and Macros
The system assumes the M4 macro processor is installed in
the environment and that the macro "generator.m4" is accessible
through in the path contained in the "include" statement at the top of
the file "driver.m4" (produced by the system). If the path is not cor-
rect, the path in the program source code "check.k" should be
changed to the proper path, and "check.k" should be recompiled. To
recompile the source, execute the command "k check.k" from a
directory in which the Kodlyak application generator is visible.
D. Command Files
The following commands should be visible in the user's envi-
ronment: "check" (MDOAG object code), "build-parts" (script file
invoking "check"), and "assembleMDOA" (script file simulating
"a.make"). This can be accomplished by adding /n/suns2/work/




The system assumes the Spec to be tested exists in the file
spec-name.s" in the current directory.
F. The Test Parameters
The system assumes the test parameters are in the text file
"test-parameters" in the current directory.
IX. TEST RESULTS
Successful test runs generate a file -specname.err" containing
test results similar to the example shown in Figure C-8. The results
are broken into sections by test number. In the example, two tests
were conducted. For test number 1, 500 sample inputs sets were
tried and no errors were detected. For test number 2, 1000 sample
inputs sets were tried and one error was found. It occurred when the
input parameters had the values indicated in the figure and the return
condition was normal (vice some exception condition). The postcondi-
tion (d + e = i) was not satisfied when the precondition (d = 0.00) was
true, as specified (hypothetically). and was reported as an error. Sum-
mary statistics follow the final test. In the example, two tests were
conducted, 1500 input data sets were run, resulting in the identifica-
tion of one error.
X. USING THE SYSTEM
To generate and execute a MDOA, follow the steps below:
1. Ensure the environment conforms to Section VIII.




INSTANCE SAMPLES TESTED: 500






WHEN d = 0.000 NOT (d + e=)
INSTANCE SAMPLES TESTED: 1000
INSTANCE ERRORS FOUND: 1
TOTAL TEST CONDUCTED: 2
TOTAL SAMPLES TESTED: 1500
TOTAL ERRORS FOUND: 1
Figure C-8. Sample Test Results
3. Ensure the Implementation conforms to Section IV.
4. Execute the command: build-parts "spec-name.s" from the
Unix prompt, where "spec name.s" is the Spec to be tested.
5. Examine the subprogram "GETTESTPARAMETERS" of
"MAINPKG" in the "MAINPKG.a" file. Provide "test parame-
ters" file conforming to Section VII.
6. Complete the generator shell: "GENERATOR.M4" as described
in Section V.
7. Complete the iterator shells (if applicable): "ITERATORS.M4"
as described in Section VI.
8. Execute the command "assembleMDOA."
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9. Execute the command "a.out" from the Unix prompt.




The following sample contains a Spec for a generic square root
(Part A). the implementing package (Part B), the
GETTESTPARAMETERS from MAINPKG.A (Part C), the test
parameters supplied by the user (Part D), the user completed input
generator (Part E), and the results of the test (Part F).
A. SPEC (SQUAREROOT.S)
FUNCTION square-root(precision:float SUCH THAT precision > 0.0
MESSAGE(x: float)
WHEN x >= 0.0
REPLY(y: float)
WHERE y > 0.0, approximates(y * y, x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imaginary-squareroot
CONCEPT approximates(rl r2: float)
VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <=> abs(rl - r2) <= abs(r2 * precision)
END
B. IMPLEMENTATION (IMPLEMENTATION.A)
with TEXTIO; use TEXT1IO;
package IMPLEMENTATION is
min-precision: constant float := float'epsilon:
max-precision: constant float :- float'last;
subtype precision-type is float range min-precision .. max_precision;
package FLT_10 is new FLOATIO(float);
use FLT_10:
procedure PUT(outfile: FILETYPE; x" fl3at;
fore: field := DEFAULTFORE;
aft: field := DEFAULTAFT;
exp: field := DEFAULTEXP) renames FLTIO.PUT;
procedure GET(inflle: FILETYPE; y: out float;
width: FIELD := 0) renames FLT_IO.GET;
generic
precision: precision-type;




package body IMPLEMENTATION is
function SQUARE_ROOT(x: float) return float is
low, mid, midsq, high: float;
tolerance: float := x * precision;
begin
if x < 0.0 then raise imaginary-squareroot;
elsif x = 0.0 then return x;
end if:
Henceforth x > 0.0.
if x < 1.0 then low := x; high := 1.0;
elsif x > 1.0 then low := 1.0; high := x;
else return 1.0;
end if:
while (x - low * low) > tolerance loop
Invariant: 0.0 < low ^ 2 < x < high A 2
Bound: floor((hlgh A 2 - low A 2) / tolerance
mid := (high + low) * 0.5;
midsq := mid * mid;
if midsq > x then high := mid;
elsif midsq < x then low := mid;


















D. TEST PARAMETERS FILE (TEST-PARAMETERS)





include(/ n/suns2 /work/student/ depasqua/MACROS/generator.m4)
•*put with and use clauses here**--
with MATH: use MATH;
with RANDOM; use RANDOM:
generator(GENERATOR, [assurance: float], Ix:float],
[is
**put required declarations here**--
n: constant natural :=
natural(( 1.0/ assurance)*float(BINLOG (1.0/assurance)));
the-value: float,
begin
"put statements to generate values here**--
GETTIMESEED:




**put more statements here as required**--
end GENERATOR;J)
F. TEST RESULTS (SQUAREROOT.ERR)
square-root Test Results
*...*s..........e ************************** s*******s*** **
TEST NUMBER 1
•** * * i•* * * *** * **** * * * *** 50* *
INSTANCE SAMPLES TESTED: 33




INSTANCE SAMPLES TESTED: 12
INSTANCE ERRORS FOUND: 0
................. *....*.*.*********************.*************** 5*
TOTAL TESTS CONDUCTED: 2
TOTAL SAMPLES TESTED: 45
TOTAL ERRORS FOUND: 0
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE SPEC, MDOA, IMPLEMENTATION, AND RESULTS
This Appendix contains a sample Spec, the MDOA generated by
the MDOAG for that Spec, a faulty implementation which produces
errors, the generator implementation, and the test results. A second
example is located in the user's manual (Appendix C).
A. FUNCTION MAXIMUM
This example is a non-generic Spec for a function returning the
maximum of two floats.
1. Spec (from user)
FUNCTION maximum
MESSAGE (x y:float)
WHEN x >= y
REPLY (i:float) WHERE i = x
OTHERWISE
REPLY (i:float) WHERE I = y
END














3. MAIN PKG (generated by buildparts or check command)
package MAINPKG is









package body MAINPKG is
INFILE : FILE_TYPE;
ASSURANCE: FLOAT range 0.0.. 1.0;
function TESTSCOMPLETE return boolean is
begin




















4. DRIVER.M4 (generated by bulld-parts or check command)
include(/ n/ suns2 /work/student/depasqua/MACRO,/generator.m4)




with REPORT; use REPORT;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;
with CONDITIONTYPEPKG; use CONDITIONTYPEPKG;
procedure DRIVER(assurance: in float) is
condition: conditiontype := normal;
x, y: float; i: float;
function IMPLEMENTATION(x, y: float) return float renames maximum;
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(assurance);
begin
REPORT.WRITEINSTANCEHEADER;
foreach([x: float;y: float]. GENERATOR, [assurance], [
begin










5. DRIVER.A (generated by m4)
with GENERATOR;
with CHECKPKG;
with REPORT; use REPORT;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;
with CONDITIONTYPE PKG; use CONDITIONTYPEPKG;
procedure DRIVER(assurance: in float) is
condition: conditiontype := normal;
x, y: float; I: float;
function IMPLEMENTATION(x, y: float)
return float renames maximum;















































if (x >= y) then
if not ((i = x)) then




if not (preconditions-satisfied) then
if not (( = y)) then























package body REPORT is
total-instances : integer := 0;
instance-samples-tested : integer := 0:
total_samplestested : integer := 0;
instanceerrors : integer:= 0;
totalerrors integer := 0;
outfile FILETYPE;
package INT_10 is new INTEGER_IO(integer);
use INT_10;






for i in 1 .. 80 loopPUT(outfile,"";
end loop;
NEWLINE(outfile);
PUTLINE(outflle, "maximum Test Results"):






















instancesamples-tested := instance_samples_tested + 1:
totalsamplestested := totalsamplestested + 1;
end INCREMENTSAMPLESTESTED;
procedure ERROR(condition : CONDITIONTYPE;




instanceerrors := instanceerrors + 1;


























PUT(outffle, "INSTANCE SAMPLES TESTED: )
PUT(outflle, instance-.samples-tested);
NEW-LINE(outfile);
PUT(outfile, 'INSTANCE ERRORS FOUND: )
PUT(outfilc, instance-errors);
NEW-LINE (outfile);












PUT~outflle, 'TOTAL TESTS CONDUCTED: )
PUT(outfile, total-instances);
NEW LINE(outfile);
PUT(outflle, 'TOTAL SAMPLEZS TESTED:")
PUT(outfile, total_samples..tested);
NE W LINE (outfile);















type CONDITIONTYPE is (normal, unspecified-exception):
package CONDITIONTYPEIO is new ENUMERATIONIO(CONDITIONTYPE);
end CONDITIONTYPEPKG;
9. FAULTY IMPLEMENTATION (from user)
with TEXT_10: use TEXTIO;
package IMPLEMENTATION is
package FLTIO is new FLOATIO(float);
use FLTIO;
procedure PUT(outfile: FILETYPE; x: float:
fore: field := DEFAULTFORE;
aft: field := DEFAULTAFT;
exp: field := DEFAULTEXP) renames FLTIO.PUT;
procedure GET(inflle: FILETYPE; y: out float;
width: FIELD := 0) renames FLTIO.GET:
function maximum(x: floaty: float) return float;
end IMPLEMENTATION;
package body IMPLEMENTATION is
function maximum(x: float;y: float) return float is
begin
if (x >= y) then







10. GENERATOR (interface genezated by build..parts or check
command and completed by the user)
inciude(/n/suns2/work/student/depasqua/MACROS/generator. m4)
**put with and use clauses here**- -
with MATH, use MATH,
with RANDOM; use RANDOM;
generator(GENERATOR. [assurance: float), [x:float~y:float],
[is
**put required declarations here**--
n: constant natural :=natura.(1 .0/ assurance)
float(BIN...LOG (1. 0/ assurance))):
x-.gen, y-.gen: float-,
begin
"*put statements to generate values here**--
GET_-TIME_-SEED;





"*put more statements here as required** --
end GENERATOR;I)
11. INPUT FILE "test..parameters" (from user)
0.35
















INSTANCE SAMPLES TESTED: 4
INSTANCE ERRORS FOUND: 2
*.*...**C.*...e*..C..***..*.........se...**..e .**.*S*****..*~e
TOTAL TESTS CONDUCTED: 1
TOTAL SAMPLES TESTED: 4




This appendix contains the "foreach" and "generator" macros
published as Reference 1, Appendix 7.
dnl -- m4 comments look like this
dnl -- use control characters for quotes to avoid conflicts with
dnl -- ada programs
changequote([,])
dnl -o input and output formats
dnl
dnl -- format: generator(inputs, outputs, body)
dnl
dnl -- sample invocation:
dnl
dnl -- generator(g,[yl: tl; ... ; ym: tm],[xl: T1, .... xn: Tn],
dnl-- [is
dnl .-- declarations of g
dnl -- begin
dnl . -- statements for calculating el, .... en
dnl -- generate(el. ... , en);
dnl . -- more statements, possibly containing "generate"
dnl -- end g;1)
dnl
dnl -- expands to:
dnl
dnl -- generic
dnl -- with procedure generate(xl: Ti: ... ; xn: Tn);
dnl -- procedure g(yl: tl; ... ; ym: tm);
dnl -- procedure g(yl: tl; ... ; ym: tm) is
dnl .-- declarations of g
dnl -- begin
dnl . -- statements for calculating e , ..... en
dnl -- generate(eI..... en);
dnl . -- more statements, possibly containing "generate"









dnl -- format: foreach(loop variables, generator name,
dnl -- generator arguments,
dnl -- statements in loop body)
dnl
dnl -- sample invocation:
dnl
dnl -- foreach([xl: TI .. xn: Tn], g, [el, em],
dnl -- I -- sequence of statements in the loop body
dnl-- ])
dnl
dnl -- expands to:
dnl
dnl -- declare
dnl -- procedure loopbody(xl: T1; ... ; xn: Tn) is
dnl -- begin
dnl . -- sequence of statements in the loop body
dnl -- end loop-body;
dni -- procedure execute-loop is new g(loopbody);
dnl -- begin


















































with TEXT-10; use TEXT_10;
package body MAINPKG is
INFILE: FILETYPE;
ASSURANCE: FLOAT range 0.0.1.0;
*GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS"
function TESTSCOMPLETE return boolean is
begin























Generic object declarations generated from Spec generic parameters
of the module header. Objects may also be generated from messages
and concepts of the Spec where it is necessary to provide bounds
required provide bounds on the test.
e.g., precision: float;
"GENERIC OBJECT GETS**




.. DRIVER INSTANTIATION OR RENAMING DECLARATION"
"DRIVER INSTANTIATION"
Generated H generic objects are generated.




Generated if no generic objects are generated.




procedure DRIVER(assurance: in FLOAT);
with GENERATOR;
with CHECKPKG;
with TYPES; use TYPES;
with REPORT; use REPORT;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;
with CONDITIONTYPEPKG; USE CONDITIONTYPEPKG;
procedure DRIVER is (assurance: In float) is
condition: condition_type :- normal;
"PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"











condition :. unspecified exception;
end;
BLACKBOX.CHECK(condition,






Generic formal part generated from the Spec generic parameters if they exist.




Parameter specifications generated from the formal arguments of the Spec formal message
"and" response.
*INSTANTIATIONS OR RENAMING DECLARATIONS**
Generated based on the type of ADA interface called for by the Spec and whether or not the
function is generic.
non-generic function:
function IMPLEMENT(**FORMAL MESSAGE PARM SPECIFICATIONS**)
return **TYPE MARK** renames "*FUNCTION DESIGNATOR*;
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(assurance);
non-generic procedL,re:
procedure IMPLEMENT(*"FUNCTION CALL SPECIFICATIONS**)
renames IM PLEMENTATION.*"FUNCTION DESIGNATOR**;
package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(assurance);
generic function:
function IMPLEMENT is new
**FUNCTION DESIGNATOR**("GENERIC ACTUAL PARAMETERS");
package BLACKBOX is new CHECK_PKG(*GENEP1C ACTUAL PARAMETERS**,
assurance);
generic procedure:
procedure IMPLEMENT is new
**FUNCTION DESIGNATOR"('GENERIC ACTUAL PARAMETERS"-);
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package BLACKBOX is new CHECKPKG(**GENERIC ACTUAL PARAMETERS",
assurance);
"GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES"
Parameter Specifications generated from the Spec formal message, formated for the
generator.m4 macro.
"FUNCTION CALL"
Function or procedure call depending on the ADA interface.
function call:
"REPLY CALL ACTUAL" :=




"FORMAL MESSAGE ACTUAL PARAMETERS"
Actual parameters generated from the formal arguments of the Spec formal message.
"EXCEPTION WHEN CLAUSES"
When clauses generated from Spec response set exception clauses.
when "EXCEPTION ACTUAL NAME" ->
condition := **EXCEPTIONACTUALNAME**_condition;
"GENERIC PARAMETER DECLARATIONS"
Generic parameter declarations generated from the Spec module header. May also be




Function designator generated from the Spec module header NAME.
"REPLY TYPE MARK"
Type mark generated from the Spec reply type.
C. CHECKPKG
include(/n/suns2/work/studentldepasqua/MACROS/generator.m4)
with REPORT; use REPORT;
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with MDOAGLIB; use MDOAGLIB;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;





















See "GENERIC OBJECT DECLARATIONS" of MAIN PACKAGE
"PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"
See DRIVER TEMPLATE "PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"
"QUANTIFIER WITH CLAUSES"
With statements generated from Spec QUANTIFIER expressions.
Provide visibility to the ITERATOR required for quantifier evaluation. One "with" statement per
QUANTIFIER.
"QUANTIFIER TEXT** is actual quantifier NAME (e.g., ALL, SOME, etc.).
"QUANTIFIER LINE NUMBER" is the Spec line number the quantifier lies on.
The line number is used to ensure unique ITERATOR names.
with "QUANTIFIER TEXT**_**QUANTIFIER LINE NUMBER";
"CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS"
Function specifications generated from Spec Concepts.
function "CONCEPT DESIGNATOR"(**CONCEPT PARM SPECS") return "*TYPE MARK";
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"QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS"
Generated from Spec QUANTIFIER expressions. One per QUANTIFIER.
"ALL QUANTIFIER FUNCTION"
Genewated from Spec ALL QUANTIFIERS.
**QUANTIFIER PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS**







if (value - true) then
"QUANTIFIER ALL CHECKING TRANSLATION"
end if;j)
return value;
end ALL_**QUANTIFIER LINE NUMBER";
"SOME QUANTIFIER FUNCTION"
Generated from Spec SOME QUANTIFIERS.
'*QUANTIFIER PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"







if (value - false) then
"QUANTIFIER ALL CHECKING TRANSLATION"
end if;])
return value;
end SOME_**QUANTIFIER LINE NUMBER";
"QUANTIFIER PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS"
Parameter specifications generated from the declarations of the QUANTIFIER.
"ALL CHECKING TRANSLATION"
Generated from the ALL restrictions and expression list.
if "QUANTIFIER SUCH THAT TRANSLATION* then





Generated from the SOME restrictions and expression list.
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if *QUANTIFIER SUCH THAT TRANSLATION" then






Generated from Spec response.
**RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMATION** OR **REPONSE SET TRANSFORMATION**
**RESPONSE CASES TRANSFORMATION"
Generated from Spec response cases.
**WHEN CASE TRANSFORMATION** OR **OTHERWISE CASE TRANSFORMATION-
**WHEN CASE TRANSFORMATION"
Generated when another WHEN condition blows this WHEN condition.





Generated from Spec response case containing OTHERWISE clause.
This transformation is always an insert to the
**WHEN RESPONSE CASE TRANSFORMATION" shown above.




Generated from the reply of the Spec response set.
**EXCEPTION TRANSFORMATION"* "WHERE EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION-
**EXCEPTION TRANSFORMATION**
Generated from the Spec reply EXCEPTION, if one exists.
if not (condition - **EXCEPTION NAME"_condition) then
RE PORT. ERROR(condition, **RESPONSE ACTUAL PARAMETERS",




"WHERE EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION"
Generated from the WHERE clause of the reply.
if not ('EXPRESSION #1 TRANSFORMATION-) then
REPORT.ERROR..
end if;
if not ("EXPRESSION #2 TRANSFORMATION") then
REPORT.ERROR...
end if;
if not ("EXPRESSION #N TRANSFORMATION") then
REPORT.ERROR...
end if;
**WHEN EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION"
Generated from the WHEN clause of a Spec reply.
This is an insert to the "WHEN CASE TRANSFORMATION"
"EXPRESSION #1 TRANSFORMATION** and then
-EXPRESSION #2 TRANSFORMATION- and then
-EXPRESSION #N TRANSFORMATION"
-EXPRESSION TRANSFORMATION"
Appropriate ADA expression generated from a Spec expression.
"CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES" AND SUB-TEMPLATES
Generated from Spec concepts.
"CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES"




-CONCEPT SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS"
end "CONCEPT DESIGNATOR"
"CONCEPT PARM SPECS"
Generated from Spec Concept actual parameters.
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**CONCEPT DECLARATIVE PART"
Generated from the Spec value type returned by the concept.
"CONCEPT SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS"
Appropriate ADA statements generated from the WHERE clause of the concept.
*CONCEPT SUBPROGRAM BODIES"




"CONCEPT SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS"
end -CONCEPT DESIGNATOR"
"SOME TEMPLATE-
This template implements the SOME expression as a function so that it may be combined
with the logic checking logic used in the system. It assumes a gemerator macro has been
established which generates the values to be checked. It looks for a single case which
proves the SOME to be true.
function some**S_NUMBER" return boolean is










A number concatenated to 'some' to eliminate naming conflicts.
"NESTED QUANTIFIER FUNCTIONS"
Functions corresponding to nested quantifiers of the SOME expression.
"GENLOOPVARS**
See Driver Generator Loop Variables.
"SOME CHECKING CODE**
Analogous to "WHEN CASE TRANSFORMATION" of CHECK PACKAGE. It
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checks to see if the value generated falls within the 'set' or 'range' restrictions. If so, it permits
the values to checked. Otherwise, it short circuits the process, Note: this logic searches for
case where the condition is true.
if "SUCH THAT TRANSFORMATION" then





Identical to "WHEN EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION" of CHECK
PACKAGE.
"ALL TEMPLATE-
This template implements the ALL expression as a function so that it may be combined with
the logic checking logic used in the system. It assumes a gemerator macro has been
established which generates the values to be checked. It searches for one case which
proves the ALL to be false.
function ALL**A_NUMBER** return boolean is










A number concatenated to 'all' to eliminate naming conflicts.
"NESTED QUANTIFER FUNCTIONS"
Functions corresponding to nested quantifiers of the ALL expression.
"GENLOOPVARS**
See Generator Loop Variables of DRIVER.
"ALL CHECKING CODE"
Analogous to "WHEN CASE TRANSFORMATION" of CHECK PACKAGE. It
checks to see if the value generated falls within the 'set' or 'range' restrictions. If so, it permits
the values to checked. Otherwise, it short circuits the process. Note: this logic searches for
one false case to disprove the ALL.
if SUCH THAT TRANSFORMATION" then
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Identical to "WHEN EXPRESSION LIST TRANSFORMATION** of CHECK
PACKAGE.
D. REPORT PACKAGE TEMPLATE
with TEXT 10; use TEXT_10;
with IMPLEMENTATION; use IMPLEMENTATION;











package body REPORT is
instancesamples_tested: integer := 0;
total_samplestested: integer := 0;
instance-errors: integer := 0;
total errors: integer := 0;
outfile: FILETYPE;







CREATE(outfile, OUTFILE, **FUNCTION NAME**.err");
for i in 1 .80 loop PUT(ouffile,""); end loop;
NEWLINE(outfile);
PUT LINE(outfile,
***FUNCTION DESIGNATOR** Test Results");





procedure WRITEINSTANCE_HEADER(msg: in string) is
begin
instance-errors :- 0;
instance-samples tested :. 0;
NEW_-LINE(outfile);,




for i in 1..40 loop PUT(outfile," "); end loop;
NEWLINE(outfile);
end WRITEINSTANCEHEADER;











instan~e-errors :. instance-errors + 1;













for i in 1..40 loop PUT(outfile," '); end loop;
NEW_-LINE(outfile);
PUT(outf ile,*INSTANCE SAMPLES TESTED: )
PUT(outf ile ,instance~samples tested);
NEWLINE(outf ile);
PUT(outfile,'INSTANCE ERRORS FOUND: )
PUT(ouff ile instance errors);
NEWLINE(outfile);
for i in 1..80 loop PUT(outfile,"'"); end loop;
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NEW_-LINE(outfile);




for i in 1..80 loop PUT(outfile,""); end loop:
NEW_-LINE(outfile);
PUT(outfile,'TOTAL SAM PLES TESTED: )
PUT(outf ile,total-samplesjested);
NEW_-LINE(outfile);
PUT(outfile,'TOTAL ERRORS FOUND: )
PUT(outf ile,totalerrors);
NEW_-LINE(outfile);






Generated from the actuals of the Spec formal message.
"*FUNCTION DESIGNATOR"
Generated from the Spec function NAME of the module header.
"~PARAMETER PUT STATEMENTS"*












with TEXT_10; use TEXT_10;
package CONDITIONTYPEPKG is
type CONDITIONTYPE is ("CONDmON TYPES-);





"put with and use clauses here*--
gener2' )r(**GEN_FUNCTIONDESIGNATOR**, [assurance: float],
[--GENERATOR LOOP VARIABLES"],
[is
"put required declarations here**--
begir
"put statements to generate values here**--
generate(--**put generated values here**-);




"put with and use statements here**--
gene itor(GENSOM E_5,[assurance: float]j,[rtype_2],
[is
**put .iny required declarations here**--
begin
"put ,erating statements here**--
gener te(--'put generated values here");
**put more statements here as ruquired*--
end GEN_SOME_5;])
"put "i;,h and use statements here**--
generator(GENALL_4,[assurance: float],[q type 1J,
[is
"put any required declarations here**--
begin
"put iterating statements here**--
generate(--"put generated values here");





This appendix contains a summary of the Spec-to-Ada expression
translations used in the MDOAG. Assumptions were made in choosing
the translations. A careful examination of these translations is helpful
for MDOAG users. (Note: "e" and "et" are shorthand for "expression"
and "expression translation," respectively. In the examples, x => y
denotes "x" translated to "y." Where Spec expressions consist of
multiple expressions, positional correspondence of the expressions to
translations holds (e.g., The first and second "e" correspond to the
first and second "et," respectively, in: e op e => et op et.).
SPEC EXPRESSION TRANSLATION
1. QUANTIFIER (formals :: e) See CHECK PKG Template.
-- (e.g., ALL(x:nat SUCH THAT p(x) :: q(x)) => ALLXX WHERE
--ALLXX is a function call returning a boolean indicating
--the satification or dissatifaction of the QUANTIFER. XX
--is the Spec line number the QUANTIFER exists on.)
2. actual name actualname .text
--variables, constants (e.g., 5.0 => 5.0)
3. e ( actuals) et ( actual actual-parms)
-- function call (e.g., max(x+1,5) => max((x+1),(5))
4. e @ actualname actual name.text'(et)
--assumes overloaded enumeration type for which Ada resolves
--as translated [Ref. 6:p. 381].
-- (e.g., red@color => color'(red))
--Spec explicit type cast for overloaded enumeration types
-- (e.g., red@color, red@trafflc-light) or literals of
--relation types (e.g., {[a::l,b::2J,[a::2,b::4])@settupleta
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... m..m.sn nl ss In ' =s M|||"
--b:integer})
5. - e NOT (et)
6. e & e (et AND et)
7. e I e (et OR et)
8. e => e imp!ies(et,et)
--implemented as a function in MDOAGlibrary.
9. e <=> e iff(etet)
--implemented as a funclion in MDOAGlibrary.
10. e =e (et = et)
11. e <e (et < et)
12. e > e (et > et)
13. e <= e (et <= et)
14. e >= e (et >= et)
15. e =e (et \= et)
16. e <e NOT (et < et)
17. e >e NOT (et > et)
18. e <=e NOT (et <= et)
19. e >=e NOT (et >= et)
20. e =e equivalent(et, et)
-- assumes user defined in IMPLEMENTATON.
21. e -== e NOT equivalent(etet)
--See comment for translation 20.
22. - e - et
23. e + e (et + et)
24. e - e (et - et)
25. e * e (et et)
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26. e / e (et / et)
27. e MODe (et MOD et)
28. e Ae (et ** et)
--assumes A implemented as **
29. e U e union(et, et)
-- assumes U defined for the type of et.
30. e II e (et & et)
-- assumes Spec concat implemented as Ada concat.
31. e IN e (et IN et)
32. * expr --not implemented.
33. $ expr -- not implemented.
34. e .. e (et .. et)
35. e.NAME et.NAME
-- assumes implementation by Ada record.
36. ele] et(et)
-- assumes implemetation by Ada array.
37. (e) (et)
38. (e NAME) (et NAME)
--checking routines are not implemented for this.
39. TIME CLOCK
--assumes system clock = local time desired.
40. DELAY --not implemented.
--(30 DAYS <= DELAY <= 31 DAYS) [Ref. 1:p. 3-116].
41. PERIOD --not implemented.
-- PERIOD = (14 DAYS) [Ref. 1:p. 3-1171.
42. literal --As shown below.
--REAL. INTEGER, STRING, CHAR literal.text
-- # NAME NAME
-- all others --not implemented.
43. ? --not implemented.
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44. ! -- not implemented.
45. IF el THEN e2 middlecases ELSE e3 FI
-- See CHECKPKG template.
--assumes "stand-alone" use in Spec responses of the form:
--WHERE IF el THEN e2
- - ELSEIF e3 THEN e4
-- ELSE e5 FI
--elist -> e list, e
-- where e is --if-then-else-fl expression is not
--supported.
--el -> e2 op e3
- - e2 & e3 may not be if-then-else-fl expression.
--General Form of the translation:
--if etl then
- - if not et2 then "error" end if;
--middlecasestrans (elsifs using same logic)
-- else
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